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ABSTRACT 
Knowledge and History have for many years been sites of struggle in South Africa and 
academic versions of the past are being challenged with commitment by oppressed 
communities all over the world. Archaeologists, as producers of information about the 
past, are necessarily involved in such struggles. 
The aim of this research project has been to demonstrate that our constructions of the 
past are deeply embedded in the politics of production and presentation of knowledge. 
The manner in which information is presented to the public is integrally linked to the 
manner in which knowledge about the past is produced. These politics form a 
particular dynamic with the way people perceive themselves and others. 
By examining the specifics of the construction of a Hottentot icon, and its links with 
constructions of gatherer-hunter histories, I have also tackled issues such as the 
contingency of research interpretations, the subjectivity of researchers, the myth of 
0 scientific objectivity", and knowledge as a site of struggle in South Africa. I have also 
examined the links between writing, description, sexism, racism and colonialism, and 
educational methods and the authority of the expert. 
It is in the use of authoritative techniques in the production of knowledge and in the 
presentation of research interpretations that the problem lies. Authoritative techniques 
are pervasive and powerful, and function to inhibit public challenges to academic 
knowledge. The weight of notions such as science, objectivity and truth - which back up 
most presentations of academic knowledge - disallow the empowerment of communities 
towards participation in the processes of producing knowledge. I advocate a shift 
towards production and presentation that uses instead methods that encourage 
traditionally powerless communities to play an active role in the construction of their ~ 
histories. 
I have focussed on the construction of authoritative herder histories, in both museums 
and other public media, in order to examine the role of archaeolgists in struggles 
around the past. Whether we are conscious participants in these struggles, or whether 
we adopt a stance of objective neutrality, the information we produce has a powerful 
and important effect on the way in which people make sense of ourselves. 
A People's Archaeology - an archaeology dependent on community participation in 
research, interpretation and presentation - will require the development of democratic 
research methods. And this necessitates the initial steps of demystifying the process 
whereby academic knowledge is produced, and the development of an understanding of 
the origins of historical symbols. This project is a contribution to these debates, and will 
hopefully be, in some way, a contribution to the process of formulating different 
research methods towards the development of a People's Archaeology. ~..i 
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1985 was in many respects a turning point - for myself, for the discipline of archaeology 
in South Africa and for politics in this country. It was a year of militant struggle in 
South Africa. It was the year in which the Southern African Association of 
Archaeologists (SAAA) held its September conference in Grahamstown and it was at 
this conference that it was announced that South Africans were to be banned from the 
Southampton World Archaeology Co~gress (WAC). It was the year in which I 
completed my Honours degree, began work in the new Community Education 
Resources Project (CER) at the University of Cape Town and began to question the 
links between archaeology and the social context in which it is practised in South Africa. 
The 1985 Southern African Association of Archaeologists conference was held in an 
atmosphere of political stress and tension. South African Defence Force troop-carriers 
were seen daily moving towards the black townships of Grahamstown while we 
discussed, in the relative calm of Rhodes University, the issues of shipwrecks, the 
academic nomenclature of gatherer-hunters and herders in Southern Africa, and the 
need to educate the public about rock-paintings in order to prevent further destruction. 
During this conference came the announcement that South Africans had been banned 
from participating in the WAC.1 World revulsion against apartheid had made it 
relatively easy to extend the strategy of isolation to the field of academia - traditionally 
seen as "apolitical". 
Until September 1985 archaeology as a discipline in South Africa had been relatively 
unpoliticised. The WAC banning undoubtedly brought a sense of crisis inescapably into 
the South African archaeological arena, making it clear that archaeologists in this 
country were not to escape the stresses and tensions that were becoming starkly evident 
in every sphere of South African life. The WAC banning can be seen to mark a point of 
initiation for South African archaeologists in that we were forced to confront the issue 
of the various roles that archaeologists have played in our country. While there had 
been proposals at the 1983 conference in Gaborone, Botswana, to include a clause in 
the SAAA's constitution rejecting apartheid, this was not carried. After proposal again 
1 See Ucko (1987), MacKic (1987), and Tobias (1988). 
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at the Grahamstown 1985 conference, the clause was finally included through postal 
vote.2 
At this conference several archaeologists met to discuss the role of archaeology in 
education in South Africa. Although this had certainly been an issue of concern in 
previous years, 3 this appeared to be the first time a group of concerned archaeologists -~r 
had come together to formulate an approach to educational issues from their position as 
archaeologists. The Archaeological Awareness Workshop (AA W) was set up out of a 
recognition of the need to respond to the educational issues of the day, particularly the 
calls for People's History. The AA W ·as a group has not met with much success, 
although individuals have been continuing the type of work that the AA W outlined as 
the concerns of its members. The concerns expressed particularly, but not only, by 
members of the AA W have been in line with the educational concerns expressed 
internationally by archaeologists, issues that have been taken up by many in Europe, 
America, Australia and Africa. 
Internationally, a focus on the practise of archaeology has been evident for many years, 
addressing issues such as - what is the past, why is archaeological research done, what 
purposes does such research serve, in whose interests is such research conducted, and to 
what extent research conclusions mirror the current social ideology, where archaeology 
has been used to legitimate the present and reproduce the present in the past.4 
' By the end of 1985 I had begun to question the links between my Archaeology Honours 
project - an initial exploration of the Paradise site in Cape Town,5 and the broad socio-
political context in which I was studying and practising archaeology. The links seemed 
desperately tenuous, almost non-existent. But at the end of 1985 I began working for 
the Community Education Resources Project that had .been set up by members of the 
Centre for African Studies at the University of Cape Town, a project that would in some 
way attempt to close the evidently massive gap between intellectual endeavors at the 
university and the need for information and resources in communities around Cape 
Town - communities traditionally deprived of access to such resources. Progressive 
academics and students on campuses were actively seeking ways to contn"bute more 
concretely to attaining liberation in South Africa. I worked in the project for a year, 
constantly questioning the ways in which I could combine my interests in archaeology 
with my interest in educational issues, with my particular belief that information and 
2 I have been refused ao:ess to the minutes of tfle discussions around the issue of inciuding an anti-apartheid clause in the SA.AA 
constitution by the executive of the Association, and am lln~~tcd from daboJratil'l,g further. 
3 See for example South African Art:haeological Bulletin 33(127) _June 1978: Editorial. 
4 See for example Bender (1986), Gero et al (1983}, Hall (1984); Hodder (1983) and Tri~r (1984). 
5 The site of Paradise, a site vanously used as a Dutch East India Qlmpany~t and Bnttsh government employee's lodge, fits into 
an OYCrall research design around atty mllonial seukmcnt and the &p9tial ?)'ODt of social relations. For discussions on the 
archaeology of. Paiadise; see~ Mid Ritchie (1985) and Hall and Malan (1988). 
resources at universities should be made available and accessible to groups in South 
Africa that had traditionally been denied this access. 
In mid-1986 I had the opportunity to combine my archaeological and educational 
interests when the project I was working for (CER) offered five two-year studentships to 
Masters students interested in "making their research accessible to the community". 
Two students from Sociology, two students from Economic History and I, from 
Archaeology, were the recipients of these bursaries, constituting the Masters Group in 
CER. The idea of Masters students, attempting to work in a collective manner to 
produce accessible resources, through new and different research processes, was 
definitely new in South Africa. We had no precedents from which to work, and had to 
start at the beginning, questioning why CER had been set up, and why it was important 
that Masters students, or any academics, should be involved in producing popular 
resources. We had to question the relationship between intellectuals and society in 
general and between intellectua.Is and the working class in particular. We needed to 
understand our role in mass struggles, and we needed to understand our position in 
society. We had to examine the university as a site of struggle over ideas and resources, 
and we had to begin building on the existing debates about how we could change the 
campus/community status quo and in what ways we could make interventions on 
campus. 
We set up a seminar programme for which we worked collectively with the assistance of 
Catherine Kell, the CER project organiser. As the bursary programme ran for two 
years we felt we had the time to dedicate to the very necessary task of discussing the 
issues outlined above. Our skills-training, towards the practical production of 
educational resources, was programmed for the second half of the year .. Our initial idea 
was to familiarise ourselves with the current debates, and then to follow this with 
intensive skills-training to teach ourselves how to popularise and make accessible the 
research we were each doing for our masters degrees. In this we were developing an 
approach that acknowledges the influence of current politics on academia, seeing the 
university as a site of struggle, and understanding the need for us to respond 
appropriately to the broad context in which we work. 
The production and presentation of knowledge are my main concerns - how knowledge 
is produced, and where, how, to whom and to what purpose this knowledge is presented. 
I have thus examined in Chapter Two the academic environment in South Africa, 
looking at the context in which researchers have responded to community needs, with 
ref~rence to a specific education project at the University of Cape Town. 
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I have focussed on the Western Cape for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is the 
geographical area in which I am situated. Secondly, the issue of Hottentot/Khoi-
Khoi/herder history6 has particular pertinence in the Western Cape - the area inhabited 
by the herders for about two thousand years prior to the arrival of van Riebeeck in 
1652,7 and the area in which contact between herders and European settlers first took 
place. Herders, as a historical group, also take their place in the arena of land rights 
issues along with aboriginal Australians and Americans. The difference in South Africa 
is that there are few active groups today who are claiming herder heritage.s This could 
be linked variously to a) the negative historical presentation of Hottentots, and b) the 
need in South Africa to develop a sense of national unity where group land rights are no 
longer at issue. 
When I first began research towards my Masters degree, I firmly believed in a notion of 
"our past", in a notion of a "national heritage", a past that belonged to all of us in South 
Africa, a history of which we could all be proud, and thus necessarily a history . 
alternative to the one traditionally presented in most public media. I knew that in 
complex ways the presentation of the past to the public was closely linked to the 
ideologically bound production of knowledge. I was most concerned with the way that 
the Cape heroers had been presented to the point where words like "hotnot"9 and 
"boesman"to had become insulting terms. I knew, for example, that Hottentots became 
; 
stereotyped as "lazy, barbarous, stinking hal(-humans with no religion", due to the 
reports of European travellers who did not have the ability to entertain and understand a 
world-view different to their o~. And I knew that this image of the Hottentots has 
been passed on in textual and visual presentations for hundreds of years. 
What I initially believed was needed was for more researchers to show that the 
"Hottentot" image of herders was wrong. This could be done, I thought, by presenting 
truthfu~ progressive versions of herder history, based on the academic research 
available in journals. Once popularised, these could then be presented to teach a 
different version of the past, a version of which we could want to be a part, a version we 
could all, as South Africans, claim as part of "our past". As Trigger (1985:11) says: "It is 
widely acknowledged that what we believe tt> be true about modern peoples influences 
our understanding of their history, just as what we believe about historical groups helps 
6 The terms herder, Hoaenwt and Khoi-Khoi have variously been used to refer to the groups of pastoralists in the Western Cape 
encountered by Eu~n travellers and settlers. The currently accepted academic usage is that herder refers to the economy of 
the group, KhOi-Khoi is the name herders used to define themselves and Hoaenroi is the name coined by the Dutch in reference to 
herders they encountered. For a discussion of these terms sec for example Jenkins and Tobias (1977), Whisson (1985). Wilson 
(1985) and Elphick (1985). 
7 See Hall and Smith (1986). 
8 Sec Whisson (1981) on landrights in Simonstown, Cape. 
9 This word is a shoncncd version of "Hottentot•. For the most recent public example of the use of this word as an insult, sec 
ncwsclip in Appendix A on Lt. G. Rockman, a rebel South African policeman who spoke out against the levels of violence used by 
South African riot-control police units. 
10 This word is the Afrikaan& translation of "Bushman•. 
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to shape our opinions of their descendants". Agreeing with this, I believed it was a 
simple issue of presenting a progressive and positive history about herders in order to 
shape a different understanding of "our past", one that included and acknowledged all 
the traditionally unacknowledged actors in South Africa's past for the contributions 
made to what we are today. 
But these issues are complex, and in Chapter Three I examine some of these in relation 
to the "past as a site of struggle". My research has been based on the premise that the 
past is a highly contested area of knowledge, the control of such knowledge resting with 
those in power who are able to present knowledge about the past in terms of the 
dominant ideology. Meli (1986:1), in a paper titled The Past in Education: Apartheid 
and Racism in the Education system in South Africa, states that an aim of colonialism and 
its strategies was to "inculcate among the oppressed a feeling of inferiority towards and 
rejection of their own heritage and potential". This element of colonialist practise 
applies to the situation in which the word "hotnot" is regarded as insulting. 
A brief discussion of ideology is needed here. I reject the often-used Althusserian 
notion of ideology as "false consciousness", as this implies that there is a true 
consciousness to be attained. I regard this as, in a sense, "anti-ideology". Ideology is 
rather the systems of perception through which we understand the world, or our 
experience of the world. Catherine Belsey (1980) associates ideology with "common 
sense", rather than with a coherent system of beliefs, defining "common sense" as the 
"collective and timeless wisdom whose unquestioned presence seems to be the source 
and guarantee of everything we take for granted"(1980:3). I would say that two types of 
ideologies exist - those of dominance and those of resistance. The latter arise as a result 
of cracks in the former, where "common sense" understandings begin to change, 
allowing for different interpretations of experience. Callinicos (1983) proposes that if 
we take seriously the determination of ideologies by the class struggle, then what 
matters is that ideologies are the "forms in which men [sic] become conscious of this 
conflict and fight it out" (1983:135). I find Callinicos' definition of ideologies useful: 
"practises which function symbolically, usually through the generation of utterances, 
subject to definite norms and constraints ... very often these norms and constraints 
derive from the prevailing structure of class and power" (1983:135). 
I believe that we all perceive and understand within an ideological system - we can 
never operate outside of ideology. To a certain extent we can distance ourselves 
enough to recognise the ideology through which we make sense of our experiences. The 
workings of ideology are thus relevant in two aspects of my work - firstly, the ideologies 
through which versions of the past are presented and understood; and secondly, the 
ideological constraints on researchers who may believe in the possibility of a "neutral, 
objective, scientific and truthful" past and, I hastily add, the ideologies at work on those 
of us who believe that such a "past" is not possible. Believing, as I do, that we all 
operate within ideologies, means believing that what we do in our research - our 
choices, our analyses, our presentations - are done from biased positions. I would argue 
here not to see bias as something distasteful, but rather as an issue of political choice, 
mostly made unconsciously (the nature of ideology), in all our work. We make political 
choices, whether that be the politics of positivism and objective truth, or whether it be 
the politics of acknowledging choice. I would opt for the latter. 
The manner in which knowledge about the past is produced and presented is of 
particular interest to me as an archaeologist. The calls for People's History and 
alternatives to South African state history highlight the manner in which the past is a 
"site of struggle" and raise questions around the ways in which archaeologists have 
participated in the writing of state histories and the response of researchers to 
community and organisational demands for alternative histories. 
The distinction must be drawn between popularising knowledge and democrati~ing 
-·----~~-"-~-- .. - _.._ ---- - - --- ... _ -- --·-- - - --
knowledg~ Many academics from both left and right have been involved in 
popularising knowledge, and in principle this is broadly accepted as an important post-
research function. Democratising knowledge, on the other hand, "attempts to get mpre 
members of the community to participate in the generation and accreditation of 
knowledge."(Muller and Cloete, 1986:11). One of the more important aims of this 
process is to empower communities to start contesting knowledge. This in many ways 
has happened with regard to history in South Africa. There is no doubt that 
communities have begun to contest the ways in which their history has been presented. 
These efforts have been small on a local community history level, but on a large 
national scale can be seen in the rejection of what can be broadly termed "apartheid 
education", and in the calls for ••People's History''. 
There are implications in this for the notion of a People's Archaeology; and while this 
could theoretically be defined as having the same aims and embodying the same 
principles as People's History, there are few examples of the practise of People's 
Archaeology. One way that People's Archaeology could involve researchers differently 
to traditional research is through a process that would highlight issues needing further 
research, where people working on sites are involved with the interpretation and 
significance of remains (which in tum provides a practical illustration of the dilemmas 
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involved when archaeology is forced to deal with the social context in which research is 
being conducted).11 
In Chapter Four I examine archaeologists as producers of the past, and the way in which 
we as researchers define legitimate knowledge about the past. And this past is 
presented in powerful public media that often pick up only on sensationalist aspects that 
usually, in turn, serve to perpetuate the way in which cultural "others" are constructed 
and perceived. 
Museums are one of the main types o~ institution (besides formal education, school 
textbooks, newspapers and television) that present history to the public. In Chapter 
Five, I have tried to unwrap the current state of museums in South Africa relative to 
museums elsewhere in Southern Africa and to international debates around museums. 
While Southern African museums embody and reflect peculiarities of a colonial 
historical discourse, and South African museums specifically embody the workings of 
separateness or apartheid, it is 'clear from the international literature that many of the 
issues facing the presentation of history and culture in South Africa are also issues 
elsewhere. A research trip to Zimbabwe and Botswana revealed to me that the 
"colonialist bias", so evident in our South African museums, is still embodied in the 
museums of post-colonial, liberated countries. The problem with South African state-
dominated presentations of the past is therefore, at root, apartheid - but only in that 
apartheid is the most extreme form in which cultural "others" have been constructed, 
and in which the presentation of different cultures as separate, wholly independent 
groups has found its extreme expression. But these presentations do not derive from 
apartheid. 
I have therefore examined in Chapters Six and Seven the manner in which the table of 
knowledge about herders, specifically, has been constructed, and how this has found 
expression through the objectification of both human bodies and artefacts in museums. 
I analyse the ways in which the colonising and imperialist projects of the European 
powers in Southern Africa were dependant on certain portrayals of the "native", and in 
this I examine the power of naming, the colonisation of the landscape and the 
bodyscape, the textual exscribing of indigenous people from the landscape, and the 
setting up of explicit systems of difference between "settler" and "other". Europeans 
have for centuries wielded the power of naming, the power to describe, the power to 
contextualise and through this the power to shape people's imaginations. The historical 
gatherer-hunters and herders of Southern Africa have been objectified, admittedly in 
changing ways, since the first days of European settlement. 
11 See Miller and Rowlands (1985). 
The first colonisation of Southern Africa took place in spatial terms, and the colonised 
space was the body - the bodies of the other, those who were not European and by 
implication, those against whom Europeans could position themselves as the bearers of 
all that was considered good. Thus descriptions abound in the travel-writing (after 1488 
and through the 17th and 18th centuries) of the blacks, who became negroes, Cafres and 
natives, then savages, beasts, and half-people, and then Hottentots - who were lazy, 
stupid, ignorant and lascivious. 
While much of the travel-writing makes reference to the herders, the anthropological 
focus in terms of gatherer-hunters and herders has been on gatherer-hunters.12 Both 
broad groups of people have been constructed into objects and images that have been 
manipulated, twisted, and changed according to the designs, desires and needs of the 
powerful. 
It would be a useful project to trace in close detail the shift in mythology from "savages", 
worthy of extermination, to "children of nature", as the two extremes of gatherer-hunter 
as object. This would need to be examined in relation to similar shifts in portrayal of 
the herders. It has been suggested to me13 that the real battle over such icons/images 
has been played out in terms of white nationalism - white nationalism as the real area of 
battle. Gatherer-hunters have in the last couple of decades attracted much media-
attention, and have recently been mobilised in order to open up ideological spaces. The 
Bushmen are now portrayed as a symbol of protected minorities ("The homeless 
people"), exemplifying the white cause.14 The Bushmen are currently being portrayed as 
a timeless underdog, forever hounded by some or other group - African cattle herders 
and Boers alike. Provision must thus be made for them to be allowed to live their "real" 
lives in peace. Echoes of the Afrikaners, the Great Trek, the Boer Republics and the 
Boer war, international isolation and persecution resound loudly. The Bushmen are, in 
this sense, an ideal symbol - they are no political threat, they are now 11Namibia's 
problem", they are nearly "extinct" (are there any pure Bushmen left?), but enough 
survivors exist of which an issue can be made. 
Thus I argue that it is central that the Bushmen are the pawn, the object being 
mobilised. Herders, in this framework, would be entirely unsuitable. There is not 
enough clarity on who the herder descendants are15 and, given that it was openly 
acknowledged that the settlers stole the Cape from the herders, it would not be in the 
12 See for example Lee and De Vore (1976) and Marshall (1976). 
13 Profeswr Martin Hall (1989:pers.comm.) 
14 See Appendix A for newsclip examples of media presentations of Bushmen. 
lS Herders are understood to be the ancestors of members of the p<_>pulation gI'(!Up classified "Coloured". This desigt!ation, though, 
is extremely vague. In Proclamation 46 of 1959, Coloureds were divided into Cape Coloured, CafH'. Malay, Griqua1 Indian, Chinese, •other Asiatic" and "other Coloured". This proclamation was declared void for reasons of vagueness by tne Supreme 
Cdurt in 1967 and the Population Registration Amendment Act, Number 64of19671 was then introduced. This allowed the State President to classify Coloureds into the same sub-groups as had been declared invahd by the Supreme Court (Omond, R 
1985:21-22). 
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interests of the dominant class to encourage a sense of group-based landrights in the 
Western Cape. Herders have thus not attained anything like the public popularity that 
has been afforded the Bushmen.16 They are at present too intangible, too unqualifiable, 
except in the terms set out hundreds of years ago. 
To change the public image may invite a popular response of descendency claims, that 
in turn could lead to land rights claims. With Namibian independence17 the Bushmen 
are now a "Namibian problem". But with regard to the herders, there have been recent 
public claims to "Khoi-Khoi descendency". Alan Hendrickse, a member of the 
"Coloured" House of Parliament, chose the time of the Dias '88 Festival celebrations 
(the commemoration of the 1488 rounding of the Cape of Good Hope by Bartholomeu 
Dias) to claim herder descendency for the whole "Coloured community".18 The genetic 
legitimacy of such claims is not what is at issue, but rather the fact that in the face of the 
Hottentot image/icon, people are making heritage claims at all. The popularity .of this 
remains to be seen. 
When I began this study, I was hoping to "set the record straight" about the herders. 
After three years of reading and researching, I have come to agree with what now seems 
obvious in James Clifford's point: 
"In recognising such biases ... it is well to recall that our own "full" versions will inevitably 
appear partial; and if many cultural portrayals now seem more limited than they once did, 
this is an index of the contingency and historical movement of all readings - no one reads 
from a neutral or final position. This rather obvious caution is often violated in new 
accounts that purport to set the record straight or to fill a gap in "our" knowledge" 
(1986:18). 
Clifford goes on to make the point that there is no "whole" that can be "filled in", since it 
is through this filling of gaps that we become aware of other gaps. He also argues that 
"translations" of culture, however subtle or inventive in textual form, take place within 
relations of ''weak" and "strong" languages (1986:22). Academic language is strong and 
authoritative, and in contrast it could be argued that the language of herders is 
relatively weak. 
Our knowledge about herders is largely limited to written sources. Smith (1983a:79) 
states that the Nama-speaking communities, small-stock herders in Namaqualand, "are 
today only limited representatives of this formerly wide-spread cultural pattern ... Thus 
the ethnographic "present" for the anthropology of Khoi herdsmen would be the 17th 
and 18th centuries, as described by the early colonists and travellers". Smith (1983b:2) 
16 The "children of nature• image cannot be too distant from the "noble savage• image of the 18th Century that some writers 
attempted to popularise. 
17 Maren, 1990. 
18 "We, the Coloured community, have nothing to celebrate with the arrival of Dias in any case as it opened the way Jo the past and 
to our oppression. Our forefathers, the indigenous Khoi, were dispossessed of their land and rights as a result" (Hendrickse, 
1988). 
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also says with regard to the written texts on herders: "We are fortunate in having a 
number of extant descriptions of Khoi in the 17th century, particularly the journal of Jan 
van Riebeeck, which offers a day by day account of events affecting the Dutch 
settlement at the Cape". I want to argue that we do not have descriptions of "Khoi" in 
the 17th century, nor do we have an "ethnographic present" for "Khoi herdsmen". 
Rather we have descriptions possibly of Cape herders, but who have been textually 
constructed as "Hottentots". 
Thus in my research I am dealing with "Hottentots". I am dealing with the way in which 
"Hottentots" have been constructed, the way in which they have been described and 
written. Rather than attempt to write a "true11 version of herder history, I have 
attempted to understand the construction of the 11Hottentots11 as a textual societyt as a 
construct that only exists in the written texts. Although it is generally understood that 
whether we read about the "Hottentots" or the "Khoi- Khoi", the group of people, the 
object, the referent is the Southern African pastoralists. Belsey and Moore (1989:9-10) 
emphasise a point that I make similarly in relation to Hotte.ntots - that the early feminist 
denunciations of patriarchy tended to retreat "into an insistence that the patriarchal 
account of life was false, a distortion of the truth about women ... But in general the 
insistence that a political practice, the subordination of women, is based on falsehood, 
seems to imply that there is a truth about women which is outside culture, outside 
language and meaning, a question of nature". 
Similarly, there has existed an insistence that the presentation of Hottentots is based on 
a falsehood outside of which there exists a truth about herders; and this truth can be 
discovered outside of the language in which Hottentots have been constructed. In these 
terms it is impossible to find out the "truth" about herders from these different textual 
constructions. The issue is rather the manner in which herders are differently 
constructed and textualised. I would argue that "Khoi-Khoi" are another construction of 
herders (often presented in terms of being "forgotten"). What I believe would be useful 
to look at is when the "Hottentots" were replaced textually by the "Khoi-Khoi", when this 
group became differently presented. 
Thus the issue, I argue, is not whether they were •1really" Hottentot or "really" Khoi-
Khoi, but what we can learn about the present in terms of a tradition of constructing 
cultural others. The accuracy of the 17th and 18th century descriptions of the herders is 
not what is at issue for me. (Perhaps this could be seen to be the ultimate imperialism -
scrapping the last faint hope of retrieving pastoralist history from the written texts, in 
favour of using the descriptions to find out about ourselves and learn something about 
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the present?) There are limits to what we can learn, but as pointed out by Clifford 
(quoted above) no doubt this will change as our questions change. 
Feminist readers, for example, might ask a range of questions, such as how a text 
represents women, what it says about gender relations, and how it defines sexual 
difference. This is my point of departure in relation to the travel-writing. And the 
questions I am asking are: 
"How do the texts represent women?", and also "How do the texts represent men?°. 
From this I can ask "How do the texts define sexual difference?" where this difference is 
ultimately the difference between women and men, but is described as the difference 
between "us and them", between colonisers and colonised. 
Chapters Six and Seven could be seen as what Anne Solomon (1989:abstract) defines as 
the "more limited critique of gender "bias" and masculinist models". The purpose is to 
look at the structure of the masculinist societal models perpetuated in travel-writing 
through to current presentations, examining the crossroads of racism and sexism. For 
example, it is interesting to note that in the existing canon of writing on 
Hottentots/Khoi-Khoi/herders, far greater attention has been paid to "the Hottentot 
Apron" than to Hottentot men's "semi-castration" or to their "huge members11• 
What is important, and Solomon (1989) emphasises this in her work, is the way in which 
cultural texts operate in relation to social processes. For me this would imply looking at 
how the travel-writing and ethnographic narratives operate in relation to the social 
processes of European colonisation. And I argue that the first act of colonisation was 
occupying the space of bodies, by naming and describing. The idea of social processes is 
a complex one: while it would be simpler to analyse the processes within colonist 
society, these processes were dependant upon the "natives", the people being colonised. 
Colonial processes, it is a tru_ism to say, were dependant upon, or certainly in response 
to, the activities of the colonised - who either condoned or opposed, allowed or 
restricted, co-operated with or resisted the activities of settlement by Europeans to the 
extent that from the European perspective, there came to exist a definable "native 
problem". 
It is important to note that while travel-writing and ethnographic texts are certainly 
cultural texts, they can not in any sense be said to be herder cultural texts. Rather they 
are part of the body of cultural texts of European settlers, and in this sense they are 
most certainly artefacts. They can also be defined as "gendered artefacts", in that they 
played, and still play, a role in the construction of the meaning of the terms masculine 
andfeminine. I think that the real value of such analyses will be when we are able to 
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define clearly; and gain access to, herder cultural texts, such as (Solomon 1989) 
artefacts, narratives and spatial organisation. In my analysis of the travel-writing one of 
the features, as elucidated by Pratt (1986), is that herder narratives are absent from the 
text. The travel writing, a filtering of incidents through the particular ideology of the 
European travel-writers, contains hardly any contact with, or dialogue with, herders. 
It is in these cultural texts that the structured and structuring nature of European 
gender concepts find their expression. I would argue that racism is derived from the 
basic gendering oppositions of male:female, translated to powerful:powerless in the 
European male-supremacist social scheme. Textual criticism is thus absolutely central 
in its being used to provide not truth about the objects of the documents, but clues 
about relations of power. I argue, after Dworkin (1981), that all relations of power are 
derived from the basic male supremacist assumption of power based on owning others' 
bodies (women and colonised) in attempts to assert their own sexual supremacy. 
Chapters Six and Seven contain, essentially, an examination of the relations of power as 
expressed in literary and display texts. Such relations of power are currently being 
examined in South African documents of other kinds - artefacts, housing structures, 
ceramics.19 
In my work I have looked at possibilities for a People's Archaeology, for different kinds 
of museums, and for different ways of researching. This necessarily entails 
understanding the power of intellectuals over community, of scientific knowledge over 
experiential knowledge, of museums over visitors, of men over women, of colonisers 
over colonised and of the present over the past. It is important to understand the ways 
in which specific archaeologies are used to enhance existing relations of power. Such an 
understanding will contribute to the creation of new archaeologies that could shift the 
balance of power. Understanding the power dynamics operative in the production and 
presentation of knowledge is central to the development of a different kind of 
archaeology. 
19 See for example Hall (1990a). 
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CHAPTER'IWO 
COMMUNl'IY EDUCATION RESOURCES 
''What should be the relationship between the national liberation struggles in Southern 
Africa and the priorities determined by these, on the one hand, and research and 
writing on the other?" (Harold Wolpe, 1986:72) 
" ... it is not possible: 
1) to separate theory from practise; 
2) to separate the act of knowing existing knowledge from the act of creating knowledge; 
3) to separate teaching from learning, educating from being educated." (Paolo Freire, 
1978:89) 
The pursuit of knowledge in general and academic research in particular can never be 
for its own sake.1 Knowledge penorms a social function and, whatever the intentions of 
the researcher, will always serve the interests of one or other class in a society that is 
divided by exploitation and oppression. Thus the production of knowledge is inevitably 
partisan, and the only choice lies in the decision as to which social and political interests 
to serve. 
In the field of archaeology most of our work is publicly funded in some or other way. 
This makes us both socially and financially accountable~ an accountability that is not just 
to like-minded colleagues, but to politicians, paupers, pastoralists and peasants - in fact 
to a general public whose questions can be acute and pertinent (Wilding 1986). The 
usefulness of particular research can only be determined through ensuring that the 
content, purpose and form of the material produced is carefully targeied and meets a 
real need. This would have to be defined through negotiation with, and accountability 
to, the groups or organisations with which we work (CER 1987). 
Mass stTUiiles and apartheid education 
The upsurge of mass struggle in South Africa since the 1970's has been a process that, 
particularly, has seen the emergence of many community-based organisations2• 
Operating at a number of. different levels, through different forms of struggle, these 
organisations have played a prominent role in the national liberation struggle. Aside 
1 The issues in this chapter have been discussed extensively within the 1987-1988 Masters Group in the Community Education 
Rc:sources Project1 and I have thus relied heavily on Cathy Kell's paper (Kell 1989), which was informed by many of these 
discussions, for this argument. · 
2 See for example Race Relations Survey 1988/1989 (1989:705-709), Moss and Obery (eds.) (1987). 
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from trade unions, community organisations and civic associations, 3 womens', students' 
and cultural organisations have been very important in raising strategic and tactical 
questions about the advancement of the liberation struggle. 
There have been two main thrusts of these struggles. Firstly, the emergence of a wide 
range of mass-based community organisations has seen the rise of working class 
leadership that has extended beyond the bounds of the trade unions (the traditional site 
of working class struggle). Secondly, the broadening out beyond the work place of 
struggles against oppression and exploitation has seen the inclusion of issues such as 
rent, inflation and education into the struggle against apartheid. The increasingly broad 
base of community organisation has had the effect of a consolidation of community 
demands, with many sectors of the oppressed communities in South Africa ( eg. youth, 
women, civics) rallying around issues in joint action. The struggles of 1984 and 1985 
particularly demonstrated the extent to which students had become a major force in the 
liberation struggle - with involvement in these and subsequent years, in school boycotts, 
protest marches, rent issues, and stayaways. As a part of these struggles came 
community-based demands for access to knowledge, skills and educational resources, 
and calls for "education for liberation,, accompanied this broadening of involvement.4 
Encompassed in these demands was the call for histories alternative to those made 
available by the state through both formal schooling and informal means (such as the 
mass media). 
Formal schooling has been a particular site of struggle because of the obvious 
disparaties in resources allocated to the separate White, Coloured, Indian and African 
education departments. The legacy of apartheid education in South Africa stems 
formally from the Iristitute for Christian National Education of the Federasie vir 
Afrikaanse Kultuurvereenigings (FAK),s and is exemplified in their "formulated 
directive" published in 1948 (the year the Nationalist Party came to power). On History, 
the document states: 
ttHistory must be viewed as a fulfillment of God's plan for the world and the human 
race ... we believe that God ... willed the separate nations and people; that He gave each 
separated nation and people its special vocation, task and gifts ... Youth can only ... take 
over the task of the older generation if it obtains in history instruction a real vision of the 
nation's origin, its cultural inheritance, and of the content of the proper trend of 
inheritance" (Projects Committee, n.d.:19).6 
On the education of "others", the document states: 
3 The word civics or civic associaaons refers to ratepayers associations and groupings established to deal with community issues 
such as rents, electricity, roads, waterworks and so on. 
4 For discussions of these developments in the sphere of education see Campbell (1986), Chisholm (1986), Obery (1986), Muller 
(1987) and Van den Heever (1987). 
5 The South African federation of Afrikaans cultural organisations. 
6 From a document produced by the Projects Committee of the Student Representative Council at the University of Cape Town 
(date unknown). 
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"We believe that the Coloured man can only be truly happy when he has been 
Christianised and that he will be proof against his own heathen ideology ... We believe that 
the education and task of White South Africa with respect to the Native is to Christianise 
him and help him on a cultural basis, and this ... has found its immediate application in the 
principles of trusteeship, not placing the Native on the level of the White, and in 
segregation" (Projects Committee, n.d:22).7 
The project of state education in South Africa has thus been clear. Four basic points 
can be made about school education in South Africa: 
1. South African education is divided along racially-defined (and thus, racist) lines -
White, Coloured, Indian and African - and is controlled accordingly: the Department of 
· Education and Culture controls white, coloured and Indian education through "white 
own affairs"f"coloured own affairs"/"Indian own affairs", and the Department of 
Education and Training controls African education;8 
2. It is highly unequal, reflected in differential state expenditure;9 
3. It is forcefully and explicitly controlled by ruling ideology - for example, in July 1988 
the Minister of Education and Development Aid stated in Parliament that action was 
being taken against schools at which "people's education" had been taught;io 
4. It is extremely authoritarian. 
This system has been challenged by progressive student and teacher organisations 
through the linking of education struggles to broader political struggles. And at the 
same time "the struggle for People's Education is no longer a struggle of the students 
alone. It has become a struggle of the whole community with the involvement of all 
sections of the community. This is not something which has happened in the school 
sphere alone; it reflects a new level of development in the struggle as a whole" 
(Sisulu,1986:107). 
The University as a site of struiile 
"Educational institutions have become a target area for political action and debate. 
Universities have to respond to this challenge." (Beyers Naude, 1985)11 
The general political struggle encompasses or represents the struggle over ideas and 
resources. In broader society, this is the framework in which the struggle for majority 
rule and democratisation of structures in society takes place. Regarding the struggle 
over ideas and resources, the real battle is over how ideas/research are developed, how 
they are used/appropriated, and how the production of ideas is financed. 
7 Ibid. p.22. . 
8 Race "Relations Survey 1988/1989. 
9 See Race Relations Survey 1988/1989 (1989:235-303). 
10 Race Relations Survey 1988/1989 (198"9:255). 
11 Quoted in Perceptions of Wits Report (1986:1). 
The militant struggles of 1985 and 1986 have had important spin-off effects in the 
academic sphere as well as in the schools. The struggle for people's education has 
meant a redefinition of the educational terrain, causing important shifts within South 
Africa's universities. The· struggle in the liberal universities has been taking place 
around the interests served by universities and their role in society. The contradictions 
in this struggle exist between firstly, the role that certain sectors of the liberal 
universities play in upholding and reproducing class relations; and secondly, the growth 
of progressive student, worker and academic organisations which have links with the 
mass democratic movement. It is largely these latter sectors (progressive students, 
workers and academics), responding to the challenges, who are questioning the role of 
universities and who have brqught struggle around ideas and resources right into the 
university context. The liberal university is thus a place of contradictions, shown in the 
manner in which certain sectors of such universities operate explicitly to reproduce 
existing class relations, while space exists for progressive forces to challenge the manner 
in which the status quo is perpetuated within the university environment. 
Liberal universities in South Africa, while having an established tradition of protesting 
the violation of human rights institutionalised in the policies of apartheid, have at the 
same time sought to avoid coherent political intervention. The possibility of 
reconciling these two positions has only existed as long as the conflicts generated by 
Apartheid have appeared removed from the campus itself, allowing members of the 
university to see themselves as removed from the mainstream of apartheid policies, 
protected in a sense by the liberal values that typify such campuses. In recent years, 
however, the crisis in education in South Africa has become acute to the point of 
threatening this protective membrane (Goosen and Hall, 1989). This is reflected in 
views expressed in the Perceptions of Wits Report,12 whereby a widespread community 
view is that universities (in this case the University of the Witwatersrand) should 
become more closely involved with the community, orienting themselves more directly 
towards community needs - as a university effort, and not simply as the task of well-
intentioned individuals. 
12 Perceptions of Wits Report (1986). 
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Space at universities 
As a result of mass-based struggles and their effects on education in general, important 
gains were made during 1985 and 1986, in terms of initiatives being taken "within the 
political space offered by the relative autonomy of the liberal university" (Kell, 1989:1). 
There has to be an acknowledgement of the nature of the political space within liberal 
universities in which progressives can operate. I would argue that this space has not had 
to be fought for. Rather, the space currently occupied by progressive projects at liberal 
universities is space that is inherent in the structure of liberal universities. It is 
theoretically provided for by the liberal' notion of academic freedom. In South Africa 
this space takes on particular importance in phases of intensified state repression.13 The 
state's need to control sources of information and ideas has been an important part of 
their strategy of repression.14 The function of universities thus becomes particularly 
important with regard to the activities of producing knowledge and generating ideas. 
Progressive factions within liberal universities have attempted to find ways in which 
universities can serve and benefit the mass democratic movement, and much pioneering 
work is being done to contribute to a process of social change (Perceptions of Wits 
Report, 1986). In order for the university environment to benefit a society in 
transformation, "much effort and redirecting of priorities will need to be put into 
scholarship" (Kell, 1989:2).15 
The extent to which the university can be a site of struggle relates to the intensity of 
struggle in wider society, and there are various forms in which this struggle would 
become manifest at universities: 
1. the forging of links between university and community, 
2. student organisation within the university context, 
3. academic staff organisation within the university context, 
4. worker organisation within the university context, 
5. research orientation, 
6. access to resources such as lecture theatres, venues and equipment, 
7. curriculum - reworking towards progressive content, 
8. progressive academics interacting successfully with organisations. 
13 Note must be taken here of the recent shifts in political terrain as a result of, amonil!t other things.t the unbanning of many 
organisations on February 2, 1990 - the most significant being the African National Congress, the ran-Africanist Congress and 
the South African Communist Party. 
14 Kell (1989) and see also Armstrong (1987). 
15 But Kell argues that closer liailion with the mass democratic movement should not prevent areas of scholarship from being 




Gainin2 ac~ess to the university 
The development of a "more activist concept of research" (Wolpe, 1986:73) has had 
important effects within the universities, and the main vehicle for this has been the 
organised struggles of the campus-based mass organisations, as part of the democratic 
movement. Until now~ uneven opportunities and restrictions that have been imposed 
on black and white intellectuals by apartheid have meant that research work has 
become the domain of people who are objectively mosLdistant from the experience of 
oppression, and from the activities of mass organisations. Although the contribution of 
white left intellectuals has been enormous, there is a perception that this research 
relegates the question of national oppression and racial domination to a secondary 
epistemological status (Kell 1989). 
It is here that the role of academics on campuses is highlighted. The issue of organising 
academics becomes central in any dis~ssion around the struggle over resources at the 
university and efforts at transforming through, amongst other things, the 
democtatisation of structures and making the university accessible (university here ;n 
the sense of built environment, peopled environment and the environment of 
knowledge ahd ideas). In terms of defining debate, setting criteria for promotion, 
publishing in journals, determining curricul~ admissions policies, and the extent to 
which academics are trying to transform the university, it becomes clear that academics 
can be seen as, traditionally, the organisers of bourgeois hegemony at universities. In 
terms of power relations within liberal universities, the role of progressive academics is 
central in the efforts to shift the balance of power away from bourgeois hegemony. 
Kell outlines various ways in which progressive academics can make their skills 
accessible to the mass democratic movement. 
This can be done by offering specialist skills to organisations - such as doctors 
participating in detainees' clinics or architects advising on the feasibility of upgrading 
schemes. Skills can be made available through primary research that can take a number 
of forms - for example, research into possible forms of a post-apartheid South Africa 
which can help shape short- and long-term planning and stragtegies (ie. policy related 
research). Research into the effects of apartheid - such as unemployment, housing 
sl].ortages, urbanisation and repression is particularly needed by the mass democratic 
movement. Another form of research is that which makes available statistics for use by 
organisations in defining campaigns - such as the demographic changes in a particular 
area that might affect the composition of the trade union movement. Skills can be made 
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available through work that analyses the effectiveness of particular forms of mass action 
such as a stayaway or boycott (ie. monitoring research), or through doing research that 
is directly commissioned by an organisation, and by carrying out historical research that 
presents alternatives to ruling class versions of history. 
The types of research and assistance outlined above can only really be useful if 
synthesised into forms which make it genuinely accessible to organisations. Accessible 
material can take a number of forms. Those discussed and reviewed within the 
Community Education Resources Project (CER) are for example, semi-processed data 
and collections of readings and other useful printed matter, briefings and booklets that 
synthesise primary research into accessible form and language, and exposes written for a 
popular audience. Programme outlines for educational use in organisations are 
particularly important for suggesting possible ways of using the research material, as are 
skills-training programmes. Other forms could be People's Histories which, through 
participatory work, popularise historical research, and the development of curricula 
which incorporate new research towards use in schools to further the struggle for a 
People's Education. 
Extension Services 
The issue of political space on liberal campuses again enters the debate at this point: 
how are the above research and educational objectives achieved? Many of the more 
"activist intellectuals" at the University of Cape Town (UCT) have come to make their 
services available in some of the above forms through campus-based service 
organisations. These have been called extension services at UCT. While the issue of 
service organisations generally is being debated off-campus within the mass democratic 
movement, 16 the establishment of service projects or extension services on university 
campuses brings with it specific problems in the context of the university as a site of 
struggle. Those intellectuals working within extension service projects can become a 
sort of left elite, with access to the mass democratic organisations from the comfortable 
home of the university. At the same time it is possible for them to tum their backs on 
the struggles within the university. The potential for the liberal constituency of the 
university to support the idea of extension services as projects that have as their focus 
off-campus is strong, as it allows the university to leave its teaching and research 
functions intact, "unmarred and untouched by the struggles around them" (Kell 1989), 
and the university can then put all its good intentions (with regard to playing a relevant 
anti-apartheid role) into this extension service work. This, while being paternalistic, 
16 See Naidoo (1987). 
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would also marginalise the work as part of the university's functions, and pose no threat 
to the university's liberal constituency. 
Service organisations have played a role on UCT campus for some years. The South 
African Labour and Development Research Unit (SALDRU) was set up in 1976. The 
Industrial Health Research Group (IHRG) was set up in 1980. The Industrial Labour 
Research and Information Group (ILRIG) was set up in 1983. These are three of the 
projects that have in various ways functioned to serve the disadvantaged community.17 
But it was only really after the establishment of the Working Group on Progressive 
Education18 in late 1985 that progressive service organisations and academics were 
mobilised around the issue of the role of extension service work in transforming the 
liberal universities. 
At the formation of the Working Group on Progressive Education in November 1985 
various topics were identified for intensive investigation and debate by study groups 
consisting of interested members. One of these groups centred around professional 
services, and discussion addressed questions of how the skills available in the university 
were being used by the community, how the university was responding to demands by 
the community for these skills, and how structures could be changed to make these skills 
more accessible to the disadvantaged community in particular. 
In 1986 the Extension Services Working Group was set up as a Progressive Education 
Group (PEG )19 interest group. This group recognised that extension work, always part 
of the universities' activities, has been substantially loaded in favour of the business 
community and state-run organisations, rather than to the disadvantaged and 
disenfranchised people of South Africa. This group thus engaged in the struggle within 
~the university. This struggle was firstly, to gain recognition for extension work as a third 
branch of the university's functions, along with formal teaching and publication-oriented 
research and secondly, to gain recognition for work produced in the form of reports, 
informational packages, booklets and briefs, for example, as integral to the work of an 
academic staff member.20 
17 By "disadvantaged community" it is generally meant those ~ups of people in South Africa who are deprived of access to the 
resources or the country and of equitable access to the decision-making processes of the country (Perceptions of Wits 
Report,1986:2). 
18 In response to the mass struggles in 1985, particularly around education, the Working Group For Progressive Education, was set 
upatlJCT. 
19 The Working Group on Progressive Education was later known as the Progressive Education Group (PEG). The PEG has since 
been incorporated into the Union of Democratic University Staff AssociatiOns (UDUSA), a recently formed national progressive 
academic staff association - a mOYe which has in a sense institutionalised progressive space on UCT campus. 
20 The enormous pressure on academics at UCT to publish their research in accredited academic journals fias been partly applied 
through the state, which relates the state subsidy Tormula to the number of academic papers published. This factor has definitely 
had an influence on the limited extent to which academics at the liberal universities have made their skills more immediately 
accessible to mass organisations. 
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Community Education Resources 
The Community Education Resources Project was set up within the Centre for African 
Studies at UCT at the end of 1985, in response to violent struggles around education in 
that year, and amidst repeated calls for resources such as the universities should have 
been able to offer - particularly in the area of alternative education materials 
(alternative to state-propagated ideas). CER is not a research unit itself, but draws on 
research being done within a range of departments. 
The role of the Community Education Resources Project "lies primarily in linking the 
research and extension service functions in a progressive approach in order to 
contribute towards the struggle to transform the University" (Kell, 1989:5). 
There are three main issues that have been important in setting up such a project. 
Firstly, the assumption was made that CER would draw on research already being done 
within the university - a project that would attempt to make existing research materials 
"accessible". Secondly, little consultation with community organisations took place on 
the setting up of the project, and although the intention existed to do so, there was little 
clarity on how to do so. Thirdly, the number of academics who are interested in the 
progressive work of CER is very small. 
After four years, the CER project now has the following aims: 
1. to facilitate the use of the resources, research and skills of the university by 
progressive organisations and the oppressed community; 
2. to bring ideas and experience gained in the process of servicing progressive 
organisations (in particular, the building of links with the mass democratic movement) 
back into the university environment in order to contribute towards the progressive· 
transformation of the theory and practice of teaching and research; 
3. to pursue research and produce material in accessible form, which can be utilised by 
the oppressed community. 
Towards this end, CER has organised a number of projects. 
These projects have included training courses for members of progressive service 
agencies, work with members of the Black Student's Society at UCT, a project with 
Honours students, and a project with Masters students. 
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The CER Masters Proiect -. .. . .. ' . .. . 
Applie.ations ar~ in\Tit~d from current o~ pro.sp .. e tctiv~ Masters candid~tes in the 
· Faculties of Social Science and Humaruties, Arts, Fme Art and Architecture, 
Education, Law~ . . . . . · .·· · · · . · · ·• · · · . . . . ·. · · · . · 
: . . . . ;:. .. : . . . 
'fhe successful applicant~ll be required to participate in a programme. on t~e 
metho~ology of COIDJ?lUlllty ~ducation a11d to produce resourcesfor con:nnuruty 
· education on the basis of thetr research+ · . · ·. · •. · ·. . ....... · 
. :· .. - . . . . :·· . . . .· : 
Prefe~ence· will be gi\1en to candidates who have been inv6lved in progressive· · 
· organisations.and whose .research proposa! addresses specific otganiSational needs . 
. Preference will also be given to those coming from adisadvantaged background. · 
. ' . -·.·,· .... . 
. .., . 
Post~gradililte•Studentship < ... ·••.. > •.... 
Community Education Resources····· . 
centre for African Studies . . 
University of Olpe Town · 
1989 .. 
Five Masters students were selected for the first programme which ran from January 
1987 to December 1988. As Masters students participating in the project, we were 
selected on the basis of our research and the possibilities of "making our research 
accessible". The CER publications policy (amongst other CER documents) states that 
"CER is committed to making educational resources available to the broad community". 
Overtly, that was our task - to work with organisations at producing our masters 
research in accessible form, and making these available to potential user groups. As we 
were a new project, our first task was to understand our position - as a group of 
students, as university-based researchers, and as participants in a university-based 
"popularising" project. 
In one of our first discussions as a group we resolved that firstly, the common ground 
linking the student's different projects was the issue of teaching and training 
methodology, with a particular focus on challenging existing "information-giving" 
methods of teaching and presentation of ideas. We agreed that we would try to 
understand our practical resource work in terms of different theories of learning. 
Through this analysis we hoped to pose alternative methods which drew on the learner's 
known experience to develop in learners a dynamic and critical understanding of the 
structures and processes which shape their lives. 
Secondly, we noted that the Community Education Resources Project was a new 
initiative in the University, one that may set a precedent for other sections of the 
university. We therefore needed to set ourselves clear objectives and evaluate our 
progress, while keeping detailed records of the process. In doing this, we would inform 
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ourselves of discussion within UCT and, more broadly about the role of the university in 
relation to the community, the liberation struggle and the future South Africa. 
We discussed many issues over a six-month period. These included the role of 
intellectuals in the mass movement, the historical roots of the separation between 
theory and practise, and the changing historical contexts in which theory is developed 
and research carried out. We discussed university-based research in relation to the 
mass movement, the state of struggle over education and resources, the role of 
education work in the present struggle in South Africa and other countries, and the 
University of Cape Town specifically in relation to the mass movement. We also looked 
at issues such as the role of intellectuals in the struggle for a truly democratic society, 
what is meant by working class leadership, how leadership is developed, and how we 
arrive at a position of skills reversal (of skills held by the possessing classes). We 
discussed the notion of relevant research, the relationship between education and 
democracy and the need for pol!tical education, and we examined the use of historical 
information to debate political points in the present. 
Our central theme was to understand the responses of academics to the state of struggle 
- why have academics responded/not responded overtly to the state of struggle, and if 
they have, what forms has this response taken. We debated the relationship between 
knowledge and power, understanding the effects of the "neutrality of scientific research" 
stance as a bourgeois myth. We also examined the issue of extension services on 
campuses and traditional academe disallowing full participation in such projects due to 
publication pressure and funding structures. 
If the role of so-called progressive researchers is defined as, or restricted to, providing 
material on already defined policy, the clear possibility exists for research to be reduced 
to an overtly ideological or propagandistic function, denying the potential value of 
research work (Wolpe 1986). The idea of autonomy of researchers has been a hotly 
debated topic in seminars at W estem Cape universities. There exist two main positions. 
The first is that research must be value free, politically neutral, objective, with its own 
autonomous rationality and logic, where research priorities are internally generated, 
and must therefore be protected from political intervention. The second is that 
research cannot be value free, and must be relevant to political and social concerns, but 
the practise of science in research institutions is assumed to produce superior 
knowledge, providing firmer foundations for decisions about research than those 
generated in the liberation movement. Both positions assume that valid research topics 




the priorities of research should be those priorities defined at a political level, not as 
conclusions, but as starting points (Wolpe 1986).21 
Our conclusion was that, for progressive researchers, it is the needs and goals of 
progressive organisations which must be the central reference points for defining the 
content, form, purpose and the accessibility of progressive research. It is in this context 
that progressive researchers need to define partisanship and accountability. Critical 
research aimed at policies and practises of the mass movement can be of value if the 
starting point is the conviction that critical findings can assist in building the mass 
democratic movement. I argue that if research is motivated by the needs of the· mass 
struggle, then this calls for communication between independent research and mass 
organisations, and implies a structured relationship to ensure responsibility, 
accountability and the effectiveness of independent research. But I do not argue that 
this is the only type of research that can be regarded as progressive. In other words, a 
structured relationship between researcher and organisation is not the defining 
characteristic of progressive research. It is acknowledged that not all areas of research 
are of immediate use to organisations, or to the liberation struggle. This does not 
invalidate such research or make it less valuable in the long run, but rather broadens to 
the benefit of the mass democratic movement, the definition of "progressive research". 
Makinji Research Accessibile 
Accessibility of research is one of the central concerns here. Five main points emerged 
out of the CER Masters' group discussions. Firstly, the tradition of popular history that 
has emerged within academia has tended to concern itself more with discovering the 
history of the oppressed rather than making history accessible to them.22 As such these 
popular histories tend to be politically directionless and lacking in educational purpose. 
Secondly, we felt it is extremely important in our work to research the experiences of 
struggle of the oppressed precisely in order to facilitate reflection on experience as a 
politically educational process. 
Thirdly, there is no such thing as "the needs of the community" in general. Given 
different experiences of struggle and organisation within the community, as well as 
different levels of consciousness and intellectual skill, educational materials need to be 
designed for quite specific audiences. In a similar vein, we cannot produce material on 
21 When writers di~ the generation of knowledge which could benefit the mass democratic movement, the areas or knowledge 
are generally limited to ttie social sciences - see for example Muller and Ooete (1986). This is partly because it is within the 
social sciences that most progressive research takes place. This could be seen to support the iaea that "scientific" research has its 
own internal logic that ~ides the questions of research, rather than being guided by the needs and demands of certain sectors of 
society. I refer to this societal guidance" in Chapter Six with reference to the development of human biology as a science in the 
19th century, and the extent to Which political pnorities defined the conclusions of research. 
22 See Chapter Three. 
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the assumption that an organisation has the time or skills to synthesise and adapt it for 
its own use. As a result it is important to know precisely to what purpose the 
information is to be put (education workshops, pamphlets, articles etc.) and what means 
the organisation has to do so. In our consideration of a range of educational resources 
there was a strong feeling that material needed to be well structured and directed 
around its specific educational purpose and should not just be left for users to make of it 
what they want. 
Fourthly, to write simply and accessibly requires a lot more skill than is required for a 
journal article, and many of the projects we spoke to stressed this. 
Fifthly, it appears as though a considerable amount of popular material that is produced 
lacks a clear educational methodology (such as methodologies practised on the basis of 
the work of Paolo Freire). 23 Fairly untested assumptions about what workers like to 
read and how adults learn, for example, are often use_d as reference points.24 This is a 
crucial area for investigation if we are not to fall into the same trap, using homespun 
philosophies as our reference points. To make headway with the development of an 
educational methodology is on the one hand a task of theoretical research. At the same 
time we need to develop a practise of testing out material and of developing it as far as 
is possible with the people who will use it. 
" ... we do believe that academics, activists and students all benefit from being able to 
concretely explore the relationship between knowledge and action" (Kell, 1989:11). 
The main issue with which CER and I have engaged has been the relationship between 
the production and the presentation of knowledge - how knowledge is produced and 
how, where, to whom and to what purpose knowledge is presented. It is in the context 
of the above issues that are situated the educational challenges facing archaeology as a 
discipline and archaeologists as researchers in South Africa. The role of archaeologists 
who regard themselves as progressive must be defined in terms of the calls for people's 
education, people's history, and efforts to research in different ways towards the 
development of a people's archaeology, that takes into account the ways in which "the 
past" is a site of struggle. 
23 See Freire (19'78). 
24 Issues such as theories of learning are only_ now being examined in the context of South African education projects. I can do no 
justice to them in a work of this nature. While an understanding of these issues is in many ways fundamental to a project like 
this, it has not been possible for me to investigate this field. In order to understand for example, the dynamics between viewer 




THE PAST AS A SITE OF STRUGGLE 
"The struggle surrounding the interpretation and explanation of South African history 
is an aspect of the struggle for human dignity and against apartheid." 
(F. Meli, 1986:1) 
"History, we believe, can empower people, although not merely by celebrating the past 
or by suggesting "lessons" to apply to the present. History can be used to teach people 
that the social, political, economic and cultural institutions that delimit contemporary 
life are not timeless but rather the products of human agency and historical choices. 
Grasping the contingent nature of the past can break the tyranny of the present; seeing 
how historical actors made and remade social life, we can gain a new vision of our own 
present and future. That is perhaps the most important lesson that historians can help 
people to draw from the past." (Benson et al, 1986:xiii-xiv) 
In the previous chapter I outlined the concerns of Community Education Resources 
(CER), and the discussions we held in this project's Master's Group. The general 
concerns of the project as a whole are around knowledge as a site of struggle, where 
"legitimate" knowledge is produced in powerfully accredited environments, such as 
universities. My specific concern within these debates is about "the past" as a site of 
struggle, about how knowledge about the past is contested between producers of the 
past (generally academics) and consumers of the past. This struggle is not only around 




A description of the greater part of Africa south of the Zambezi shows that vegetation in the 
dry season is scanty. The air, on the other hand, is invigorating, and the climate is 
favourable for European settlement. Yet South Africa is sparsely populated by people of 
European origi.n. Before the seventeenth century it was utterly neglected as a field for 
colonization. 2 In South Africa, the prehistoric era terminated scarcely three hundred years 
ago, and when the first European visitors began to reveal the sub-continent in the period of 
the great geographical discoveries, Bushman and Hottentot were still fashioning implements 
of quartz and shale. 3 
Recent archaeologi.cal investigations indicate that a number of different stone-implement 
cultures, clearly separated in time as well as in character, have existed in this country. The 
particular races that left these relics of ancient culture are unknown to us. Of one thing only 
we are certain - that once upon a time the Bushmen wandered undisturbed over all of 
Southern Africa. These Bushmen were real relics of the Stone Age. 4 The first South 
African people of whom we have any historic record are the Bushmen, a pygmy race of 
hunters, almost extinct today. 5 These savage little people were still in the first stage of mans 
progress - the hunting stage - and they never got beyond it. These little men were very 
primitive. For example, their language did not consist of many words, and they could only 
count up to three. 6 At the dawn of written history, Bushmen had probably been in 
occupation of the country for several thousand years. Their progress in the arts of 
civilization has been conspicuously slow. 7 
It would be a biologi.cal crime if we allowed such a peculiar race to die out, because it is a 
race which looks more like a baboon than a baboon itself does. It is difficult to say what a 
genuine Bushman looks like. We look upon them as part of the fauna of the country. 8 (It 
is the opinion of Dr. R. Broom, the well-known palaeontologist, that the present-day 
Koranna is the somewhat degenerate descendant of the people whose stone implements 
have been found in abundafice at Douglas and Barkley West in the gravels of the Vaal River 
te"aces. )9 Despite their nomadic mode of life and entire inability to assimilate the culture 
of more advanced peoples, the Bushmen possessed a rare gi.ft for naturalistic painting.10 
Even before the advent of the white man in South Africa, these primitive Bushmen were 
1 This illustrative text is a compilation of quotes 
from various sources. Each quote is sourced in the 
footnotes. ' 
2 Hattersley (1933:7). 
3 H.attersley (1933:9). 
4 Ziervo_r;el (n.d.:1). 
5 Fairbndgc (1918:7). 
6 Dodd and Cordinstley (n.d.:11). 
7 Hattersley (1933:fl). 
8 Colonel Denys Reitz, then Minister for Native Affairs, talking in Parliament, April 3, 1941, quoted in: Marshall and Ritchie 
(1984:14). 
9 Hattersley (1933:10-11). 
10 Hattersley (1933:12). 
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becoming extinct. They were being forced out of their hunting grounds by their stronger 
Hottentot neighboursJl 
When the Dutch arrived at the Cape the different Hottentot tribes alone numbered many 
thousands. Like the Bushmen, the Hottentots differ in appearance from all other Africans, 
and they belong to an extremely ancient type. They were, however, a whole age in advance 
of the Bushmen; for they were able to use copper.12 The Hottentots were at the second stage 
of man's development. They were herdsmen. The Hottentots had learnt how to obtain such 
metals as copper and iron, and could work these metals. However, they were too lazy to 
make much use of their discovery. 13 (In South Africa it was found impossible to teach the 
Hottentots to do the work of farm labourers.14) The Hottentots are a race superior to and 
gentler than the Bushmen. They have none of that reckless bravery which led the latter to 
fling their lives away in desperate resistance rather than yield to the white man's power, and 
so they are found in large numbers in South Africa today. They have become so mued with 
the other tribes that it is hard to say who are the descendants of the real Hottentots. In their 
habits the Hottentots were very dirly. Lazy and light of heart, their chief amusements were 
eating, sleeping, and dancing. They wore dresses of skins, and knew how to make 
earthenware, but were too lazy to do anything more than they could help.15 
The native trouble, that dark cloud which has so often dimmed the fair prospects of South 
Africa, dates, as we have seen, from a time long before the arrival of van Riebeeck The 
Dutch settlers of 1652 soon came into conflict with the Hottentots. From this time forward, 
continual strife ensued between the settlers and the savages, till at last, in 1659, the thieves 
grew so daring that armed parties were sent against them. 16 A trade was carried on in cattle 
with the Hottentots who, from time to time, visited the village, but the country was still 
unknown, and the white man took his life in his hands who strayed a league from the tiny 
cluster of houses huddled together under the shadow of Table Mountain.17 · 
Up to 1672 the land belonging to the Company was simply that of which they had 
possession, and no attempt had been made to secure any further territory. In 1672, 
however, an agreement was made between Commissioner van Overbeek, one of the 
company's superior officers, who touched at the Cape that year on his way to Holland, and 
Schacher, chief of ihe Hottentot tribes of the Cape Peninsula. By this treaty the whole Cape 
District, together with Table Bay, Saldanha Bay, and the Houts Bay, was to be made over to 
the company for a sum equal to 800 pounds . But the barbarians had no idea of the value 
of money, and went away satisfied with goods from the company's stores at Goede Hoop 
11 Ziervogel (n.d.:3). 
12 Ziervogel (n.d.:3). 
13 Dodd and Cordingley (n.d.:11-16). 
14 Ha,rtill (1920:44). 
15 Sidwell (1915:74). 
16 Sidwell (1915: 14). 
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wort Ir something less than three pounds of English money. A few days after this a similar 
bargain was made with another Hottentot clan, by wlriclr tire Europeans obtained 
Hottentots Holland and False Bay, at the nominal price of 800 pounds. Jn this case, goods 
worth nearly seven pounds sterling were exchanged.18 
Tire natives gave the colonists much trouble at this time. The Europeans kept advancing 
further and further into the country on their excursions as the game which they sought 
gradually withdrew before them. These advances of the settlers alanned the Hottentots, who 
began to resent, in their own savage way, what they considered a trespassing on their rights.19 
They did not want to work for Van Riebeeck's men, and their thieving ways caused lots of 
trouble.20 In the Cape Town.Museum there is a very interesting anthropological collection, 
consisting of life-size casts of Bushmen and Hottentots. The casts were made from living 
models, and their interest lies in the fact that these races are now practically extinct." 
CONSTRUCTION rwo22 
Richard Elphick, the author of Kraal and Castle, wrote: '1n 18th century Enlgand's most 
celebratedinsults, Lord Chesterfield declared Dr Samuel Johnson to be no more than a 
'respectable Hottentot"' and: ''Lord Salisbury, 19th century British prime minister, created 
an uproar among Irishmen and sensitive Englishmen when he equated Irish and Hottentot 
capacities for Home Rule." 
Jn twentieth century Canada, Slim Evans, leader of the On to Ottawa Trek, declared Prime 
Minister Bennet 'unfit to run a Hottentot village" let alone this vast dominion of North 
America. 
Both "Hottentot" and 'Trek" are words which have their origins in South Africa. The fonner 
has since been replaced by "Coloured" and "mixed race" and the latter has been taken into 
outer space, conquering, in the KfOrds of Ronald Reagan, new frontiers. 
The reason for this European familiarity with the South African people is quite simple. 
During the 16th and 17th centuries, European plundering was primarily aimed at the 
Americas and the Far East. Thus, to or from the East, enough replenishment could be 
found at the Cape of Good Hope to make further stops on the African coast almost 
unnecesary. 
17 Sidwell {1915:1~. 
18 Sidwell 1915:20 . 
19 Sidwell 1915:22 . 
· 20 D?<Jd and Corchnglcy (n.d.:11-16). 
21 Ziel"llOgcl (n.d.:20). 
22 Edited from Crail (1986). 
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The Dutch, who first staned settling here permanently in 1652, were in the employ of the 
Dutch East India Company. The first fall-time administrator of the Cape, Jan van 
Riebeeck, was trans/ en-ed to another Dutch possession after he was found guilty of theft. 
That is, in addition to stealing stock for the Company, he stole some for himself. 
Subsequent administrators didn't behave any better, but never allowed themselves to be 
caught. 
As for the bosses in Holland, th<f.Y were perfectly happy as long as the replenishment station 
showed increased annual profils Their mission was not to proselytize; they were out to 
make money at the least expense to them.selves. U'hen enough stock had been pillaged for 
bre~ding and trading, the local tribes .became redundant in the Company~ scheme of things. 
The Dutch couldn't very well employ·them to look after the animals that were essentially the 
tribesmen~ own. Instead free burghers (citizens) were brought from Holland, along with 
rebels from the Dutch East Indies (as Indonesia was then called in Europe), to mind the 
herds. This left the Gorachouqua, Goringhaiqua and Cochoqua tribes (or what was left of 
them) absolute beggars, living on the fringes of a land formerly their own. 
Thus without examining the causes of the wretchedness of this society, learned scholars in 
Vienna, Berlin .. and London wrote volumes of literature on the degeneracy of a people who, 
for Europe, had come to represent Africa south of the Sahara. To this day the myth is 
perpetuated in South Africa's schools that the hisJory of the Khoi-Klzoi is so permeated with 
barbarism and degeneracy that it is best for them to f '?rget their past and concentrate on the 
future, where at some point, "Coloureds" will be equal to U'hites. If not on earth, then 
through sufficient piety we'll be able to work our way into heaven to be equal not only with 
U'hites but with all angels. 
The time has come for "Coloureds" to take stock of themselves and view their position 
entirely within a Southern African context. As pan of the oppressed we have only been 
given third-rate status as compared to the majority of Blacks who occupy a fourth-rate 
position. Anachronistic as this may sound now, there can be no greater or dignified name 
to call ourselves by than the name our ancestors were kn.own by to themselves and others: as 
the "People of People," that is, as Khoi-Khoi. All other names, whether ''Hottentot': 
"Coloured" or ''mixed race~ were forced upon us. 
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State History/People's History 
The two preceding versions of herder history demonstrate precisely one of the ways in 
which struggles over "the past" have been played out in South Africa. Before these two 
illustrative texts can be understood, they need to be contextualised in terms of different 
types of histories. For convenience, history can be divided into four areas, namely: 
1. state history 
2. public history 
3. popular history 
4. people's history. 
The precise definitions of these terms, and the kind of information, interpretation and 
processes presented in each, diff~r from context to context. 23 While the above 
categories exist in most contexts, the interplay between categories differs. What 
constitutes each and how these categories are formulated relative to each other is 
context-specific. There is thus a confusion over the use of the different terms and their 
exact referents, a confusion which is also evident in South Africa. For this reason I 
define what I .:mean by each term. 
State Histbry "is that history presented and controlled by the state. While the content . 
and interpretations will differ from state to state, South African State History validates 
the position of the dominant class. This history is most evidently presented in formal 
education, in state-controlled hist~ry textbooks. 
Public History is that history presented. in the public media - on television, in 
newspapers, on video and in museums, and includes the type of histories developed 
within the historical preservation societies that exist in some South African centres. As 
most public media in South Africa are directly state controlled, public history and state 
history are closely related, reflecting the same validations of the position of the 
dominant class through content and interpretation. 
Popular History is that history that "brings to light" processes in the past that are 
traditionally excluded by dominant or elitist history. This would include histories of the 
working class, of women, of colonised and oppressed nations and so on. This is often 
referred to as "history from below". Popular versions of the past focus on history from a 
different angle ( eg. from the viewpoint of the working class instead of the ruling class, or 
of women instead of men). However, these histories are nevertheless produced and 
23 See for example Benson n al (1986) and C,allinicos (1986). 
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presented by academic historians and intellectuals through processes that replicate the 
traditional academic methods of producing knowledge about the past. 
People's History is defined by the the different processes through which knowledge 
about the past is produced. People's History does not only mean history about the 
people - it also means history by the people and history for the people. The principle 
behind People's History is an empowering of communities so that they develop the 
ability to produce knowledge and establish for themselves a popular memory. 
The aim is for communities to develop further the capacity to locate themselves 
historically beyond the bounds of dominant histories - in order to locate themselves 
historically in society, and locate their societies historically. If history is seen to be 
about the particular "contours and nature of the relationship between conflicting social 
groups"(Bloch 1987:10), and this takes the form of class, gender and racial oppression as 
much anywhere else in the world as in South Africa, the practise of People's History 
would be towards the liberation of the oppressed in order that they may develop their 
own insights into past processes, unbounded by dominant interpretations. 
Construction One, a compilation of comments from various sources, exemplifies what 
can be regarded as traditional South African state history. A quick reading of eight or 
nine popular texts from the first half of the 20th century reveals that the same 
textualised drama has played itself out in mundane but self-perpetuating repetition. 
These texts set the scene, they describe the action and they qualify the drama in terms 
of the linearity that typifies the discipline of history. This linearity employs a language 
of time as "progress" or "evolution", with "other cultures" being located in a different 
subordinate time. The ideas expressed in such histories have been informed by a well-
established colonial mind-set. In the terms set out above, Construction One can also be 
regarded as public history in that it is presented in the public media and popular 
literature. 
Con5tmction Two is an example of the kinds of alternatives to state history that are 
offered. This version demonstrates the way in which the "Khoi" have been popularised 
as fighting the first wars of resistance, being the first political prisoners on Robben 
Island, as having made enormous contributions to various languages in South Africa, 
and as such, as deserving of a better place than that to which they have been relegated 
in South African state histories.24 This text can be seen as an example of what a 
People's History could look like in that it is direct opposition to State History. 
However, the process by which this particular text was produced would probably 
24 See Upbeat Magazine (1984, numbers 6 and 7). 
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relegate it to the category of popular history in that it presents an alternative version but 
does not represent an alternative process. 
While People's History is always popular history, the reverse is not necessarily true, in 
that it is easy enough to make academically researched knowledge accessible and 
popular, without reference to the people about whom the work is written, thereby 
maintaining the status quo of knowledge production. Many popular histories can serve 
an empowering function simply in that they contain perspectives alternative to the 
dominant histories. However, Popular History can exclude, by the nature of its 
academic production, the potential for developing community participation in the 
production of this knowledge. This participation should be inherent in the practice of 
People's History. In my view, People's History, apart from being a product, is a 
conscious process. 
There are thus complexities in the overlaps between categories, but State History and 
People's History could be regarded as opposites in the South African context. State 
History is about oppression and People's History is about resistance, and these two 
types of history can be seen as oppositional points of oppression and resistance. In this 
framework, Construction One and Two stand in opposition to one another. 
It should be noted though, that in my argument, these texts are both constructions. They 
are textual constructions, and neither is necessarily the "truth". Foucault (1972) offers a 
perspective on this in his work The Archaeology of Knowledge. He argues that the 
traditional task of history has been to make the documents speak, to try to reconstitute, 
on the basis of what the documents say (and sometimes merely hint at), the past from 
which they emanate. The task of new history is to organise the document, to work on 
the document from within, to develop the document, so that the document becomes the 
history, and is acknowledged as such, rather than historians writing a history "based" on 
the documents. Instead of history being constituted by an idea of a collective 
consciousness that can be gleaned from the documents (if only the historian asks the 
right questions), history can in this light be seen as one way in which a society recognises 
and develops a mass of documentation with which it is inextricably bound. Foucault 
(1972) talks of the document now becoming the monument, instead of the monument 
being turned into a document. It is documents that we use - compare, order, interpret 
and judge. 
Attention has been given in recent years to the obvious distortions in South African 
school textbooks. 25 Changes have been made to school textbook presentations of 
herder history, but while the adjectives may have changed, the form of description has 
2S See for example Cornevin (1980), Stewart and Maze! (1986), Smith (1983). 
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not. This is the standard "manners-and-customs" format,26 written with the linearity of 
disciplined Histoty. For example, in what would be described as one of the more 
enlightened textbooks on the South African market,27 the "San", the "Khoi-khoin" and 
the "Bantu-speaking Black people" are still presented together in one chapter, headed 
"The first people to live in my district". This chapter is sandwiched between a chapter on 
"People who help others in my district" and a chapter on colonial settler figures entitled 
"People who became important in the Cape and South Africa" - essentially still as an 
incident in white history. The fact that this is a Standard Two textbook makes it all the 
more problematic in that it is the minds of nine- and ten-year old children that are being 
shaped by this presentation. 
The Standard Three textbook in the same series28 (aimed at ten- and eleven-year old 
children) offers "An introduction to the coming of Jan van Riebeeck to the Cape" in which 
the "People of Southern Africa and their occupations" are outlined. This section sets out, 
in more liberal terminology, a similar type of linear history as exemplified in 
Construction One above. 
It has often been said that colonial histories have been used to crush indigenous 
culture.29 But the· limitations of these histories are acutely felt at times of great 
historical stress and change, as the "dominant historical discourse is unable to provide 
answers to questions which are suddenly generalised as part of a critical and creative 
upsurge on the part of the active mass" (Bloch, 1987:1). 
Struggles around what is regarded as legitimate history are constantly evident, 
particularly in countries where the effects of colonial oppression are still being felt. 
People are fighting for the right to protest dominant histories, and for the right to speak 
with their own voices about their past. In the words of Samora Machel: 
"Only by freely re-establishing its links with the past, recognising itself with pride in its 
present and discovering work as the liberating act of its own humanity does the People 
succeed in breaking definitively with the society of exploitation.fl30 
The call for "People's History'' in South Africa peaked in the education struggles of 
1985.31 One of the academic responses was to set up the People's History Project based 
at the University of the Western Cape. This project has as its aim the "recovery of 
neglected aspects of our past",32 and the encouragement of students, workers and 
communities in the writing of their own histories. The aim of people's history is radical 
in these senses. Taking into account that "popular voice" is not necessarily progressive, 
26 See Pratt (1986~Coetzee (1988). 27 Sieborger et al 1984). 
28 F1eurs et al (1 I). 
29 See for example Gray (n.d.), NECC (1987). 
30 Quoted in Gray (n.d:3). 
31 See for discussion Van den Heever (1987). 
32 UWC (n.d.:backcover). 
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the aim of People's History is to empower communities, whatever their base 
(geographical/ workplace/ gender), to establish their own sense of self, to raise their 
consciousness to "community consciousness", a basis from which they can potentially 
engage more effectively in the struggles to transform their environment, and to show 
that possibilities for change are a norm of society. 
The process of producing a People's History ideally enables the development of a sense 
of commitment whereby communities gain an understanding of themselves as bearers of 
specific traditions, thus carrying historical responsibility. There are also potentially 
beneficial spin-off effects in the process of raising a progressive historical consciousness. 
Benefits would include the challenging of established methodologies of education (in 
which the teacher has the monopoly on skills and knowledge), and the enhancement of 
understanding of participants in such processes that the knowledge that they develop is 
not theirs only, but rather needs to be shared in a contribution to making new histories. 
The potential also exists to teach "that it is the role of ordinary people in the past that 
makes it possible to rediscover history as a popular history" (Bloch, 1987: 10). 
It needs to be understood that popularising history is not just a matter of simplifying 
issues, or of writing in a more straightforward language.33 The South African Council 
for Higher Education (SACRED), an alternative progressive education organisation 
that serves a range of education service functions, argues that with popular writing in 
South Africa the task is to translate from an academic discipline to another discipline -
that of second language popular writing.34 In order to write effectively and accessibly, 
proper training is required, which raises the issue of the recognition by universities of 
the extension work done by academics as on a par with traditional academic 
publication.35 
Writing accessible material is a time-consuming task which requires commitment and 
dedication. It also raises the problem of whether academic researchers are in fact the 
best people to be attempting to popularise their own research. At the very least, 
academics should be participating in the process of People's History, whether they are 
actually writing accessible materials or not. The principle of popularising history should 
not just embody the concept of making the knowledge accessible, but should make the 
idea of history, the past, the area of knowledge and the process of the production of 
· historical knowledge, accessible. 
Benson et al(1986), while acknowledging that it is difficult to define, say that People's 
History refers to efforts to encourage a progressive, accessible, and frequently 
33 Bloch (1987), Callinioos 0986). 
34 Quoted in dilliniooll (1986:31). 
35 See Chapter Two. 
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oppositional historical vision in a variety of community and organisational contexts. I 
quote at length their comments on People's History: 
"Convinced that the discovery and knowledge of one's own history can be personally 
empowering and a catalyst for social movements, the practitioners of people's history have 
often experimented with new media and explored topics ignored by mainstream academic 
historians. In addition, some people's historians have emphasized the process as well as 
the content of history, striving to make it a partnership between those with historical 
expertise and those with historical experience" (Benson et al, 1986:xviii). 
It is to "people's historians" that these authors give the credit for American history no 
longer being the preserve of rich, powerful white men. 
Benson et al (1986) sound a warning, though, from the American experience. The 
growth of a more conservative political climate (heralded by the election of Ronald 
Reagan to the United States' Presidency) has meant the resurgence of elitism, racism, 
sexism, and homophobia, both in the social sphere and in the writing of history. The 
effects of this on a more inclusive vision of history, through the reduction of funding for 
progressive history projects, has caused the termination of some of these projects, 
leading to a diminished influence on other forms of public history. They also outline 
similar problems to those raised in CER discussions, particularly the problems that arise 
from the weighting of skills and knowledge in favour of experts and professionals - ie. 
that most projects have effectively operated from the top down, rather than giving form 
' to "history from below". This has meant that People's History projects have not always 
embodied the democratic values that they have espoused (Benson et al, 1986). 
There have also been indications of a reluctance on the part of the "professionals" to 
engage in the task of democratising not just the historical record, but the historical work 
as well. Benson et al (1986) make a final point that is entirely applicable to the South 
African context: 
"Whether a non-hierarchical, democratic, and community-based historical practice can be 
merged with a theoretical understanding of class, racial and sexual oppression depends 
only in part on the energy and vision of those committed to developing a people's history 
.. As in the pa.st, both the prospects and the potential of the people's history movement are 
closely tied to broader movements for social change" (1986:xxiii). 
In South Africa, where communities are continually engaged in day-to-day struggles, an 
approach that is genuinely democratic needs to take as its starting point the needs of the 
community in question, whose changing priorities provide additional challenges to the 
task of developing People's History. 
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Specific sites of stru&&le 
11The past" needs to be considered as a site of struggle because history is an area that, 
quite simply, is struggled around. In most countries of the modern world, there are 
continuous struggles around interpretations of the past, as well as struggles to bring to 
light histories that have traditionally been unacknowledged, or simply regarded as too 
insignificant to be of interest or value. 
Great Zimbabwe is probably the best known Southern African example of a literal site 
around which meaning has been negoti~ted36 since the "discovery" of the structures by 
early European travellers into the interior of Southern Africa.37 
Great Zimbabwe, the largest stone-walled site in south-east Africa, forms part of a 
pattern of more than fifty madzimbawhe.38 Each of these fifty sites is thought to belong 
to one of about ten different territories, with each dzimbahwe being a regional centre. 
The walled enclosures at each site would have served to separate the dzimbahwe-
dwelling elite from the general population. As such, this complex of madzimbahwe 
represents an extensive, powerful, socially-stratified state based on control of trade 
networks in this part of Africa. Great Zimbabwe was, between the eleventh and 
sixteenth centuries, the centre of this state.39 There is no question that these sites are of 
African origin, but because Great Zimbabwe was clearly the largest city in black Africa 
in its time,40 and represents advanced masonry, architecture and social and 
administrative skills, it was understood by Europeans to be of foreign origin. 
"The exponents of .... the "ancient" theory, believe variously, that Great Zimbabwe was built 
in King Solomon's time, perhaps by the Queen of Sheba. Others believe that Zimbabwe is 
not quite so ancient, but was built by the Himyarites of Southern Arabia. Then 
others ... believe that Zimbabwe was built by the Phoenicians ... The modern school...have all 
come to the conclusion that Zimbabwe was built by the Bantu ... We submit unhesitatingly 
that the only possible builders were the refugee Arabs .. ." (Mullan, J.E.1969:4-5) 
Dave Collett, currently the archaeologist at Great Zimbabwe, says that there is still so 
little known about the Great Zimbabwe and surrounding settlement, because so much 
research energy has been used in the debates around Who Built Zimbabwe? In Collett's 
opinion, the "negotiation of meaning" at Great Zimbabwe is still continuing (Collett, 
1989).41 This seems to be borne out by recent debates about Zimbabwe, particularly 
between Peter Garlake42 and Ken Mufuka.43 The tension around interpretation seem to 
36 For discussion on Great Zimbabwe, see Hall (1987, 1990b) and Garlake (1982a, 1982b ). · 
37 "The first white man known to have seen the ruins was Adam Render a German hunter who had spent some time in America, and 
had become a citizen of the U.S.A. He first reached Zimbabwe during 1868 ... " (Cooke, (ed.) 1971:54}. 
38 This is the plural of dzimbahwe, the term used for the distinctive stone-walled towns of south-east Africa. Dzimbahwe is the 
Shona term for •residence of a chief" (Hall, 1987:92). 
39 Hall (1987).L Garlake (1982a). 
40 Garlake (l:m2c). 
41 lnterview- see Appendix 8. 
42 Garlake (1982a). 
43 Mufuka (1983). 
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have arisen because of Mufuka's belief in "blacks interpreting what is black", and 
Garlake's criticism that Mufuka's work can be described as "atavistic fantasy".44 
Colonial Great Zimbabwe was a myth, a legend, a mystery. Colonial historical 
discourse could only present the site in this way - "white rule was justified by the belief 
that blacks were not capable of governing themselves without white guidance. There 
was no room for evidence that the Bantu-speaking tribes had ever shown the technical 
and organizational skills to create such a state as Zimbabwe" (Frederickse, 1982: 10). In 
1970 the Rhodesian Front regime instructed that no official publications may state 
unequivocally that Great Zimbabwe was an African creation, 4s and archaeologist Paul 
Sinclair was threatened with the loss of his job if he publicly stated that blacks built 
• 
Zimbabwe.46 
"If we accept that blacks could do something like that then, we must give them majority 
rule now" (Frederickse, 1982:12). 
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Names symbolise and encapsulate the traditions that people want to believe in. The 
struggle over the past includes the struggle over naming.47 To name is to define, and in 
· Zimbabwe this has been played out in the naming of monuments, cities, and the name 
of the country: Zimbabwe Ruins or Great Zimbabwe? Fort Victoria or Masvingo? 
Rhodesia or Zimbabwe? 
Liberate;d Great Zimbabwe is the national symbol of Zimbabwe, regarded as the 
cornerstone of Zimbabwean culture, that was "taken away from us with our country by 
the colonialists".48 Through re-naming, re-presentation, this symbol ha.S been re-
covered from its immersion in colonial discourse. 
''The Europeans said that they discovered the ruins, that it wasn't African people who built 
them. But our old grannies, they're the ones who know better. I just didn't believe all the 
things I was taught in school.• (Winnie Paradza, 1982)49 
44 Garlake (1984:121-123). 
45 Garlake (1982a ). 
46 Frederickse (1982:11). 
47 See Chapters Five and Six on the power of naming. 
48 Dr.the Hon Comrade H.S.M. Usliewokunze in Garlake (1982a:5). 
49 Quoted in Frederickse (1982:13). 
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Struggles around the past have not just been the struggles of communities fighting for 
the right to write. The struggles have taken the form of very practical organisation 
around reclaiming control over everything that is "the past". Most important in my view 
are those battles that are being fought to regain control of the resources that for 
archaeologists are "artefacts" and objects of study, but for the oppressed communities 
engaged in these struggles, are symbols of their heritage. This essentially embodies 
resistance to colonialism and imperialism politically, economically and socially, but 
particularly to the colonialism of scientific research. 
. 
In Australia and North America this struggle has been waged for many years, and has 
met with varying degrees of success. 
The communities best known presently to archaeologists, for their resistance to the 
continued exploitation of their cultural resources by western academics doing 
"research", are the American Indian people and the Australian Aborigines. At the same 
time, many countries are tightening up controls on what they regard as cultural 
exploitation, that has often in their view led to the destruction of heritage rather than its 
preservation.so 
''The evidence about past Aboriginal occupation which they [sites] provide has a more 
direct effect on Aborigines than on any other group in the community and whoever 
controls research into such sites controls, to some extent, the Aboriginal pastff (Sullivan, 
1985:139). 
The fact that pre-colonial Aboriginal sites are of great significance not only to 
archaeologists but also to Aboriginal Australians appears to have surprised some 
researchers, who have met Aboriginal claims for cultural continuity with disbelief.51 
While local history so¢eties, museums and legislative measures have focused activity on 
the preservation of sites relating to European settlement, little attention has been paid 
to the preservation of Aboriginal heritage. Lack of interest and lack of funding (leading 
to lack of preservation and presentation) have been the fate of Aboriginal sites in 
relation to academic and popular history in Australia. Archaeologists engaged in pre-
colonial research have benefited from this lack of interest, as protective legislation for 
Aboriginal sites has been written "more or less for their benefit" (Sullivan, 1985:146). 
The main value of these sites has been perceived in terms of the viewpoint of historians 
and archaeologists ie.in terms of their research value. 
Problems relating to the use of the heritage of indigenous groups for academic research 
are being experienced world-wide, where a dominant culture, through ethnocentric 
interpretations of the evidence, often unconsciously harms or insults the studied group.52 
50 For discussion on the restitution of cultural p~rty, see McBryde (ed) (1985). 
51 See Sullivan (1985); White and O'Connell (1lJ8ZJ. 
52 See McBryde ( ed) (1985); Sullivan (1985); White and O'Connell (1982); Trigger (1980); Martin (1986). 
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Resistance to the monopoly that academics have on interpretations of "the past" is 
exemplified in the following statement: 
" ... we, the Aboriginal people have been the sources for these academics in the first place. 
We, the Aborigines, are the experts and authorities on Aborigines. We can speak for 
ourselves and we do not need white experts to do it" (Charles Perkins, 1982).53 
In the United States forms of community militancy have been evident since the late 
1960's, heralding the challenges to the approach of Anthroplogists and Archaeologists 
toward all aspects of Indian culture. Actual disruptions of excavations and museum sit-
ins have occurred in the United States. Watson et al (n.d.:2) record that archaeologists 
have responded to this militancy in the past by claiming that Indians are 'just seeking 
publicity". These authors see the conflict in terms of different perceptions of time and 
law, where the excavation and study of ancient burial sites is perceived by Indians as a 
desecration of the past, and a disruption and exploitation of the present. 
Archaeologists have variously interpreted the growing militancy of oppressed 
communities around the issue of controlling resources of the past as "political" rather 
than as "spiritual". This perception has sometimes been used by archaeologists to 
delegitimate the rights claims of groups such as native Americans. Fagan (1989:446) 
says that Archaeology was a simpler discipline 30 years ago. This is probable in that it 
would not have occurred to archaeologists at that time that, in the course of "scientific 
enquiry", there would be any need to consult with communities about the removal of 
cultural property. Instead of acknowledging the need to democratise the research 
process, it has often been easier to dismiss the claims as "politically motivated". Now 
archaeologists are perforce learning that we are no longer the principal experts on the 
pasts of the people we have been studying. 
Watson et al (n.d.) attempt to understand the differences in world view that they believe 
lie at the base of the conflict. An alternative explanation of this conflict is that the type 
of western tolerance for intellectual alternatives is "incomprehensible" to many non-
westerners, who have found the transition to a position of awareness of alternative 
world views "even more traumatic and sudden" than it has been to "our own society" 
(Fagan, 1989:448). In this view it is this "traumatic transition" that accounts for the 
emerging reaction against archaeological explanations of the prehistoric past. This 
conflict in the USA has moved beyond the stage of having to acknowledge differences in 
perceptions of "the past", to the stage where archaeologists are trying to understand the 
differences in world view, in order better to understand the route to resolution. The 
53 Quoted in White and O'Connell (1982:233). 
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70's and 80's in the United States have seen a shift in attitude amongst Indian 
communities from militancy to discussio~ giving archaeologists the opportunity to 
understand perceptions of the past amongst Indian communities. 
Given the rise in militancy around the past in South Afric~ archaeologists should be 
learning from struggles elsewhere around cultural property. The warnings have been 
sounding in South Africa in relation to archaeological activity since at least 1981. In this 
year, John Parkington cautfoned that perhaps we (South African archaeologists) "should 
learn from the difficulties which have arisen between aboriginal Americans and modern 
archaeologists over the excavation of prehistoric sites, and prepare to avoid any such 
confrontation here in southern Africa. This can only be done by archaeologists, 
professional or otherwise, becoming sensitised to the feelings of surviving indigenous 
peoples - preferably by the two groups being the same people."54 
Producers versus the people 
Historians and writers of the past would be too simplistically represented as a 
hegemonic bloc. However, in terms of the western traditions of linear history, 
dominated by the stories of white men, academic researchers do in many senses 
represent a bloc, against which are counterposed those communities struggling to gain 
control of their heritage. Internationally, academics· involved in writing history, or in 
producing the past in any form, have been debating these issues with a degree of 
commitment. A 1985 Royal Anthropological Institute seminar illustrates this point.SS 
Topics raised at this seminar were, for example, explorations of how nations 
appropriate their own and other people's pasts, how these representations are 
challenged by alternative groups, and how the products of the producing disciplines are 
differently appropriated by different groups. Discussion focused on the past as the 
generator of a set of changing ideologies of nationalism, the problems that local groups 
have of identifying with academically-created symbols of the past, and the use and 
suppression of archaeology in specific strategies of legitimation. Important in these 
discussions were the issues of the autonomy of the academic disciplines to construct 
history, and the diversity of strategies by which history is appropriable. Miller and 
Rowlands (1985:24) acknowledge that all the above represent a "considerable challenge 
to the normally somewhat narrower foci of academic research". 
Within the South African ''bloc" of historians there exist numerous traditions which have 
appropriated and used the past in particular ways: 
54 Parkington (1981:94). 
SS Miller and Row:landS (1985). 
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"Early colonial settlers validated appropriation of the land through a reading of history: 
Afrikaner-nationalist historians have too long justified segregation through the creation of 
ethnic histories: Liberal historians have obscured the relationship between capital 
accumulation. and segregationist histories and African nationalist historians have begun to 
write histories that authenticate the nation" (Hall, 1990b:l). 
There also exist now established traditions within the writing of history that in content 
abandon elitism, in a move away from the "Grand People and Places" approach that has 
characterised the long tradition of written history.56 As outlined previously, the changes 
in content can have important effects in terms of empowering communities. But I have 
argued that more than a change of content is required. As has been demonstrated in 
the United States _and Australia, the efforts on the part of archaeologists to "produce 
history from below", to "cast bright beams of light on the daily lives ... of the common 
people" (Fagan, 1989:446). have been rejected as neo-colonial appropriations of the 
cultural heritage of oppressed communities. As archaeologists and as academic 
researchers - as producers of "the past" - we thus have a responsibility to address issues 
around the manner in which we produce histories. As it has become clear that 
archaeologists in South Africa and elsewhere can no longer escape into academic 
"neutrality", it would seem necessary to engage more overtly in the struggles around the 
past, in order to contribute more consciously to one or other kind of history. In my 
view, university-based archaeologists need to be examining seriously ways of making our 
research more accessible - not just in content, but also in process. In this light, what then 
are the possibilities for a People's Archaeology? 
56 See for example Callinicos (1981), Callinicos (1987). 
CHAPTER FOUR 
ARCHAEOLOGISTS AS PRODUCERS OF THE PAST 
"We have become blind to the fact that we are writing." (Ian Hodder 1989:271) 
"Excavation is an active production of material remains." (Christopher Tilley 1989: 278) 
"Those who accredit themselves by their own internal rules as professionals decide on a 
past that the public supposedly should consume." (Christopher Tilley 1989: 279) 
Initially, my research was directed towards the analysis of "popularised" versions of 
herder histories. Through the process of research I have moved rather towards 
examining the manner in which archaeological research becomes "popular". The main 
reason for this is that I steadily became more interested in the power wielded by 
academics. As Muller and Cloete (1986:10) have pointed out: 
" ... academics, in complete control over the generation, validation and reproduction of their 
practise, are a far more powerful group in society than they are commonly willing to 
admit." 
This power is central to struggles around the production and presentation of "the past". 
The political space in liberal universities has allowed progressive academics to 
participate overtly in the production of people's histories. But as yet, although these 
issues have been tentatively addressed internationally, there exists no practise in South 
Africa of a People's Archaeology. 
In the light of the debates outlined in the Chapters Two and Three I thus argue that 
progressive archaeologists, subjective in their work, have a commitment to taking 
responsiblity for the process of producing and presenting knowledge. The problematic 
can be outlined in terms of three questions: 
- who are archaeologists producing information for? 
- how is this knowledge being produced? 
- how and where is this knowledge made accessible to the public, if at all? 
These questions highlight issues that are only beginning to be addressed both 1 
internationally and in South Africa. 
Archaeologists in other countries have been confronted more directly with issues of 
"Peoples' History" - where c<_>mmunities have struggled to empower themselves towards 
co~trol over a heritage about which they feel strongly, over sites and practises which 
play a central role in their lives. 
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I posit that there are various reasons why, internationally, archaeologists have not 
responded particularly positively to such struggles, and why in South Africa the struggles 
around history have not affected the way in which archaeologists produce pasts in 
practise: 
1. the traditional split between Archaeology and History,1 resulting in archaeology 
seldom being perceived as a method for producing "history"; 
2. the more "scientific" orientation of Archaeology as opposed to the more 
"humanist" History, which has allowed the remove of Archaeology into "obj~ctive 
and neutral scientificity", with the influence of the positivist New Archaeology 
since the 1960's being important in this regard;2 
3. an often deep concern with the bias in state-dominated presentations of history, 
but an acceptance as correct of the bourgeois process by which "legitimate 
knowledge" is produced, by authoritative university- and museum-based . 
researchers; 
4. the ease with which such problems are perpetuated, given the minimal influence 
of these debates on the practice of archaeology - particularly in terms of the 
relationship between archaeologists and the public, which has remained as that 
between producers of knowledge and consumers of knowledge. 
There is no doubt that archaeologists are prime producers of the past in South Africa,3 
and the role of archaeological research has been important in writing new histories for 
South Africa. However, a quick review of the textbooks4 still demonstrates the dearth 
of information on archaeology, and it is only recently that any rewriting based on 
archaeological research has entered textbooks. Likewise with museums,5 
archaeological information has not yet made a major impact on displays of indigenous 
people, who are generally displayed as anthropological entities, rather than as groups 
with long histories. 
There are a number of levels at which this lack of available information can be, and has 
been, taken up amongst archaeologists internationally. These include popular writing, 
contact with mass media and the public debunking of myths. Public archaeology, 
particularly in the United States of America, has been developed as a method of 
keeping the public informed about archaeological research. Because archeology has 
always been, on the research side, so removed from the public, and on the public side 
romanticised beyond Indiana Jones, there is, particularly in South Africa, little 
understanding of the role that archaeology, as a method toward writing the past, could 
1 Binford (1968), Deetz (n.d.), Fish (1978), Russel (1978). 
2 For a discussion of New Archaeoh:igy, see Walker (1978). 
3 It is important to note that all archaeologists pract1Sing in South Africa have, till recently, been white; and, whether white or black, Ji 
are all in some or other warf.roducts of Apartheid. 
4 See Stewart and Maze! (19&> . 
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play. Public perceptions of archaeology are extremely varied, from those who 
understand it not at all, to those who eagerly volunteer their services to assist on sites. 
In 1987, 30% of archaeology students (first year to Honours level) at the University of 
Cape Town believed that archaeology is too removed, complicated or boring to be 
taught· at primary and secondary schools,6 indicating that even amongst those people 
who have chosen to study Archaeology, there exists a fair percentage who see 
Archaeology as having little relevance to the public in terms of its relationship with 
History. 
There have been attempts to popularise archaeology in South Africa. Recent efforts 
are exemplified by the work of Revil Mason, 1 Anthony Humphreys,s Candy Malherbe 
and Martin Hall,9 by the many books available on Southern African rock art, 10 and by 
the occassions on which archaeologists have given public talks - to societies, to high 
schools, to city councils and other organsiations. Apart from the commitment to inform 
the public of archaeological findings, it is also seen as essential, within the framework of 
"popularising" Archaeology, to educate the public about the sensitivity of sites, of 
remnants from the past as a non-renewable resource. 
Public statements by archaeologists and letters to editors of magazines and newspapers 
have also been used in attempts to expose some of the blatant errors and tradiotional 
myths in journalistic reporting of histories. These efforts are exemplified in 
communications between the Department of Archaeology at the University of Cape 
Town on the one hand, and on the other hand firstly, Time Magazine and secondly, ex-
State President P.W. Botha.u 
H categories similar to those used in Chapter Three, for different types of histories, 
were adopted for different types of archaeologies, these efforts would fall within the 
genre of Popular Archaeology. It should be clear why I argue that these attempts serve 
as a good grounding from which to move forward, but are limited in their goal - the aim 
has been to educate the public about archaeology, but not really to involve the public in 
the process of developing this knowledge. Given these efforts to popularise 
archaeology, archaeologists nevertheless remain the producers and the public remain 
consumers. 
S See Wright and Maze! (1987). 
6 This attitude1 amongst others, was reflected in a survey of archaeology students' opinions which I conducted at the University of Cape Town m OctOber 1987. The particular question referred to here was phrased as follows: 
Do you think that archtuolog-; should be taught in schools? Explain your answer. 
· See also Thackeray and Thackeray (1986) for a reflection ofthe levels of knowledge amongst South African archaeology students. 
7 Mason (1987}. 
8 Humphreys (1986). 
9 Malherbe and Hall (1989). 
10 See for example Le\Vis-Williams (1981), Lewis-Williams and Dowson (1989), Willcox (1984). 
11 These examples are included in Appendix C, as they are particulai:y valuabfe for the responses received by the Department of 
Archaeology. 
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A critique of this type of work is not to negate its value - I am beginning to appreciate 
that without these attempts at what might be termed "public outreach", there would be 
little hope for developing a People's Archaeology. The public would need firstly, to 
understand the purpose of archaeology and secondly, to acknowledge its importance, 
before they could begin to demand access to archaeological knowledge, or participate in 
the process of developing this knowledge. Thus, attempts to popularise archaeology 
should be seen as a first stage in developing new and different "relations of production" 
of archaeological knowledge. 
The lack of widespread public outreach on the part of archaeologists has lead invariably 
to a situation where the most important task for archaeologists would be to persuade 
the public that archaeology is important. This situation is not limited to South Africa, 
,and concern has been expressed worldwide about the need to inform the public about 
archaeological research. The "preservationist"12 approach, as expressed by an American 
archaeologist, is something like this: · 
" ... unless we get our act together pretty quickly there will be no sites and no need for 
archaeology and, therefore, of course, no ne.ed for archaeologists ... " (Davis 1989:451). 
Whatever the motivation, though, it is a truism that "the survival of some portion of the 
evidence of the past depends entirely upon our providing the public with the impression 
that our first concern is with the resources themselves, the sites and the information 
they contain, not that we are trying to save our jobs, or save archaeology" (Davis, 
1989:454). 
While it has been difficult at times to persuade academics that the activity of 
popularising archaeological research is a valid academic responsibility, the most difficult 
task will be to develop a People's Archaeology. This term encompasses a process 
similar to that involved in developing People's History, and establishing practises of 
People's History and People's Archaeology is not without its problems - not least of 
which will be determining who "the public"/"the people" are. Simply in terms of 
locating public interest, "the public" could be broken down into at least five categories -
such as: 
1. those who consider it a "cultural attainment" to be involved in some or other way 
with archaeological endeavors; 
2. those who might be interested, but have little or no access to archaeology; 
3. those who wish to redress historical misrepresentations, imbalances and 
exclusions; 
12 I use "preservationist" here to mean an approach that while operative within the discourse or "public" archaeology, appears more 
concerned with preserving Archaeology than having as its aim public education. 
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4. those disinterested because of the negative or inaccessible presentations of 
histories; 
5. those who are "unreachable" in.that they are unlikely to be interested. 
A People's Archaeolo2)'? 
A People's Archaeology would be, in the same way as People's History, an overtly 
politicised endeavour in that it would be an archaeology that endeavoured to empower 
communities to understand themselves as bearers ·of sp~_cific historical traditions. 
However, it would be no more political in effect than 'tr~ditional bo~rgeois histories 
which claim objectivity, neutrality and scientific authority, and have· been used to 
reproduce the past in the present in a manner that attempts to make the conditions of 
the present appear natural and immutable. Dominant ideas, against which a People's 
Archaeology would be posed, are perpetuated and sustained by representing as 
universal that which may be partial; by representing as coherent that which may b.e in 
conflict; by representing as eternal that which may be historical; and by representing as 
natural that which may be cultural (Keene 1986). A People's Archaeology, in 
opposition to this and in the manner of People's History, would at least attempt to show 
that the possibilities for change are a societal norm . 
.. 
The differences between Public Archaeology and a possible People's Archaeology 
would be similar to those between Popular aqd People's History. These differences, in 
archaeological terms, are highlighted by Leone e~ aI's (1987) article Towards a Critical 
Arclzaeology~ This article, based on work in Annapolis in Maryland, USA, outlines an 
approach to Public Archaeology that is a move away from traditional public-outreach 
efforts. It is different in that these authors advocate a "critical theory" approach as the 
path to enlightening and educating site visitors. The informing principle in this work is 
that efforts to inform visitors of a more critical interpretative approach, different from 
dominant interpretations, will encourage visitors to develop in themselve~ a critical 
awareness of what they are ·learning. However, Leone et ars (1987) critics correctly 
point out that this is no different in practise from a more traditional Archaeology. It is 
only the interpretation, provided by archaeologists, that is different from dominant 
versions of the past. It does have to be acknowledged, though, that within such a 
framework as outlined by these authors, the possibility does exist for the development of 
a critical approach on the part . of visitors (who, within this framework, nevertheless 
remain viewers, rather than active participants in the development of interpretations). 
~ 
The crucial point is that if People's Archaeology is to be qualitatively different from 






interactive effort to exchange skills, knowledge and understanding between community l 
and researcher, between holders of historical expertise and bearers of historical · 
\ 
tradition and experience. 
A good example of the practise of a People's Archaeology is outlined by Sullivan (1985), 
in which an Aboriginal community in Australia called in an archaeologist to investigate 
burials threatened by water erosion. The level, extent and quantity of excavation was 
negotiated between the archaeologist and the community, and determined through 
continuous consultation. Carried out with community assistance, the excavation ~as at 
every stage the topic of considerable debate within the community and between the 
community and the archaeologist. On discovering that the burials were part of a major 
burial ground, it was decided to halt excavation, and efforts were made to stabilise the 
soil. This negotiated research established for the community the significance of the site 
in a manner neither authoritarian nor offensive to the community, who participated in 
debates on meaning. At the same time considerable research information was gained 
from the site. The site has been preserved for future research, should the community 
so desire. In this case, the community commissioned research in response to questions 
posed by the community, rather than the research having as its starting point questions 
generated by the "internal logic" of scientific work. 
This example highlights the main difference between a possible People's Archaeology 
and the traditional research methods used by archaeologists, which have recently met 
with such resistance from communities demanding control over their heritage - and that 
difference lies in consultation. 
A community has in this instance taken control over what they perceive to be their 
"cultural property", developing an understanding of the value of archaeological research 
in providing possible interpretations of sites and processes, and engaging in defining the 
terms of the research conducted that answers questions posed within the community 
according to their concerns. 
When are you people KOinK to stop studyin& us?~ 
This question reflects in some degree the extent to which oppressed communities feel 
the effects of the objectification and "othering" that derives from the practise of 
archaeology and anthroplogy. Since about 1983 Australian Aboriginal communities 
have been calling for the return of their ancestral skeletal material housed in museums 
and other institutions. Tensions have arisen between Aborigines concerned about the 
13 Webb reports this response as an indication of the lack of communication between archaeologists and aboriginal people 
(1987:~). 
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collection, storage and study of their skeletal remains, and researchers who believed 
they were giving aboriginal people some of their "lost heritage" back to them (Webb 
1987). The attitude of researchers to the "destruction" of remains by reburial is a clear 
indication of the different viewpoints of researcher and local community. Aborigines 
have set up local heritage groups in many areas, recording both history and sites - an 
interest that can be seen as a reflection of the "symbolic and emotional" value invested 
in sites (Sullivan 1985). The research value of sites is not of central concern to local 
communities. Opposition has thus usually arisen from resentment and frustration over 
the complete lack of decision-making power and control over areas and issues that are 
vital to Aboriginal identity. 
Co-operative ventures between local aboriginal communities and archaeologists have 
been successfully conducted in Australia, as outlined above, indicating to those 
archaeologists who hanker after "the simpler days",14 and to those with a survivalist bent, 
that developing democratic research procedures can be the only route forward. The 
levels of suspicion and distrust of archaeologists by oppressed communities should not 
be seen as opportunist politicking, but rather as legitimate claims on a past that has for 
too long been removed from their control. 
"Perhaps most important, but least palatable to the researcher, is the necessity to 
understand differences in cultural attitudes concerning the study of the dead11 (Webb, 
1987:296). 
Authoritative Voice 
As academic researchers and writers, archaeologists occupy powerful space. Firstly, the 
fact that we are university graduates plays a central role in our authoritative power. 
Secondly, academic discourse, defined as the third person narrative, involving the 
objective style which is inculcated into students from first-year level, is a discourse of 
"truth". The third-person narrative in particular effaces the author and achieves a 
semblance of objectivity, with the resultant appearance that whatever is being argued is 
the immutable truth for which no alternative exists. 
Knowledge produced in the academic world is put across as "truthful knowledge", the 
only valid form of knowledge. The supposed objectivity, rationality and logic that 
academic discourse relies on makes the facts/argument apparently unquestionable. 
The same objective, author-effacing narrative is employed in museums. It is in the 
convincingness of the text that the authority lies. In academic writing and in museum 
14 See Fagan (1989). 
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displays the invoking of scientific method (a professional requirement of both) implies 
its accuracy. If displayed in particular ways, under particular headings, the impression 
of rigorous research is conveyed, and the text raised to the status of authoratative truth. 
The use of classification15 is an also important authoritative technique - "classificatory 
trope refers to an imagined whole in order to assert that the parts compose it. If the 
imagination of the whole is achieved, then classification appears to the reader as simply 
the technical means for marshalling the evidence" (Thornton, 1984:7).16 
Carter (1987) argues that the ordering of objects gives the impression that "events 
unfold according to a logic of their own" (1987:xviii). Carter goes on to say that "there is 
no fact or artefact, however confusing, which does not, once located in the framework of 
European chronology, contribute to the emergence of historical order and narrative 
clarity ... History continues to unfold upon a stage" (1987:xix). It is in the ordering and 
classifying of knowledge that the views presented seem to unfold according Jo the 
"natural logic". It is what Belsey (1980) calls the "tyrrany of lucidity" - ie. the impression 
that what is being said must be true because it is obvious, clear and familiar. 
Arguing that the third-person narrative is one of the main authority-establishing 
techniques is not to argue that the use of the first person, and making the author and 
intentions present in the text, is necessarily less authoritative. Sangren (1988) offers a 
useful critique on authority in texts, warning that the use of self-referentiality is often 
nothing more than another device for establishing authority (1988:407). The possiblity 
certainly exists of replacing hegemonic rhetoric of legitimacy, power and authority with 
a rhetoric of authority that while different, still invokes authoritative techniques to the 
same effect. 
It would be incorrect to believe that lay people would assume a critical capacity in the 
face of this power and authority. A People's Archaeology would by nature be 
dependant upon community participation. Community participation, in tum, is usually 
dependent upon communities who are demanding access to the skills and knowledge 
that constitute archaeology, and who are demanding control over the resources that 
constitute their heritage. Such demands would be dependant on communities that were 
conscious of, and interested in, archaeology as a method for researching the past, and 
who perceived themselves as able legitimately to question archaeological 
interpretations. 
Popularised archaeology (ie. that archaeology that has been presented in popular form) 
has in effect legitimated the traditional practises of archaeology, in that those who have 
15 See Chapter 6 on this. 
16 Museums particularly are based on systems of classification. 
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responded to popular presentations are supportive, through positive response, of the 
manner in which archaeological research has been conducted. The purpose of popular 
archaeology has generally been to educate "the public" towards an understanding of the 
validity of archaeology as a research method. The purpose has not been to encourage 
"the public" to question archaeological interpretations. 
The South African Archaeological Society exists as a public interest forum, directed 
specifically towards those · with an amateur interest in archaeology. This society, 
however, is organised largely by archaeologists for an extremely limited middle-class 
section of the South African public. The society publishes an academic joumal17 and a 
parallel "popular" newsletter.18 In effect, this society supports the authoritative voice of 
academic experts through the publishing strategy of academic journal/popular 
newsletter, in that the interested public are dealt with, not through providing challenges, 
but through popularising the authoritative voice. 
In this case popularising archaeology serves to perpetuate academic archaeology, as the 
public do not participate in this society's activities to challenge, but rather to learn from 
academic authority. This is also reflected in the society's series of annual "open days", 
events which focus on particular issues through a one-day lecture series. Topics such as 
Kiwi-Kiwi - The Forgotten People of the Cape19 have been the focus of these forums, at 
which speaks the voice of academic authority. The idea of these forums is to "bring to 
light", to remember, and to popularise the voice that archaeologists have given the 
"voiceless" of the past (in the above case, the Khoi-Khoi). 
Speakin~ for the Voiceless 
In terms of academics occupying powerful space, I would like to discuss the notion of 
voice, with reference to historians and archaeologists. As a point of entry, I return to 
Fagan (1989:446): 
"we are priceless, valuable historians, for our finds, our stratigraphic sequences, our 
interpretations cast bright beams of light not on the daily lives of kings, and great 
statesmen,.but of the common people." 
It seems that archaeologists are now becoming (or we certainly advertise ourselves as 
such) the heroes of all those people who have been silenced by the texts of History. We 
have finally arrived to give these people a voice - we are the public address system 
through which the "silent majority" can now speak. It has been said of Historical 
17 The South Af!ican Archaeogica/ Bulletin. 
18 The Di 'n Stick.. 
19 South flnfan Archaeological Society Open Day, Cape Town 1988 . 
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Archaeology, in particular, that this is a truly democratic research discipline, as it allows 
for the correction of the documentary bias through the excavation of sites of "ordinary 
people".20 As academics we have taken it upon ourselves, and occupy the space to do 
this convincingly, to speak for the "voiceless". 
There are two points I would like to discuss here with regard to "giving the voiceless a 
voice" and "remembering the forgotten". Firstly, I understand that the idea of 
archaeologists speaking for "silenced people" is the same idea as archaeologists and 
historians getting the documents (texts, artefacts, objects) to speak. There are two 
problems here: 
-is it possible to get the documents to "speak"; is it possible to "reconstruct" voices from 
the past? 
-linked to debates on the relationship between intellectuals and society, can academics 
actu3.;11Y take up valid speaking positions for "forgotten/silenced" people, as truthful 
positions? 
Carter (1987:347) refers to the notion of recreating the type of voice with which the 
"forgotten/silenced" would have spoken, as the imitative fallacy. In these terms, 
academic attempts to recreate this voice can only ever result in an imitation, rather than 
a re-production. 
The second point is that the idea of "giving" people a voice is problematic when 
juxtaposed with the politically more active idea of people gaining the power with which 
to speak for themselves. This is a potentially idealistic notion, but in practise one which 
is beginning to win space, even within academic institutions.21 
With regard to herder history in particular, this idea is problematic, as there exist no 
active groups today who are struggling to empower themselves with a "herder voice", in 
order that their own history may be better told. Thus not only are viewers and 
consumers not being turned into participants, but there is no community with which to 
work on the issue of developing a herder voice. A similar situation would hold for 
gatherer-hunter histories in South Africa. 
I argue, however, that such circumstances need not necessarily lessen the amount of 
influence that communities might have in terms of posing the types of questions that 
would inform academic research. Community-derived questions could still be the 
starting points used by researchers, and local communities could still participate in the 
process of research and the construction of meaning. Thus the empowering functions of 
both People's History and People's Archaeology would still be adequately fulfilled, even 
20 Deetz (1977). 
21 For example, the People's History Project at the University of the Western Cape in Cape Town. 
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if "the community" were not defined by descendancy links/ claims, and did not 
necessarily regard the research as contributing toward the writing of their own ancestral 
history. 
Searching for a past ..._, 
The idea of "own history" is extremely problematic in a country that is seeking national 
1
, 
unity now more than ever before. So what kind of "pasts" are we seeking, and how do 
archaeologists participate in this search? 
Tilley (1989) uses the analogy of a cake in describing the current state of archaeological 
affairs, saying that more and more ingredients for the cake are being sought, but that 
no-one is actually baking the end product. He says that "how to bake the cake - how to 
interpret the past" is rarely if ever exemplified, with archaeological literature being 
dominated by descriptions of sites, and increasing emphasis being placed on 
accumulating information. Tilley interprets this as the cooks hoping the cake will bake 
itself. 
In my view, though, there is a massive canon of interpretations, but the process of 
interpreting the past may rarely be exemplified, academically or popularly. It thus 
appears as if few interpretations are being exemplified, as it is very rare, even when 
interpretations do appear in archaeological literature, for them to be presented as an 
interpretation. 
Fagan (1989:449) states that "our challenge, then, is to develop new ways of 
communicating the workings of archaeology to all humankind, ways that bridge cultural 
chasms, and that make our fascinating discipline even more accessible to the world at 
large". I argue that the challenge to package archaeology in such a way as to get the 
"world at large" to acknowledge the importance of archaeological research is indeed a 
challenge facing archaeologists - but it is not the main challenge. I believe the main 
challenge to archaeologists is to get the public, or communities, to begin asking the 
questions. Establishing such a research process would help towards answering the 
questions that have informed my research: who is permitted to excavate and write, and 
who is not? For exactly who or what is this excavation and writing being done? In what 
social and political circumstances does it take place?22 
Archaeologists have been used to occupying spaces in which we can develop the past 
with impunity, theorising about 
22 Sec also Tilley (1989). 
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"the diverse human societies of prehistoric times to our hearts content. We could 
hypothesize without offence that Zimbabwe in Southern Africa was a chiefdom rather than 
a sophisticated state-organised society. We could excavate an Australian rock shelter or 
investigate a Southwestern pueblo without worrying about the feelings of those who held it 
sacred, or whose ancestors had lived there" (Fagan, 1989:447). 
As scientific researchers we have, until recently, been able to produce pasts that in a 
sense produce themselves in the manner in which research questions generate further 
research questions. As outlined in the previous chapter, this is now being contested, 
and we are being forced to face our positions as producers,23 as participants in the active 
production of authoritative knowledge. 
"Third World" societies have been colonised, oppressed, misrepresented, silenced, 
removed, and exscribed by an alternative world view (ie. "Western" colonialism) for 
hundreds of years. Such societies are now reacting to what they understand to be the 
continued appropriation and presentation of their lives, their traditions, their images 
and symbols, by people other than themselves - by Western academics and intellectuals. 
In the archaeological context, this has been done in a manner that must smack of 
blatant exploitation, and wholesale plundering. Perhaps the increasing criticism of 
archaeological presentations is more a demand for the space to present history and 
interpretations in terms other than those defined by academics, than an "inability to 
tolerate alternative world views".24 Davis (1989:445) expresses a similar concern, within 
the framework of "communication" (but also only with concern for the future of 
archaeology), saying: 
"But the people with whom we have failed to communicate, utterly, miserably, and possibly 
fatally, are the descendants of those we study. Those of us of European descent, who go to 
Third World countries, or who study the history of extinct societies, or who study the past 
of existing cultures other than our own, may well have done untold harm to future 
archaeologists, and to the possibility of doing archaeology on some categories of sites 
altogether." 
Giving the past meaning 
As archaeologists we ostensibly research "the past" - through excavation. We dig. This 
is what archaeologists do. 25 How archaeologists research these pasts, and how we 
present them is certainly not uniform. Increasingly, researchers are developing and 
using a wider and wider range of theories and methods, and increasingly the question is 
being asked whether we can actually present "the past" at all.26 
23 See Gero (1985), Gero et al (1983), Shanks and Tilley (1987). 
24 As !ed by Fagan (1989). 
25 "It mi t be said that digging is a pathology of archaeology" (lillcy, 1989:275). 




Recent developments in literary criticism and the philosophy of language have 
"undermined belief in a stable and determinable past, denied the possiblity of 
recovering authorial intention, and challenged the plausibility of historical 
representation" (Harlan,1989:608). In other words the "knowability" of the past has 
been brought into serious question. Harlan defines as "radically contextualist" those 
historians who believe that it is "epistemelogically impossible to understand the dead in 
our terms unless we first understand them in their own" (1989:603). Most historians 
would regard this type of approach as "reconstruction", their primary responsibility, 
executed by "listening to the people of the past, by trying to understand them in their 
own terms, and by telling us 'what they really said"' (1989:602). Harlan argues that our 
primary responsibility is to people in the present, and proposes as an alternative, an 
approach that does not "concern itself with textual origins but with the resituating of 
historical texts" so that texts can point forwards to the "hidden possibilities of the 
present'\ rather than backwards to the "putative intentions of their now dead authors" 
(1989:604). This author calls for a history concerned not with reconstructing the past, 
but one that is concerned with reading historical texts in new and unexpected contexts, 
allowing historical texts to "survive their past in order to tell us about the present" 
(1989:609). 
Harlan also makes useful reference (1989:587-589) to the work of Hans George 
Gadamer, who pointed out the impossibility of historians stripping themselves of their 
preconceptions and prejudices, as it is exactly these that make understanding possible in 
the first place. 
The recent proliferating concern with the authority of the ethnographic text is linked to 
the fact that writing is what anthropologists do (Clifford 1986). Archaeologists also 
write, but most of all we dig. Thus when we do write, it is as if, as Hodder (1989:271) 
puts it: "the obseivations as well as the arefacts had been found, and as if the description 
is self evident, distanced from any onlooker or author". The procedures used in writing 
up a site report (eg. third person narrative) deny the importance of "the fundamental 
basis of all excavation: that it is an autobiographic, subjective, socially determined and 
often fundamentally ambiguous and/or contradictory set of interpretative activities" 
(Tilley, 1989: 278). 
"The relationship between excavation and what gets written resembles that between an 
individual speech utterance and an underlying set of grammars. The excavation provides a 
set of grammars, often incoherent or contradictory, both constraining and enabling the 
production of a text. It is the nature of the production of these grammars and their 
relation to the act of writing that need to become a focus of attention" (Tilley, 1989:279). 
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We need to look at how our objects are produced, whether these be the objects 
produced during excavation, or the textual object produced as interpretation (or "truth", 
depending on one's view). In interpreting the grammars of the excavations 
archaeologists need to involve the community and/ or the descendants of that past. This 
is necessary in or.der to produce a voice that is community-based and different from the 
voice of academic authority. 
The potential exists for an idealisation of the process whereby people gain a voice and 
create their own pasts. Tilley (1989:280) says that "excavation has a unique role to play 
as a theatre where people may be able to produce their own pasts, pasts which are 
meaningful to them, not as expressions of a mythical heritage". I understand that the 
mythical heritage to which he refers is that created by academics - but as academic 
production does not occur within a vacuum, and does not necessarily produce the truth, 
this juxtapositioning of academic/community is idealised. It amounts to saying that a 
"people-created past" would be "true" as opposed to the "myths" that academics create. 
While Hodder (1989:274) argues that "in preserving the heritage we have a duty to give 
it meaning", Tilley (1989:280) argues that as archaeologists we need to reflect more 
deeply on what we produce so that our products do not become "a form of production 
and marketing of the past in a manner directly equivalent to any other commodity." 
While we should acknowledge that we do "give the past meaning" (and we can work on 
ways of working with groups of people who want to create their own meaning), I do not 
think we should pretend that we are not participating in a contest for the most 
marketable past. That is exactly what we do. The way we write, our research choices, 
our paradigms and interpretations, are all part of the production of the past as a 
commodity in a highly competitive market. People who produce their own pasts would 
be competing in this market, and their productions would not be any less com.modified. 
It is important for archaeologists to reflect on precisely what we do produce - on site, in 
texts, and in public media such as museums. Museums in every sense participate in the 
com.modification of the past, 27 and the effect of museum displays has been likened to 
archaeological practises: 
'They ... bore the public, turned into passive spectators of a supplied image ... " (Tilley, 
1989:276). 
I would thus see two serious issues facing archaeological researchers in South Africa. 
The first issue is the lack of effective communication between archaeologists and the 
public, whether this be to communicate better the aims of archaeology, or whether this 
be at the more fundamental level of negotiating research and meaning (the one could 
27 See Shanks and Tilley (1987). 
not be done successfully with out the other). The second issue is the method of research 
- academics have traditionally been able to research, in Fagans' words "with impunity" -
without having to be in the least concerned about the community (in any sense) within 
which we researched. It has always been assumed that we could move from our 
institutional base into a "research area", gather our information at will, and return to 
our laboratories to analyse and interpret our material. Already archaeologists 
researching in this way are being seriously challenged by people who will no longer 
stand by and watch their resources being removed, or their past being interpreted by 
"academic experts". 
The process of democratising the practise of archaeology is essential in order that 
communities can be empowered to produce their own accredited pasts co-operatively 
with academic researchers, so that they can acquire a voice with which to present their 
own past in, for example, museums. The first challenge in developing a People's 
Archaeology will be to get coIIlll}unities to begin posing questions. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
MUSEUMS OF MODERN MYfHOLOGIES 
!tit is still assumed in some quarters that museums are neutral environments and that 
museum activities - collecting, recording, researching, and exhibiting - can be carried 
out without bias." (Sue Kirby, 1988:99) 
" ... it is patently obvious that a significant number of South African museologists have a 
very limited view of museums as cultural institutions. They still have the Victorian 
(colonial?) precepts that museums are places for the collection of artefacts, and 
curation is fundamental to a museum's existence." (Andrew Smith, 1987:2) 
A People's Archaeology has no chance of developing until communities begin to ask the 
questions - but this is not yet possible because of the power of the authoritative voice. 
The interplay of a Popular History or Archaeology and a People's History or · 
Archaeology revolves around this power. Museums, one of the institutions that 
popularise the authoritative voice, have as yet not attempted to develop a strategy that 
might stimulate the kind of questioning needed to develop a People's Archaeology. 
The popularising of the authoritative voice is evident in all mass media - in literature, in 
film, in newspapers, in museums. The task of examining the perpetuation of 
authoritative voice is vast and ne~ds to be undertaken in specialised projects.1 I have 
chosen to concentrate on museums. Given my concern with the power and 
perpetuation of authoritative voice I have chosen to focus on those museums that 
appear to be making changes, that appear to be interested in addressing the challenge 
to transform museums from state-dominated institutions to community-oriented 
educational spaces. To date, the project of museums has generally been to perpetuate 
the authoritative voice. In developing a critique of museums, I have examined some of 
the more liberal museums2 in an assessment of the extent to which museums have the 
capacity to address concretely the tension between authoritative voice and empowering 
voice. 
History becomes for each group a reference point in the process of trying to establish 
internal cohesion or identifying opposing groups, and of finding moral justification for 
:its actions - and museums are always instruments of a particular history (Crimp, 
1980:44 ). Museums present history, and because of this are unable, as institutions, to 
remain outside of the struggle around the past. The calls for People's History in South 
l Sec Pieters (1990) for a discussion on documentary and ethnographic film in South Africa. 
2 Sec AppcndLX D for a map of Southern Africa indicating where the various museums, referred to in this chapter, arc situated. 
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Africa, and the concern about "relevancy" of research in the academic environment, 
have made it obvious that state versions of history are unacceptable to the majority of 
South Africans, and have motivated museum personnel to address the way in which 
museums are perceived by most South Africans, and to address the problems in display 
content - this content may supporting ruling class versions of the South African past. 
The level of social and political upheaval have made it near-impossible for any sector of 
South African society to remain oblivious to majority demands - such as those around ' 
education in general and history in particular. As education has rhetorically been 
established as a primary function of museums, it was only a matter of time before South 
African museums were drawn into this terrain of struggle. In that I have argued that 
archaeologists need to be taking an active responsibility at least for how research results 
are presented and communicated to the public, we too are drawn into any struggles 
around museum presentations of the past. 
In the same way that South African archaeologists have been forced by internal and 
external pressures to address issues that have been the focus of attention and debate in 
Europe and the United States, so have museums now been forced to address issues that, 
while requiring specific attention to the South African context, are issues that are being 
addressed internationally by museum personnel. Museums all over the world are in a 
climate of change, and have been for some years. 
"The museum as an institution is contested by some, upheld by others. There are those 
who would do away with it altogether; while others call for its adaptation and change. And 
there is the array of those, oblivious to these stirrings, who are quite satisfied with things 
as they are. "3 
This general comment in many ways reflects the tensions within and around South 
African musuems that have become evident in recent years. 
DISCOVERING THINGS?4 
Scene: The Stone Age Archaeology display, South African Museum 
'There's quite a lot to see in the Bushmen, and just stop me when we get to the Dinosaur 
section, okay?" 
The volunteer leads a group of mothers and young children around the Stone Age 
Archaeology display and into African Cultures. A whistle-stop tour. 
3 Museum 28(3) 1976:Editorial. 
4 This is an edited version of verbatim comments which I overheard and wrote down in the South African Museum in Cape Town 
(June 1989). 
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'They just used to pai.nt on top of each others' paintings': she explains. ''And you know they 
sleep with their hands over their ears so the insects won't crawl in. Would you like to be a 
Bushman.?" 
Head pressed to glass, one child seems dismayed. 
''It's very dirty, isn't it?" 
Mother responds by explaining that things were different, and well, they didn't have Pick 'n 
Pay supermarkets like we do . . 
''Did we used to eat tortoises?" Further dismay. 
''Wei~ the Bushmen did, but don't wony about it" an.swers mother as she gently tries to push 
her child on to the next display. 
Persistence:-
"But did they just eat the heads? Did the tortoise die?" 
Scene: A group of Std. 2 students, with teacher, in African. cultures display. 
''What did you write?" asks the teacher of a child filling in her worksheet. The teacher's "Ag 
no, man." type of response is shrivelling. 
"Come on, write down the easy things, the short things': and then she tells them the answer. 
Quickly! 
Read the questions! 
Don't be stupid! 
Write down the an.swer! 
Move on! 
(It seems they don't have much time.) 
Scene: Children stand in front of the display on Nama herders 
(Sniggering) 
'That's a man.!" 
''No, that's a lady!" 
Sneering response: "Can.'t you tell the difference?" 
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Come on! 
Do your drawings! 
Don't waste time! 
"Okay boys - move into the next room. Girls come into this room. Right! Boys! Girls! Move 
on now. Have you done your drawings? Are you discovering things?" 
(Are you discovering things? And another whistle-stop tour ends). 
In South Africa it seems that the first question around museums is "Where to start?". 
While the problematic existing displays can be used towards developing a critical and 
enquiring public through explanations of the contingency of museum displays,s the 
problem then becomes one of first convincing people that museums do have something 
to offer. Given this it would seem that the first issue to tackle is that of content. 
The body of literature that has appeared in the last decade, on the topic of bias in 
museums internationally, is vast.6 Kirby makes the point (1988:100) that the question 
of bias in museums has only recently been acknowledged as an issue by the museum 
profession, and it has not. received much public attention. This observation would 
certainly hold for South Africa. Public attention to bias in museums has been minimal 
and perhaps one of the main reflections of a majority consciousness of museums has 
been the limited numbers of black and/or working-class South African museum 
visitors.7 
The fact that most South Africans do not have an .interest in the cultural memory 
produced in museums makes this memory all the more contestable. The lack of 
community involvement with museums could well be an indicator of the lack of validity 
of the particular cultural memory evoked. Lumley (1988) reflects on the extent to which 
the notion of museums as collections for scholarly research has been replaced by the 
notion of museums as major communicators of cultural values, where the role of 
scholars is in decline, and that of the marketing manager is on the rise. The observation 
is made with reference to museums in Europe, Britain and the United States, and it is 
reasonable to say that the situation in South Africa, in contrast, is one in which the 
scholars are still the guiding force in museums. This may have much to do with the fact 
that museums as centres of production of cultural memory have not really been 
5 See for example Shanks and Tiiiey (1987). 
6 See for example Lumley (1988) and Walface (1986). 
7 The lack of such visitors was the focus of much discussion at the SAMA 1987 conference. It should be noted in addition that very 
few (if any) museums carry out regular visitor surveys in South Africa - a fact that reflects in some way the relationship between 
museums and public in South Afnca. 
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contested (in the way for example that formal education has been). There has as yet 
been no real focus on museums as a form of "cultural production", and this may be 
testimony to the lack of interest in museums on the part of the majority of South 
Africans. 
A reflection of concern amongst museum personnel about bias that is patently obvious 
in South African museums could be seen at the Southern African Museums Association 
(SAMA) 1987 conference. I take this conference as a starting point in discussing 
museums in South Africa. It was in some ways a turning point for museum personnel in 
that it was the first time that the problein of museums, in relation to the broader social, 
political and economic context, had been seriously raised in a professional forum. The 
theme of this conference was Museums in a changing and divided society.8 
Museums in a Chanaina and Divided Society9 
A broad range of topics was raised and debated at the SAMA 1987 conference in 
Pietermaritzburg. Many papers presented direct challenges to existing museum 
structures,. displays, education programmes - in fact to the tradition of museums 
generally. The more challenging papers focussed on issues such as: 
1. illiteracy figures in South Africa, and the culture of violence that young South 
Africans grow up with;10 
2. whether museums in South Africa are fit institutions to carry out the task 
assigned to museums;n 
3. the problem of presenting one national heritage in a seriously divided 
community, with specific reference to differences in the Irish nationalist and 
Protestant presentations of the past;12 
4. an empirical base for much of the criticism levelled at museums in terms of 
neglect and exclusion;t3 
5. student perceptions of the Natal Museum environment - too cold, quiet, and too 
near the police station, with museums being seen as "extensions of the perception 
that things are more important than people, with black people always being seen 
as less than human.";14 
8 Subsequent interviews, during 1988 and 1989, with museum directors and education officers at two South African museums 
allowed me to follow up the extent to which museum staff were taking seriously the 1987 SAMA initiative. See Appendix B for 
interviews. 
9 I have indicated in this chapter where I have used verbatim comments from general discussion at the SAMA 1987 conference. 
10 Wilson (198~. 
11 Kinard (198 . 
12 Thompson (1987). 
13 Wrilthl and Maze! (1987). 
14 Wit6ooi (1987). . 
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6. the problems of presenting African culture in essentially white museums by white 
museum people. ts 
Many important issues were thus highlighted. These included the issue of museums 
being institutionalised proof of white domination where the presentational focus of 
most museums is on white/colonial/settler history. Architecture of museums was raised 
as a problem, in that the typical official-style architecture of most of the large South 
African museums is potentially intimidating for visitors. The problem of museums 
being seen not only as irrelevant, but as unacceptable, is an issue with important 
implications if the traditionally narrow focus of collections policies and display content 
holds no attraction for the majority of South Africans. Ideological filtering by 
museologists, as an ever-present problem, was discussed in terms of the difficulties in 
presenting completely objective and neutral displays. Also raised and discussed were 
the problems of creating better outreach facilities (such as newsletters, mobile services 
and teacher education programn;es) in order that more South Africans become familiar 
with the museum as an educational resource and preserver of our cultural heritage. 
There is an acknowledgement that none of these issues can be addressed by simply 
emulating developments in European and American museums. In the words of Brian 
Wilmot:16 
"For many decades South African museums have clung - probably more subconsciously 
than consciously - to the belief that their exhibits should in both magnitude and detail 
emulate those to be found in the major European and North American museums. We 
can, however, not match the finances, personnel or collected material of those museums 
and so we must find alternative ways to approach exhibits" (Albany Museum Annual 
Report, 1985 - 1987:3). 
Similarly, Cluverl7 warns that South African Museums should not try to model 
themselves on overseas examples, emphasising the need to take the particular context 
into account when planning new directions for museums.18 
Recent develpoments in the United States and elsewhere have seen museums becoming 
places for eating, study, listening to music, seeing films and holding discussions (Lumley 
1988). Similar developments can be seen at the South African Museum in Cape Towey. 
In terms of changes in public perceptions of museums, there is no doubt that this 
museum has done a great deal to increase the word museum in the current social 
vocabulary of Cape Town's middle class. Many activities are held out of normal 
museum hours that attract this sector of South African society. But museums have 
15 Khumalo (1987). 
16 Director, Albany Muscu~ Orahamstown. 
17 Director, South African Museum, Cape Town. 
18 auver (interview, 1988) - see Appendix B. 
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traditionally catered to this class, and the changes that are urgently needed are those 
that in some way direct the activities of museums to the rest of South African society. 
While there is acknowledgement that we should not be modelling ourselves directly on 
overseas examples, there is little or no contact between South African and other African 
museums, from whom we may gain insight into the way in which the kinds of issues in 
the South African context are being dealt with elsewhere in Southern Africa.19 These 
would be issues such as illiteracy, enormous school groups, and too little time for 
focussed education programmes. 
There is also a growing awareness that the mass media are very powerful and that 
museums should not be trying to fill a role that is in competition with this. It is felt 
(Wilmot 1988)20 that while the qualitative difference between museums and the mass 
media is that the museum has the ability to "show real things", this showing needs to 
challenge people.21 
The museum director, too, has begun to play a different role22 - one that involves 
interaction within the museum and publicly - and there is no longer space or time for 
the director as "super-scientist" (Wilmot 1988).23 Wilmot has also expressed that "the 
director is there to see that the museum succeeds".24 
Brian Stuckenburg25 commented (SAMA 1987) on the fact that in a diffferent type of 
South African museum structure - ~- one which catered more for "the people of South 
Africa" - the "high standards in our museums may not be the same standards in 
museums elsewhere". The notion of "high standards" is problematic if European and 
American museums are being posited as the relative marker, and this thus begs a 
questioning of the criteria for determining standards in South.African museums. This is 
not to question the degree of rigour in research and presentation. Rather, this points to 
the fact that museums are presenting research conclusions through inadequate 
educational services. This cannot be addressed either by a lowering of the standards of 
rigour (as Stuckenburg's comment seems to imply), or through an appeal to a notion of 
"standards" that relies on criteria set in Europe and America. 
H a "different type of museum structure" means a more community-oriented approach 
in the nature of museums, a bringing of the museums "closer to the people",26 there is no 
reason why this should imply a lowering of standards. This also raises the issue of the 
19 Sheryl Ozinsky, Public Relations Officer, South African Museum, Cape Town - Interview (1989), sec Appendix B; Mrs Nduku, 
Director, Museum of Human Sciences in Harare, Zimbabwe - Interview (1989), see Appendix B. 
20 Interview (1988) - see Appendix B. 
21 See Lumley (1988) for comments on this. 
22 See LumleY. (1988:15) for the way in which the role of the scholar is in decline, and that of the marketing manager is growing in 
status and influence. 
23 Interview (1988)- sec Appendix B. 
24 Ibid. 
2S Director of the Natal Museum in Pietermaritzburg. 
26 Rev. B. Witbooi (SAMA 1987)- "the most important task of museums•. 
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particular areas in which standards are called into question. If this relates to display, 
then I would acknowledge that "moving closer to the people" might necessitate extra 
expenditure in terms of expanding museum services. This in turn would limit the funds 
available for traditional museum display techniques, such as expensive perspex and 
specially lit displays. Thus the option of cheap temporary displays would need to be 
examined. 
It must be noted, though, that cheaper display methods do not necessarily imply a 
poorer quality learning experience. There are many relatively cheap, effective methods 
of communication that will often be more appropriate in Southern Africa than the high-
tech "First World" methods to which we have become accustomed.27 However, the 
expense on displays cannot really be discussed until there is clarification in what is to be 
displayed, how it is to be displayed, where it is to be displayed, and by what methods 
communication will take place. 
On becoming Relevant 
The public face of museums and its obvious problems has drawn much attention to the 
issue of museums and education. Much of the criticism levelled at museums at the 
SAMA 1987 conference was that museums concentrate almost solely on research, and 
little on how this is communicated. The main issue at the SAMA education officers 
section meeting during this conference was that the educative function of museums is 
not taken seriously, and education officers have very little influence in the decision-
making structures of museums. 
There has been a "move-to-relevancy'' rationale operating for a few years now in some 
South African museums. Wilmot, in 1987, argued that "we have to develop a new image 
and make all more aware of our true worth".28 Amongst those who have been discussing 
the above issues, most of the talk has been around museums being or becoming 
"relevant", getting visitors into the museums, educating the public around the "museum 
as resource", and the role of museum education services in achieving these ends: 
ttMuseums in South Africa are in a virtual impasse ... there is an ever-pressing need for 
them to become socially relevant" (Wilmot,1988).29 
It seems that this has had its greatest impact in the sphere of education, increasingly 
being seen as a crucial function of museums, and being accorded higher status and 
increased funding in line with this shift. It is thought that the only way that museums 
27 See for example The Zebra's Voice on how the National Museum and Art Gallery in Gaborone, Botswana cope with limited funds 
in an African context. 
28 Albany Museum Annual Report (April 198S ·March 1987:3). 
29 Albany Museum Annual Report (April 1987· March 1988:8). 
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can function is by liaising with teachers, as the education department - ultimately the 
most important - is where the museum is introduced to people.30 
Wilmot (1988)31 has emphasised the importance of involving professional officers in 
museum education, saying that staff and researchers "cannot remain islands". Simon 
Hall,32 former archaeologist at the Albany Museum in Grahamstown, has commented 
though, that no research staff ten years ago would have seen education as their 
responsibility, and there still exists friction between the education and research function 
of staff at the Albany Museum. The educative responsiblities of research staff are, 
however, being written into the Albany Museum's job descriptions.33 
Some personnel in museums believe that museums are relevant - but that too few 
people realise this.34 This is testimony to the fact that not only is the content in 
museums problematic, but that a process of negotiation with communities is urgently 
required in order to establish the needs of a broader sector of society. 
The general feeling at the SAMA 1987 conference was that museums do not adequately 
serve the community. The challenges were directed at this problem, but with the focus 
on "how do we attract black audiences to our museums?". This was also expressed in 
the following type of sentiment - museums need to create posts for black education 
officers who can handle visits from black schoolchildren and develop programmes for 
them. 
Along with the employment of black education officers, the concept of the Mobile 
Museum Service3S seems to be regarded in some senses as a panacea for the problems 
higlighted. The Albany Museum's mobile service, the oldest in South Africa, is seen as 
a crucial function of the education department for the following reasons: 
1. that it provides a resource base for use in classrooms; 
2. that it promotes awareness of natural and cultural history; 
3. that it extends and enriches the school curriculum; 
4. that it promotes awareness of the museum. 
(Van Zyl and Wilmot 1987). 
30 Cecil Nonqane, Education Officer, Albany Museum - Interview (1988); Wouter Holleman, Deputy Director, Albany Museum, 
Orahamstown - Interview (1988). See Appendix B. 
31 Interview (1988) - see Appendix B. 
32 ~rs. comm., sept. 1988. 
33 Although the succ~ful applicant will have the facilities to work towards a higher degree, the incumbent of the post will have 
clear curatorial rcsponsibht1es as well as making~ input into exhibilU:>ns and edUCation programmes( my emphasis)." 
Advertisement for Archaeologist, Albany Museum Orahamstown, 1990. 
34 Dr. M. Quver Director, South African Museum, Gipe Town: lnterview.(1988) ·see Appendix 8. 
35 See Hooper-Greenhill (1988:213) on mobile museum services, in terms ol the public tliat the museum serves. 
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Bias in presentation 
Awareness of the need to correct the obvious bias in museum display is quite high 
amongst the more liberal museum personnel in South Africa. Most of this. awareness, 
however, is expressed in terms of the constraints on executing changes. 
For example, Wouter Holleman36 has commented, in relation to the presentation of . . 
African histories, that black history still has to be gathered and that, though museums 
have the potential to communicate this history, illiteracy and tlie effects of state control 
have inhibited this process.37 
Sheryl Ozinsky (1989)38 has said that while things can happen to change displays there 
are many constraints on presenting a past that is different to what is in the collections. 
There is also a sense in which the &?uth Afican Museum and the Albany Museum 
regard themselves as distanced from state intervention and dominant presentations, but 
this rhetoric contains the contradictions inherent in institutions that are state-subsidised. 
_~For example Wilmot says that: "the government say in school tours and the Junior Club · 
at the museum is none, but the museum would get rapped over the knuckles if topics 
were "over the top".39 
.. 
There does. seem to be an underlying rationale that I argue could be very misleading. 
While bias in museums displays is being acknowledged as a problem, the major 
problem, a5 stated, is that black South Africans are not visiting museums in the desired 
numbers. Problems of "illiteracy" and "irrelevance" are cited as two of the reasons, and 
the solution is seen in the employment of black education officers. Crudely put, the . 
rationale appears to be that ilTelevancy /relevancy is measurable by black visitor numbers. 
It is thought that the employment of black education officers would do much to increase 
these numbers, which in tum would indicate an increasing relevancy of museums to the 
broader South African community. 
Community 
•AlJ too often present-day museums are regarded by their curators as providing lessons for 
a homogeneous but perhaps non-existent public, a public which exists mainly in the 
curator's mind: a group of well-bred, culture-hun8rl', beauty-loving, logically-minded 
people with plenty of time to spare, inexhaustible physical stamina and, above all, at least 
an arts degree· (de Varine-Bohan, 1976:139). 
The reality of the South African public which the museum desires to "convert" into a 
"museum-literate" public is very different - an enourmous sector of illiterate South 
36 Deputy Director, Albany Museum, Grahams1own. 
37 lnteMcw (1988) - sec Appendix B. 
38 lntervicw (1989) - see Appendix B. 
Africans,40 a massive working class with little interest in museums, and museums that 
present a culture for which the majority are in no way hungering. The breakdown of 
"public" in Chapter Four obviously applies to museums • who is this public to which the 
museums are directing all their activities?4t 
Khumalo's42 comment (SAMA 1987) is quite revealing in this regard: 
"There is something about the South African museums that does not reflect what I am. 
The view it reflects· is foreign to me. They protray the white experience. If there is 
anything there, it is because in some way it has been part of white experience. Museums 
arc not African , not South African. They arc not part of mew. 
.., 
There is an awareness that museums have to go out a~tively to get support, with 
·community consent, to fit in with what people want (Kannemeyer 1989).43 One staff 
member at the South African Museum stated that: "We'd welcome such co-operation 
with people from local communitites who could tell us a lot more than ·we know already 
... In principle we are very open to encouraging black people in our local communities 
to get involved in museum projects that will eventually feed back into the public side of 
the museum." (Davison 1989).44 
Wilson has commented (SAMA 1987) that "it is in the thinking through of national 
culture where.. surely the museums have a tremendous role to play. And culture does 
not equal grpu,p interest." 
Cultural Memory 
Of the 27 or so museums listed· in the Cape Peninsula, 45 only 2 carry informational 
displays on what the guide terms "prehistory".46 · Thus our cultural memory created 
through museums is limited indeed. The idea of "the museum" is _preservation -
preservation of a past, and in most cases the public celebration of the dominant culture 
of the ruling class. Yet the most often-expressed dilemma of South African museums 
(SAMA 1987) is: "How do we bring black people into our museums?" (as visitors). 
Museum-type knowledge is embedded in the politics of colonialism, and it is not a 
cultural memory I should imagine the majority of South Africans have much pleasure in 
' . 
sharing. 
39 Interview (1988) - 5CC Appendix B. 
40 illiteracy figures - 5CC Wilson (1987). 
41 Sec Hooper-Greenhill (1988) on the need to understand the differences between various museum-using groups 
42 Mr. J. Kfiumalo, African Languages Department, UnMrsity of Witwatersrand. 
43 Education Officer, South Afncan Museum, Cape Town: Interview (1989) - sec Appendix B. 
44 Davison interviewed on Video (1989). 
45 Cape Musucms Guide (1988). . 
46 Sec also Wright and Mazel (1987) on this issue in Natal museums. 
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The South African Museum claims a proud reputation of being as objective and as open 
as possible - "If anyone wanted to contest the information on display they are welcome 
to do so ... that is their right to do so ... " (Davison 1989). 
Thus museum staff express the major museum problematic as being how to encourage 
black people to come into "our" museums. · As explained above, the route towards 
dealing with this problem has been expressed in terms of employing black education 
officers to run programmes (separate, but equal) for black students. The success of this 
in terms of museums managing to avoid becoming "slightly ridiculous, comp,letely 
irrelevant decorations"47 remains to be seen. Wilson and Ramphele (1989) point out 
that the role of museums is an important one in the challenge to forge a national culture 
- but the national identity that museums cun-ently evoke is not what these authors are 
ref erring to. 
As Bennett (1988:84) points out, "the question of how things get displayed in museums 
cannot be divorced from questions concerning the training of curators or the structures 
of museum control, and management...". In South Africa the situation has become 
increasingly confused, as further measures of control and (mis)management have been 
introduced in the form of "own affairs" and "general affairs" museums.48 
Southern African Museums 
Given the "big push" of SAMA 1987, the critiques of South African museums, the 
rhetoric indicating shifts in thinking and the evidence to show that education is being 
taken more seriously as a function, it would be too easy to see these problems, of 
museums as "bastions of ideology",49 as peculiarly South African in their apartheid-
derived forms. 
In assessing the success of the project of the more liberal museums in South Africa, it is 
clear that museums in post-colonial southern African countries should provide a test-
case. 
If the approach of the South African museums is correct (in that changing visitor 
profiles is preceived as the route to transforming the museum), then other southern 
African museums would by this stage look fundamentally different to South African 
museums. If South African museums are serious, at least about addressing the audience 
problems in South Africa (eg. illiteracy, big groups of visitors), then communication with 
47 Wilson and Ramphele (1989). 
48 This state decision is in line with the policy of separate control by the different White, Coloured and Indian Houses of Parliament 
of all health, educational and cultural services, including museums. 
49 See Wright and Mazel (1987). 
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other museums is Southern Africa is essential. It is these museums, rather than those in 
Europe and America, that are more likely to be addressing similar problems. As this 
has not been happening formally, mqstly because of the international strategies of 
isolation towards South Africa, I felt it was important to investigate the above issues (in 
terms of changes) through this research project. 
My next task, then, was to .assess the difference between South African museums and 
Southern African museums no longer bridled by the political yolk of colonial control. I 
was interested primarily in establishing the extent to which pr,esentations had changed 
in Zimbabwe since independence. 
Museums in Zimbabwe 
There are five main museums funded by the Ministry of Home Affairs in Zimbabwe, 
namely the museums at Mutare (East); Masvingo (South); Bulawayo (West); Gweru 
(Midlands); and Harare (North). In order to rationalise the functions of the museums 
service and to avoid the duplication of research and collections, the National Museums . 
and Monuments Commission embarked on a programme of centralisation of research 
departments, and of decentralisation of interpretive departments. Thus, for exmaple, 
all human scie"nce research is based in Harare, and all natural science research is based 
in Bulawayo. 
Apart from structural and administrative changes, museums in Zimbabwe have changed 
little since independence in 1980 (Nduku 1989).50 After independence it was stated that 
resettlement, education and health were the top priority, and it was even suggested by 
some that museums should close. Museums are thus competing for funds with 
unemployment projects and rural development programmes (Collett 1989).51 
"It's not that the government doesn't appreciate museums, but there are other priorities" 
(Nduku 1989).52 
Funding problems have clearly placed severe limits on the museums' activities53 and this 
has necessitated the careful planning of an integrated research, education and 
conservation programme in each centre (Hughes 1989).54 
SO Interview {1989~ ·see Appendix B. 51 Interview 1989 ·sec Appendix B. 
52 Interview 1989 - see Appendix B. 
53 National Museums and Monuments of Zimbabwe Annual Report (1985-1986). 
54 Archaeologist, Museum or Natural Science, Bulawayo, Zimbabwc. lntcrvicw (1989)- sec Appendix B. 
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Education 
Since independence more emphasis has been placed on conservation and interpretation, 
with efforts being made to try and get people to understand what they see (Collett, 
interview Feb 1989). While there has been expansion of the education service at the 
Harare museum, it is still a service predominantly used by schools in the lower-density 
suburbs (and therefore more affluent). For the rural schools, particularly, transport and 
funding are the major obstacles restricting use of the museum education services. 
While museum education officers are doing their best to take the museum to the 
people, limited resources prevent the amount of work that should be done in the remote 
areas.ss 
Martin Sanderson, education officer at Bulawayo Natural History Museum, has 
commented that the service at Bulawayo is probably not as well used as it was pre-
independence, but feels that this is due to teachers being unused to museums as a 
cultural/ educational resource. Teachers, not oriented to working outside of the 
classroom, are not familiar with what the museum has to offer.s6 
Bias in presentation 
Dave Collett,S7 archaeologist at Great Zimbabwe, points out that it is easy enough to 
say "archaeologists should tell people what they find", but this automatically means the 
information has already been filtered. Collett pointed out that most archaeologists 
present the information without really caring what the public believes (for example, the 
perpetuation of the Phoenician theory of Great Zimbabwe). In Collett's view people 
will create the past that they want, and be thus believes that the most that archaeologists 
can hope to do is to give people "things to see", so that when they do create a past, they 
can base their creation on concrete objects. 
Hughes (1989)S8 acknowledges the problems of museums where messages, unintended 
by the author of the display, are picked up by visitors. He cites an example from Khami, 
one of the main dzimbahwe59 that forms part of the pattern of madzimbahwe distributed 
over south-eastern Africa. As one enters the Khami Site Museum there is a display on 
stone-using gatherer-hunters, evidence of whom forms part of the importance of the 
Khami area. When asked who built Khami, a visitor replied "Stone Age People". The 
influence for this answer was clearly linked to the diplay on stone-using people. In this 
instance, the display had not clearly explained that there exists an occupation depth of 
SS National Museums and Monuments of Zimbabwe Annual Report (1985-1986). 
S6 Martin Sanderson, Education Officer, Museum of Natural Science, Bulawayo. pers comm. Feb 1989. 
S1 Interview (1989) ·see Appendix B. · 
S8 Interview (1989) ·see Appendix B. 
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stone-using cultures that goes back more than forty thousand years prior to occupation 
by farming communities. 
Nduku (1989)60 recalled a fairly widely held view at the time of independence that the 
reminders of the past should be destroyed, but Nduku's view is that people need to 
realise that being reminded of the past is part of history. She says:"the reason for an 
action is always open to varying interpretations, but the action still occurred". Her view 
is that the museum needs to be as inclusive as possible. Rather than a strategy of 
actively refuting everything previously taught (ie. pre-independence), museums should 
rather include that which was previously excluded. Nduku suggested that it might be 
useful to put up both the pre-independence and the post-independence versions of some 
historical events, but at the moment this was not possible. 
"Interpretations since idependence have tended not to deny facts, but to rewrite or 
represent the story."(Nduku 1989).61 
Funding problems have also placed limits on the number of posts available . This has 
meant, for example, that the archaeologist at Great Zimbabwe has had to fill the roles 
of display artist, education officer and researcher. This obviously has implications for 
the amount of work that can be done in each area. Funding therefore also set limits to 
the types of changes that can be made to displays (although, according to Collett (1989) 
the desire to change "is only partly there"). 
The main change in display in the Museum of Human Sciences in Harare is the 
replacement of the colonial "Pioneer Column" dis?lay with a Shona Village display. At 
the Museum of Military History,·in Gweru, changes in content have been made since 
1983 through the inclusion of information about the First and Second Chimurenga.62 
Nduku points out63 that "the changes are not aimed at refuting every statement put 
across, as we too stand to be corrected by future generations". 
Displays in Zimbabwe and Botswana64 
My examination of some Southern African museums was not intended to be a 
comprehensive study, but rather a look at some of the displays on gatherer-hunters and 
herders, in order to gain an understanding of the rhetoric governing the processes 
through which objects (including casts of people) have been assembled into particular 
configurations. I refer below to display examples in two museums. 
60 Interview (198~ ·sec Appendix B. 
61 lntcrview (1989 - sec Appendix B. 
62 Zimbabwean ars of Liberation 
63 Interview (1989) - sec Appendix B. 
64 These descriptions arc based on the displays as observed in February 1989. The displays may have subsequently changed. 
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I 
The first example is at the Museum of Human Sciences in Harare. One of the first 
displays that visitors experience on entering this museum is a display on the "Stone 
Age". This display contains a graphic sequence illustrating the two million to eighty 
thousand years before present. The physiological development of humans is illustrated 
next to this sequence, displayed to fit graphically into the same sequential time scale. 
The skull used to illustrate Homo Sapiens is specified as a Bushman skull. The text on 
Homo Sapiens reads : 
"Thinking Man, early Homo Sapiens began a steady development of culture and social 
organisation." 
The connection between the earliest Thinldng Man and the skull of a Bushman holds a 
number of implications - the main implication being that Bushmen are the earliest type 
of humans, just learning to think. Bushmen are thus at the bottom end of the steady 
"development towards culture and social organisation", and are therefore a perfect 
example of "man in his most primitive state" . . 
This display leads on to a display about The Bushmen. The central signboard reads: 
THE BUSHMEN 
People of the Past ... 
Still survive today. 
From this sign an arrow points to a map of Africa, which surrounds an illustration of a 
male figure, equipped with quiver and bow and clothed in leather skins. There is a 
length of text about the Bushmen being our "living link with the Stone Age", a text which 
includes a physical description.65 
Opposite this display stands a manners-and-customs display of photographs and objects, 
entitled How the Bushmen Live Now. The text reads: 
"The Bushmen are a cheerful people who express themselves through dancing and 
singing." 
Often the most revealing method of assessing visitor responses is listening to comments 
made by visitors in the galleries. One of the comments I heard in the Harare Museum 
was made in response to the How the Bushmen Live Now exhibit. The vistor 
commented: 
"When you go and look for these people in the bush where they live, they just run away." 
It is a useful comment, in that it reveals the extent to which the displays perpetuate the 
public perception that Bushmen are people who not only still live in skins, but who can 
be sought out, or who should be sought out, in the bush "where they live". Another 
65 The bodyscape (~ratt 1986) over which we, as researchers and museum visitors, can gaze, can "look in" at these "primitive people". 
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comment overheard in response to these displays was made with reference to a 
Bushman, cave scene. This scene displays a standing male figure, painting on the side of 
the cave. Next to the man a woman squats next to a hearth, while a child plays in the 
foreground. A visitor commented: 
"See how the man paints the house while the woman cooks the food". 
Information has been compacted into this display in such a manner that a man paints 
figures on the wall of the cave while a woman does household tasks - in the same space 
and time. The way the past is used to legitimate the present, however unintentionally 
constructed, is clear from this display. If the Bushmen, "who can only just think", 
operate in this way - with men engaged in tasks such as painting, while women are 
engaged in food preparation - then this must be natural, instinctual. Gender roles as 
displayed thus become immutable. 
At the National Museum and Art Gallery in Gaborone, Botswana; there is very little 
display space assigned to either gathering and hunting or to herding. On entering the 
galleries, visitors can read an information board on the arrival of farmers in Southern 
Africa, which makes reference to gatherer-hunters (The San,): 
" ... they entered a land where the only inhabitants, the San or Sarwa (better known as the 
Bushmen), lived by hunting wild animals and collecting plants and insects." 
Further on in the galleries a board informs visitors that: 
" ... the earliest farmers came from different areas ... in Botswana they traded with and 
married the earlier inhabitants, the San and Khoe (Sarwa and Kgothu)." 
The River San, are also referred to in a display on the Peoples of the Okavan,go·Delta. 
When questioned about the limited mention of gatherer-hunter and herder 
communities, a museum staff member explained that there are no displays on San, in the 
Gaberone museum because the "first gallery" has not been completed. The galleries in 
this museum are designed to work in a series that visitors would move through in order 
to gain a full and integrated understanding of Botswana, its position internationally 
today, and its position in the long history of human existence. The "first gallery" displays 
are plannned to begin at ninety million years ago, in order to convey to visitors the age 
of Earth. Displays on the Early, Middle and Later Stone Ages will follow, in order to 
position Botswana in the context of Southern and Eastern Africa. This display will try 
to link gatherer-hunters and herders to, respectively, the Stone Age and the 
introduction of domestic stock (Campbell 1989).<i6 
(i6 Interview (1989) ·see Appendix B. 
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An element of these constructions is the repressive normative European tradition of 
time. The temporal frame of European knowledge is important in that the time of 
subordinate cultures is tied up with judgements of value, backwardness and lack of 
"civilised" values. Other cultures are located in a different subordinate time - thus the 
language of time is important in such presentations. It is "a model of time as "progress" 
or "evolution", moving from lower to higher forms that underpins the philosophy of the 
late Victorian museum and its spatial organisation" (Lumley, 1988:6). 
It is clear from a description of these displays that there has been little success, in post-
colonial Southern African museums, to move away from colonial presentations of 
gatherer-hunters and herders. There is little difference between the rhetoric governing 
the construction and communication of displays in the museums in Zimbabwe, 
Botswana, and South Africa. Still presented as a "living link with the Stone Age", it will 
take more than changing the visitor profile at museums to change the manner in which 
Bushmen are presented in displays. 
The Museum Solution 
There are many ways in which museums are trying to make existing structures 
functional. These include programmes aimed at bringing in teachers in order that they 
become "museum literate", developing an understanding of the museums as 
"educational resource", and becoming familiar with what museums have to offer. Some 
museums have revamped existing physical structures, in the hope that this will make the 
museum more attractive to "the public". Some museums display tri-lingual labelling - in 
English, Afrikaans and an African language.67 
Recent efforts have been directed towards the employment of black education officers, 
adding to the apartheid spectrum of white and coloured education officers.68 This 
highlights the contradictions inherent in a state-funded South African Museum, where 
although the education is not directly "state education", the educational situation still 
reflects state structures - where black and white groups visit separately, and are dealt 
with by different education officers, often seconded by the appropriate education 
department. 69 
The above points are not to negate teacher education programmes, revamping of 
physical structures, different language labels, nor the employment of black education 
67 Mr Khumalo, of the African Languages Department at the University of Witwatersrand, in reference to this labelling strategy as a 
•tower of Babel", commented that some of the museum translations into African languages are so bad as to be insulting (SAMA 
68 reitionale, for el!llmple at the South African Museumt.is that "We are here presenting Natural History, and we are presenting 
it for everyone" (Ouvcr (1989) interview. see Appendix u). 
69 That is, from the White, Coloured or Indian Departments of Education - see Chapter Two. 
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officers to overcome the problems of language and to deal with the different 
educational conditions of black students in South Africa. These are all valid approaches 
in themselves. However, when the bottom-line issues within museums, such as the 
development of an understanding of the needs of black communities, are not being 
addressed, it does appear that these may not be long term solutions. 
Museums, in American terms, are "generally financed by conservative donors and 
oriented to affluent whites" and have "seldom attempted to shake entrenched values or 
encourage their patrons to reconsider comfortable perceptions of social reality" 
(Chappel, 1989:103). This would certainly hold for South African museums, and as yet, 
little has been done to alter this situation in Southern African museums. 
My main theoretical concern, as I have previously outlined, is around the links between 
the formation of knowledge and the communication of knowledge. The practical 
concerns are at this stage mostly with museum education, and the problems summarised 
are thus: 
-how can museum staff work towards using existing displays to empower visitors towards 
raising questions about what they see? 
-how should museums be encouraging ''the public" to visit museums so that this 
questioning can start in the first place? 
-what can be done to address adequately the educational needs of the majority of South 
Africans (needs as defined through negotiating with communities)? 
The questions are not new, but my argument is simply this: 
firstly, that museum displays should be structured so as to encourage visitors to ask 
questions, in order to challenge museum authority and to provide pertinent questions 
for research; and secondly, that far more people should not only have access to museum 
knowledge in its stationery and mobile form, but should also have a say in the structure 
and the content of displays. 
As Shanks and Tilley recommend: 
"We must present specific acts of construction, work in progress, varied forms of 
relationship with the artefactual past instead of a fixed relation of representaiton of a 
completed past. The musuem can allow the visitor to construct pasts along with the 
archaeologist-curator: participation not as a means to a pre-given, pre-discovered end, but 
as an open process of constructing different pasts.• (1987:98). 
However, an "open process" of constructing different pasts necessitates dealing with the 
authority with which "legitimate" knowledge has traditionally been presented. It will 
only be possible for communities to begin asking questions towards constructing 
different and empowering pasts once the power of authoritative knowledge is 
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challenged. And understanding the process of construction of expert or "legitimate" 





"You are not a country, Africa 
You are a concept, 
Fashioned in oi,r minds ••• " (Malvern van Wyk Smith, 1988 - frontispiece). 
The authoritative-voice version of herder history is that version presented most often to 
the public in the authoritative media - museums, books, films and newspapers. In order 
to challenge this voice/version it is necessary to understand its origins, and to 
understand its construction as the voice of authority and as an iconography. 
I have chosen to examine the manner in which the table of knowledge about southern 
African herders has been const~cted. I have done this by examining how these groups 
have been constructed and represented, and how the actual physical violence which 
virtually exterminated them was grounded on greater epistemological "truths" - such as 
language, race, culture, and morals. These "truths" were constructed in a manner that 
disallowed the incorporation of difference into an understanding of language, race and 
culture. They were constructed in a manner that usually disqualified "the different" 
from full participation in social and political structures. 
The link here is between knowledge and identity - the knowledge about the herders' 
"otherness" in terms of the dominant white ideal, and the manner in which European 
identity was constructed around this knowledge. In this light I can then ground 
strategies like racial destruction and symbolic capture in museums, on. epistemological 
grounds - on the fundamental shape of the knowledge which has allowed these 
strategies and informed the iconography. 
My analysis of the iconography of a southern African cultural Other (in this case, 
Hottentots) is an attempt to understand shifting colonial mindsets, rather than an effort 
to re-present Southern African herder society. I have attempted to develop an 
understanding of the ways in which the colonising and imperialist project of the 
European powers was dependent on certain portrayals of "the native". My work is 
informed by an understanding that Europeans have for centuries functioned on an "idea 
of Europe", creating from this an "idea of Africa". Denys Hay defines the "idea of 
Europe" as a "collective notion identifying "us" Europeans as against all "those" non-
Europeans ... " (Said, 1978:7). It is the idea of European identity as superior in 
' 
comparison with all non-European people and cultures that has contributed towards 
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European culture being established as hegemonic both inside and outside Europe. The 
identification of "us" as opposed to "others" has been a major component of European 
culture (Said 1978). 
Coetzee (1988:19) interprets the presentation of Hottentots in the literature in terms of 
idleness, and he stresses the importance of understanding prevailing European attitudes 
to idleness when Europe was colonising the Cape. Idleness became the religious, moral 
and ethical weapon by which to undermine the power of certain groups of people. 
Similarly, we need to understand prevailing European attitudes about sexuality and 
perceptions of the body, and to look at the way in which these European perceptions 
were used as weapons of control. 
The European Imagination1 
By the 18th century the European imagination was a very active collective endeavour, 
much influenced by explorers' and travellers' descriptions of a "rich assortment of 
semihuman creatures", a descriptive tradition at least two thousand years old (Malefijt, 
1984:88). In medieval times images of mythological monsters were regularly evoked by 
religious leaders in the teaching of moral lessons. By the 18th century, European 
mythology included monsters that had "monstrous habits" - they were naked, lascivious, 
promiscuous and filthy. These monsters had a bad smell and no religion. They ate -snakes, lizards, dogs, mice, fleas and flies. The description of weird "man-beasts" 
became such an entrenched tradition that when Linnaeus worked out his classification 
of natural things in the 18th Century, he included the species Homo Monstrosus 
(Malefijt, 1984:88). Christianity, as the western European religion, was understood by 
Europeans to be the way, the truth, the light, and as such exerted its influence all-
pervasively on the way in which Africa was produced and imagined·2 Increasingly, 
African people were constructed as these mythological monsters. 
Africa - as a continent, as a concept, as an image - was constructed for Europeans by 
Europeans. Africa was produced for Europe, and the principal producers were the 
explorer-writers, producing for the European imagination (Pratt 1986). 
1 I use the homogeneous "Europe• and "European• as valid only as opposed to "Africa", and I have not taken nationalist divisions 
into account. 
2 As Coetzee shows in his work on idleness (Coetzee 1988). 
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Travel-writing and imagining the Cape 
Physical descriptions form part of all the early travel literature about the Cape. Apart 
from the ordinary "of middle stature, yellowish skin" type of description, one area of the 
body of the Hottentot was always mentioned -the genital area. Most descriptions note 
that the women had enlarged labia minora that protruded markedly beyond the vulva. 
In these descriptions the women also had unusually long breasts which facilitated the 
feeding of back-borne children by a simple swinging of a breast over the shoulder. The 
men reportedly had very large penises and usually had only one testicle. 
An account from the journey of Bartholomew Dias in 1488 comments on the people of 
the Cape that nsince they had no language which could be understood, we could have no 
speech with them; but rather they drove off the cattle inland, as if terrified at such a new 
matter, so that we could learn no more of them that they were blacks, with woolly hair 
like those of Guinea".3 Other accounts of the late 15th century describe the "men" as 
"swarthy", with reference to people as "blacks".4 A 1579 account,5 that is marked as the 
"the first English account", refers to "the shore so evill, that nothing could tal):e land, and 
the land itselfe so full of Tigers, and people that are sauage (sic) and killers of all 
strangers". 
Cornelis de Houtman's account of 15956 is the first to describe the indigenes of the 
Cape as people who "always stank greatly since they besmeared themselves with fat and 
grease". But it is in 1598 that the first full physical description of the people of the Cape 
appears: 
"The people are not circumcised; their colour is Olive black ... their haire curled and 
blacke as the Negroes of Angola, their words are for the most part in-articluate, and in 
speaking. they clocke with the Tongue like a brood Hen, which clocking and the words are 
pronounced together, verie strangely .. .".7 
This description seems to have set the format for the next hundred or more years of 
travel-writing descriptions. 
By 1601 the indigenes are named as "negroes or savages'18 with the description 
"yellowish in colour ... having a very strange speech, clucking like turkeys"9 reflecting the 
beginnings of a standard. By 1612 the descriptions appear quite standardised - brute 
and savage people with no religion, no language, no laws, government or manners; and 
comments are included such as: 






9 Ibid. p.28. 
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"it is a greatt pittie that such creattures as they bee should injoy so sweet a counttrey ... 
their faces like an Appe or Babownne ... •.10 
In 1649 Jean-Baptiste Tavernier writes: 
"Of all the people I met with in my journeying I found none so horrible and beastly as the 
Camouks ... and those of the Cape de bone Esperance which are called Kaffers or 
Hottentots. When they speak they fart with their tongues in their mouths, yet, although 
their speech is almost without separation of word from word, they understand each other 
very readily .. .".11 
While some of the accounts are less violent in descriptive terms, there is only one pre-
1652 account that is sympathetic:12 
"Others will say that the natives are brutish and cannibals, from whom nothing good is to 
be expected, and that we shall have to be on our guard continually, but this is only a sailors 
yarn as shall be more closely shown and denied ... the fault is not on the side of the natives, 
but lies in the uncivilised and ungrateful conduct of our folk ... " .13 
On the peculiarities of Hottentots 
A 1605 account includes a marginal note that "some of their men have but one stone".14 
This is not mentioned again until 1612,15 but by 1620 appears to be a standard inclusion 
in the description of men. The references to women's physical appearance seem to 
begin with an account in 1609: ''The women ... have large breasts and ugly, greasy black 
hair".16 1612 marks the first appearance of descriptions of women exposing themselves: 
"They were shamefac't at first; but at our retume homewards they would lift up their 
Rat-skinnes and shew their privities. Their breasts hang to the middle ... ".17 
By 161618 the description of women includes "carrying their sucking infants under the 
skins upon their back, and their breasts, hanging down like bag-pipes, they put up with 
their hands to their children, that they may suck them over their shoulders". By 1627, 
this description has become standard - "What the generality of the Natives are, I cannot 
say, but some we saw were semi-eunuchs ... the women give suck, the Uberous Dugg 
being stretched over their naked shoulder".19 The first real mention of what became 
known as "the Hottentot Apron"20 appears in 1639, in which Johan Abrecht von 
Mandelslo writes that "as an ornament the women have in certain places short thongs 
hanging down, cut from the body ... ".21 
10 lbid.p.58. 
11 lbid.p.179-180. 
12 The analysis I have used in this chapter allows me to argue that the above account could in no way have become the dominant 
language in which the indigenes were textualised. 
13 Ibid.p.fn-178. 
14 lbid.p.33. 








By the latter half of the 17th century all the men possessed "a member surprisingly 
longer than that of Europeans, so that it more resembles the organ of a young bull than 
that of a man".22 This description is repeated almost to the word in a 1694 account by 
Christoffel Langhanz.23 By the latter half of the 17th century, all the women had "long 
breasts ... hanging loose and uncovered, and from them gave suck to the child hanging on 
their back."24 
In the travel-writing the indigenes of the Cape became ''bestial folk, since they live like 
dumb beasts without care, from one day to the next".25 As is shown by the following 
examples, the women became prostitutes· and the men their pimps: 
1655: "But the women are quite shameless, exposing themselves for a little bread or 
other food, even if their husbands are standing near by."26 
1665: "They are avid, both men and women, for ... tobacco, for which the women will 
even willingly let their privy part (which sometimes they cover a little) be seen by 
our coarse seamen who dare to demand such of them".27 
1677: "Since also they are extreme lovers of the noble weed nicotine or tobacco, these 
charming females will show an inquisitive and salacious amateur everything he 
may ask for, for a pipeful of tobacco".28 
1682: "The navel and what is below it are in their proper places, and this latter is in 
many cases hung over with a piece of flesh like the wattle of a turkey, and they 
laugh when for a scrap of tobacco they let the Dutch or Christians see it".29 
1686: " ... This day came down four of the Natives of the Place; them (being the foulest 
Men that ever I saw) dancing Naked, and shaking their Privy Parts, with an offer 
to the Hollanders that they sould lye with their wives for a bit of rolled 
tobacco ... ".30 
1686: " ... they will not stick to prostitute themselves, or do what ever else you would 
have, for the least Recompence Imaginable; and of this I am an eye-witness".31 
The above quotes serve as examples of the descriptive discourse of travel-writing32 
which thus served to construct textually, as Hottentots, the indigenous herders of the 
Cape. 
22 Raven-Hart (1971:204). 
23 lbid.p.406. 
24 lbid.p.19, 109, 241,406. 
25 lbid.p.203. 
26 lbid.p.35. 




32 Coetzee (1988:15) Rfers to these travel-writing descriptions as the.DiscoUTSe of the Cape. 
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Descriptive Discourse 
For narrative or descriptive discourse to achieve explanation or to convey an 
understanding, it must appeal to some formula or image (Thornton, 1984:22). As 
explained above the European collective imagination, by the 17th century, had a long 
tradition of created images. But an understanding is always partial, and cannot be 
achieved except through a connection with something else. To what then were Europe's 
images of Africa connected? 
The notion of nationalism is important in terms of an idea of "a collective notion 
identifying us". For the European imagination to conceptualise anything other than 
themselves, there had to exist a widely held notion of "us" as Europeans. Anderson 
(1983) in his book· Imagined Communities allows for some important links to be drawn 
between the rise of nationalism and the "discovery" by Europeans of other cultures. 
Anderson's point of departure in discussing nationalism is that nationality, nation-ness 
as well as nationalism are "cultural artefacts of a particular kind" (1983:13). Without re-
iterating Anderson's long discussion on the origins of nationalism, there are a few 
important points that I want to include here. He cites the 18th century as the time when 
communities began to imagine themselves as such, as nations. 
Nation-ness is imagined because the members of even the smallest nation will never 
know most of their fellow -members, meet them or even hear of them, "yet in the minds 
of each lives the image of their communion" (Anderson, 1983:15). Regardless of actual 
inequality and exploitation, the nation is always conceived as "a deep, horizontal 
comradeship" (Anderson, 1983: 16). Nationalism, and the ability of communities to 
perceive themselves as nations, should be understood through alignment with the large 
cultural systems that preceded this imaginative phenomenon. 
This imagining was only possible when three fundamental cultural conceptions lost their 
axiomatic grip on Europeans' minds. These concepts were: 
1. that a particular script-language offered privileged access to ontological truth, 
precisely because it was understood to be inseparable from that truth33 
2. the belief that society was naturally organised around and under high centres, und_er 
monarchs who ruled by divine dispensation; 
33 In the European case, Latin - as the language of the Bible, therefore of Ood and therefore of truth - and inaccessible to all but a 
tiny literate elite. 
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3. a conception of temporality in which cosmology and history were indistinguishable, in 
which the origins of the world and of people were essentially identical (Anderson, 
1983:40). 
The impact of economic change, increasing social and scientific "discoveries", and the 
development of increasingly rapid communications have been cited as the factors 
instrumental in the division between cosmology and history {Anderson 1983). This 
division meant that people were beginning to see themselves as part of historical 
processes, rather than as instruments of God's will, and the base was thus laid for a 
power-battle between religion and science for ideological dominance in the 19th 
Century. 
Of these divisive developments it is scientific "discoveries" and the development of a 
European understanding of the human body that are important in my discussion on 
European constructions of southern African herders. 
Science and other brains34 
Science35 positioned itself against religion in the battle for supremacy as the dominant 
ideology of bourgeois society in 19th century Europe. Through developments in science 
from early 17th and 18th centuries to the 19th century Darwinian concepts of evolution 
and natural selection, the human body became an object to be taken apart for scientific 
study (Lewontin et al 1984). With society and the world - both animate and inanimate -
increasingly being seen as a machine, it was not surprising that the human body, too, 
would be seen as a machine to be "disarticulated to be understood and then put back 
together again" (Lewontin et al, 1984:45). 
The mid-19th century saw the culmination of major changes in European world view. It 
was Darwin's theories on evolution that allowed the ideologues of Europe to argue that 
while the social order was still fixed by forces outside humanity, these forces were now 
distinctly the forces of nature dictating the natUral order, rather than anything deistic. 
As Lewontin et al (1984) argue, with the theory of evolution came a crucial new element 
in the understanding of living processes: the dimension of time. Species were not fixed 
immemorially but were derived from earlier, "simpler", more "primitive" forms". 
34 I have found Lewontin et al (1984) and Gould (1981) most useful in looking at this issue, and have thus used these references as 
the basis for this discussion. 
35 "'Science' is sometimes taken to mean the body of scientists and the set of social institutions in which they participate, the 
journals, the books, the laboratories,the e,roressional societies and academics through which individuals an(! their work are given 
currency and legitimacy. At other times science• stands for the set of methods that are used by scientists as means for 
investigating the relations among things in the world,and the canons of evidence that are accepted as giving credibility to the 
conclusions of scientists. Yet a fhird meaning rt!z..n to "science• is the body of facts, lawsi theories and relationships concerning 
real phenomena that the social institutions of science•, using the methods of "science•, c aim to be true• (Lewontm et al, 
1984:31). 
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In genetic studies from Darwin's day to the present, most of the attention directed to 
human behaviour has been concerned with two major themes: "the inheritance of 
intelligence and the inheritance of mental illness or criminality." (Lewontin et al, 
1984:56). Biological determinism is the general name given to the theory that 
criminality, lack of intelligence and degeneracy is biologically inherited. It is the notion 
that people at the bottom are constructed of intrinsically inferior material and holds 
that "shared behavioural norms, and the social and economic differences between 
human groups - primarily races, classes and sexes - arise from inherent, inborn 
distinctions and that society, in this sense, is an accurate reflection of biology" (Gould, 
1981:20).36 
This form of enquiry was based on the idea of ranking, which itself was a subject for 
debate only in that researchers were attempting to clarify how the ranking worked, and 
not whether it existed. Biological determinism brought in the era of a scientific search 
for difference, based on the need to establish this difference utterly and irrefutably - as 
a support for social prejudice. The project was based on perceived social, cultural and 
physical difference and science was called upon to justify separation. The whole aim of 
the study of human form in the 19th century was to establish difference, to demonstrate 
clearly the ranking of human groups. It was obvious to all researchers that human 
variation was linear and hierarchical - it was their task to show this "scientifically". 
"Few biological subjects have had a more direct influence upon millions of lives" (Gould, 
1981:2.8). 
Anthropometry, the measuring of the human body, ''became a search for the characters 
that would display the correct ranking" (Gould, 1981:86). Paul Broca, a 19th century 
professor of clinical surgery, and main proponent of the "intelligence is measured by 
brain size" thesis, explained the aims of ethnology by including this:11to determine the 
relative positions of races in the human species" (Gould, 1981:86). 
Samuel George Morton's contribution to science was his collection of more than one 
thousand skulls and his quantification of the differential cranial capacity of the 
"separate races" he was studying (Gould 1981). While blacks generally occupied the 
lowest ranked positions in terms of social prejudice and its concommitant scientific 
proof, Hottentots slotted into the lowest ''black position". Morton's comments on the 
Hottentots: 
36 It was this insistence on the immutable nature of biol~l detenninism that lead to the growth of the eugenics movement, the 
abuse of contraceptive sterilisation, and to ideas of raetal purity which found their ultimate realisation in Hitler's Germany. See 
for example Davis (1982) for a discussion on the eugenics movement and sterilisation in the USA. 
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"the nearest approximation lo the lower animals ... Their complexion is a yellowish brown, 
compared by travellers to the peculiar hue of Europeans in the last stages or jaundice ... The 
womeo arc represented as eve11 more repulsive in appearance than the men" .37 
There are endless examples of the racism inherent in the arguments of the 19th and 
early 20th century scientists, including Georges Cuvier's comments on his memory of 
Saartje Baartman, the "Hottentot Venus":38 
•she had a way of pouting her lips exactly like what we have observed in the orang-utan. 
Her movements had something abrupt and fantastical about them, reminding one of those 
of the ape. Her lips were monstrously large (those of the apes arc thin and small as Cuvier 
apparently forgot}. Her ·car was like that of many apes. being sm~. the tagus weak and 
the external border almost obliterated behind. These are animal characters. I have never 
seen a human head more like an ape than that of this woman• (in Gould, 1981:86). 
The "Hottentot Venus" is referred to again in Gould's assessment of Broca's ratio of 
radius-to-humerus measurements. Broca's theory was that a higher ratio makes a 
longer foreann, a distinct characteristic of apes, but his measurements showed that the 
Hottentot Venus had the lowest ratio. He abandoned this criteria for ranking. Broca's 
guiding principle, as amongst most of the 19th century scientists and anatomists 
( eg.Georges OJvier, Charles Lyell, Charles D~rwin, Louis Agassiz), was that "size of 
brain records intelligence and that comfortable white males have larger brains than 
women, poor people and lower races" (Gould, 1981:89) . .. 
The intertwining of science and society is clear, where social belief in a set hierarchy, 
ordained by God, found their expression in scientific proof, based on Nature. Nature . 
became the substitute for God, with science 3.s the medium through which this shift 
materialised. Science thus serv~d not only to "ptove" what existed in the European 
imagination about Africa,· but it has served to perpetuate this imagination on the 
grounds of 11fact". 
Thus, by the end of the 19th century, a scientific image of the Hottentot had been 
constructed which served to reinforce the early images constructed through the travel 
literature. It was this "scientific" approach that constructed Hottentots as specimens and 
informed the collection of Hottentot bodies for examination and display in museums. 
I~a2es and Icons 
The creation of images and icons, and the practise of appeal to the imagination, are 
central to a discussion on the creation of cultural "others" by Europeans. Thornton 
(1984) dis~sses this in relation to ethnographic text. His central theme is the practise 
of classification in ethnographic writing. It is through the notion of "social wholes", as 
37 Quoted in Gould (1981:56). 
38 Sec Chapter 7 for more detail on "The Hottentot Venus·. 
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the hallmark of anthropology that classification is employed. Thornton argues the idea 
of "social wholes" as a necessary fiction for ethnographic writing - "that the apparent 
wholeness of a society has more to do With the manifest and concrete wholeness of the 
text that is itself constructed from parts" (1984:4). Disparate observations, by virtue of 
being headed, sub-headed and chaptered, are imagined to be a whole, a resolution. It is 
thus not the society as observed that is whole, but the construction from its parts into a 
text.39 
The discourse of ethnographic writing is such that the eth_nographies can pretend to be 
comprehensive. ""The outline of chapter headings is often designed to suggest 
exhaustive coverage, like a catalogue or an encyclopaedia" (Thornton, 1984:24). Using 
this as a basis I argue that in the travel writing, and in the Hottentot ethnographies 
based on this literature, the "manners-and-customs" types of descriptions (Pratt 1986) 
set a standard such that if the areas covered by this classificatory framework were the 
basis of the text, then the image created would be one of ''wholeness", of completeness, 
of exhausitve coverage. If the "comprehensiveness" of a text is accepted, then the text 
becomes the established truth of the society - "the text, rather than the society, becomes 
the object of knowledge" (Thornton, 1984:25) . .. 
The corpus oftravel writing about the Hottentots relies on the repetition of categories, 
with the same information being repeated throughout in the various texts. The constant 
appearance of these "facts" was probably enough to establish it as "truth", but as further 
support, given the established categories, it is likely ttJat the mere formatting of the text 
into such categories raised the status of the text to "truth". "Classificatory trope refers to 
an imagined whole in order to assert that the parts compose it. If the imagination of the 
whole is achieved, then classification appears to the reader as simply the technical 
means for marshalling the evidence" (Thornton, 1984:7). 
Darkness. Idleness 
Coetzee (1988:2) describes how Africa, in the European imagination, could never be 
the home of earthly paradise, because Africa was not a new world. With the Myth of 
Eden, and notions of a "return to innocence", inspiring much European exploration of 
other parts of the world (and Africa and the Cape being very definitely "Old World") the 
future promised by the Cape as the very tip of Africa could only be represented in terms 
39 Thornton argua that "society can not be experienced except through the text, without which the concepts of wholeness, function, 
~rand history (among others) would certainly not be demonstrable and would probably be intellectually untenable" 
{1984:10). I could only agree with this if he is referring to the ethnographic society as a textualiscd object - the ethnographic 
society as such only exisa through the text, and can thus only be experienced through it's textual representation. 
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of the "degeneration of man into brute" (Coetzee 1988:3). The Cape and Africans were 
not seen to hold the promise of earthly paradise.40 
Inhabitants of Africa increasingly were evoked as the icon of the threat of darkness, 
where once the colonising project had begun, indigenes were constructed not as a 
~:::;_,,,,,,.,--~~--
political thr_~_at, but as a moral threat, with Africa as the opposite of Eden, an "anti-
~-~--~:---...,,,.,.-c- -
g~r~~11~_(Coetzee, 1988:3). Coetzee refers to the first European perceptions of the 
American indigenes, speculating that they were seen as 11man in his state of original 
innocence", a model to his fallen Old World brethren (1988:2).41 However, the image 
of the indigenes of the Americas as the noble savage could not have lasted for too long. 
Anderson refers to the "policy on barbarians" as elucidated by an "early 19th century 
liberal - Pedro Fermin de Vergas": 
"Their idleness, stupidity, and indifference towards normal human endeavours causes one 
to think that they came from a degenerate race which deteriorates in proportion to the 
distance from its origin ... It would be very desirable that the Indians be extinguished, by 
miscegenation with the Whites ... " (198!:21).42 
In such terms it was thus not a return to innocence that the Cape promised, but rather a · 
degeneration of "man into brute", with visitors warning again and again that European 
settlers were declining into the "idle and brutish state of the Hottentot" (Coetzee, .. 
1988:3). If visitors were warning about the degenerative possibilities of proximity to the 
Hottentots, there would have been considerable pressure on the settlers to present the 
Hottentots as brutishly as possible, to set up supposedly irrefutable systems of 
difference. There would have been a constant vigilance (mostly likely sub-conscious) on 
the part of the settlers to set up this system using imagery, icons, notions, myths. For the 
protection of settlers, systems of difference had to be established - and this took the 
form of an iconography of the Hottentot Brute against which the sophistication of the 
settler could be posed. The greater the fear of degeneration into the "anti-garden" and 
the greater the need for legitimising the colonisation of Africa, 43 the more. extreme the 
systems of difference became, the more brutish the Hottentots became, the more 
distinct the construction of the Hottentot Other became. 
Producing the Other 
Pratt (1986), in her article Scratches on the Face of the Country; or, What Mr Barrow saw 
in the Land of the Bushmen, analyses how the Bushmen were "othered" - constructed 
40 Although most travcl-writen; saw the Hottentots as brutish, others like Le Vaillant wrote about people in Africa being "pure", 
evoking notions of the "noble savage• and •man in a state of original innocence". But if this presentation had any sway on the 
contemporary European imagination, it was limited and brief. 
41 C.octzee questions why this myth, the myth of the return to Eden, failed to take root with reference to the Cape (the "garden 
42 Thcol.ony"). · · rd · d H I be f I · · h f ts sounds very similar to what became a standa at11tu e to ottentots. t would use u to investigate t e convergence o 
constructions, for the descriptions of Hottentots and Indians seem almost interchangeable. 
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into a cultural "other" by the early travel writers (in this case the writing of Barrow). 
Pratt (1986:139) writes that "the people to be othered are homogenised into a collective 
"they", which is distilled even further into an iconic "he" - the standard adult male 
specimen". It is the manners-and-customs descriptions, always a part of travel writing, 
that form the basis for creating the "cultural other". These manners-and-customs 
descriptions fix the other in a timeless present (Pratt 1986).44 
It is the manners-and-customs portrait, as a normalising discourse, whose work it is to 
codeify difference. It is the project of the manners-and-customs discourse to create 
single, fixed systems of difference. One of the techniques used to naturalise the 
information which such portraits would have presented was to present them in an 
informational order that appeared natural, so that it appeared to be the task of the 
travel writer simply to fill the categories in with the facts and the information as they 
presented themselves to the writer, through this opening up of the land- and bodyscape. 
Through the repetition of categories, not necessarily explicit, it would have appeared as 
if the order of knowledge existed - it just had to be filled in. 
In most of the travel writing there is very little information on encounters with 
indigenous people, on contact between Europeans and indigenes (Pratt 1986). There is 
little, if any, portrayal of interaction and dialogue. This absence is central to imperial 
history (Carter 1987). It is not possible for the indigenous people to hold a position 
from which to speak; it is not possible to occupy a space within white history. In 
imperialist discourse "the voices of the dominated are represented entirely by their 
silence, their absence" (Brantlinger, 1986:186). This has been defined as conventional 
silence "in a discourse that effaces the European and displaces the African" (Pratt, 
1986:146), where "discoveries"of places are reduced to landscape and the inhabitants 
reduced to bodyscape. This exscribing of people from the landscape45 can be described 
as "verbal depopulation" - it is as if the manners-and-customs portraits are the textual 
homelands of the indigenes in the travel writing (Pratt 1986).46 
It is from these textual homelands that the other is pulled out of time, to be preserved, 
contained, studied, admired, detested, pitied, mourned (Pratt 1986). In Barrow's writing 
the landscape is centred as he does everything possible to minimise all human presence. 
The speaking and experiencing self is effaced from descriptions of the landscape, in the 
same way as the observer is effaced from the ethnographic portraits. Few or no 
43 See Brantlinger (1986). 
44 Sec some of the quotes from Raven-Hart (1967, Im) in this chapter for examples of this. 
45 This can be linked to Coctzec's analysis of pastoral art, that disaUowed because of its function, the portrayal of the other (other 
than white) in the art forms, except as a "sliadowy presence flitting across the stage now and then to hold a horse or serve a meal" 
(Coctzec, 1988:5). 
46 See also van Wyk Smith (1988). 
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personal contacts are described. The travel writer merely records then whatever 
presents itself (Pratt, 1986:142-3). 
"History has a historical horizon which is constituted by the activity of history itself: the 
horizon of writing" (Carter; 1987:326). 
Given this, it is endemic that cultural others are excluded both from white space and 
from white history. It is the very fact that others attempt to speak the colonial language 
that they are written into historical silence - as it is the writer who sets out the terms of 
any exchange (Carter 1987). The power of naming resided absolutely with the writers -
it scarcely mattered whether the indigenous name given a place was real or not, for it 
was the colonists who decided if the name would be kept. Carter identifies the 
constitutional inability of imperial history to engage the colonised, to recognise the 
possibility of a different history, identifying language as the main factor (1987:332). 
The traditional description of much of the content of indigenous testimony as referrring 
to "myths", "legends", and "superstitions", is a reflection of the poverty of a world view 
which cannot entertain the logic of other worlds (Carter, 1987:335). 
Imperial History: space. place and names 
Travel-writers were thus the principal producers of the iconography of the other. Carter 
(1987) writes an interpretation of imperial history based on the writing of explorer-
travellers. He argues that it is "the act of language that brought a living space into being 
and rendered it habitable; a place that could be communicated, a place in which 
communication could take place" (1987:144). Similarly the idea of a bodyscape (Pratt 
1986) could be interpreted in terms of the act of language that makes a body a place to 
be communicated. The main discourse of this travel writing reflects the position of 
dominance of the writer. The landscape "opens up" before the writer in the same way as 
the unclothed body of the indigenous other opens up. Pratt (1986) demonstrates how 
these descriptions so often begin with the body as the scene, and with the genitals as the 
crucial site in the bodyscape. It is a "non-interventionist eye/I" (Pratt 1986) that scans 
the landscape and the bodyscape of the other in travel writing. 
Carter defines his history as a "spatial history", the history of "choosing directions, 
applying names, imagining goals, inhabiting the country" (1987:xxvi). Spatial history 
draws on its own literature of, for example, letters, journals and maps. He examines the 
process of making space place, and the intentions of the traveller/writer to transform 
space into place by writing it, by naming it, by defining it, and thereby bounding it. Such 
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spatial history begins and ends in language, "not in a particular year nor in a particular 
place, but in the act of naming" (1987:xxiv).47 
It is as if describing, codeifying and writing down gives a coherence bound by the 
possibility of ownership that describing allows the travel writer or coloniser - whether 
this description-based ownership be of the landscape or the bodyscape. The act of 
settling (in my argument, both body and land) was not a matter of marking out 
boundaries that already existed, but rather a process of establishing symbolic enclosures 
(Carter, 1987:168). Exploration served to "civilise the country" by translating it into the 
explorer's language, into a text "whereby rendering it of interest to the reader" as a 
cultural object that the reader will desire (Carter, 1987:82). Again, this would apply to 
the bodyscape, with imperialist description working as prescription as to how the other 
body would be perceived. 
The power of Namini 
The power of naming and written description in extending control over the indigenes of 
the Cape. is usefully applied to the idea of the Bodyscape. In a different context, but 
nevertheless an expression of the same sentiment of control, is the above-quoted 
passage from Anderson (1983) on American Indians. By wishing the Indians 
exterminated through miscegenation, and by carrying this out, colonisers were 
expressing ultimate control of the body as object, the body of the other, through 
impregnating "savage women" with "purifying European semen". The women of these 
groups would have been the medium through which the colonisation of others was 
carried out. 
I have found Dworkin's analysis (1981) useful in helping to draw links between male 
supremacist ideology and imperialism. The first tenet of male supremacist ideology is 
the belief that men have this self that women, by definition, must lack. The self-
sustaining actuality of this self is expressed in "the absolute right to take whatever it 
needs to sustain itself' (Dworkin, 1981:14). The idea is that taking is the immutable 
right of the male. It is the taking that gives this self its substance, its form, its existence. 
Taking, for males, is the act that defines the self: 
"Self is incrementally expanded as the parasite drains self from those not entitled to 
it"(Dworkin, 1981:p.14). · 
47 Critical of traditional histories, and of the new histories that claim to write history "for the Aborigines•, Carter discusses the limits 
of imperialist history in terms of writing, language and naming. There exists great potential for similar studies to be done in the 
Soutli African context. 
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Th~ analogy with imperialism is clear, and it is not difficult to argue in these terms that 
imperialism represents the ultimate expression of male-supremacist ideology - the 
imperialising power as the self, entitled to take at will (in fact being defined as the 
imperialising power through the act of taking). 
Another main tenet of male supremacist ideology is male physical strength, 
mythologised and mystified such that women are 11cowed by its legend as well as its 
reality" (Dworkin, 1981:14-15). The power of physical strength combines with the 
power of self so that not only are males stronger, and they take, but they take by force. 
Again, the colonisation and oppression of Africa can be seen in the framework of male 
power. The third main tenet of male supremacist ideology is the ~wer of nami.!!_g 
(Dworkin 1981). This power enables men to define experience, to articulate boundaries 
and values, to designate to each thing its realm and qualities, to determine what can and 
cannot be expressed, to control perception itself. 
The ethnographic literature embodies in its authoritative language the workings of male . 
supremacist ideology. One of the ways in which this is done is through the description 
of bodies. In Dworkin's terms this literature could be said to be pornographic in that 
pornography can be seen as an expression of male power through the ability of men to 
control the perception of women's bodies (Dworkin 1981). Travel-writers invariably 
described the Hottentots according to an inarticulated, but very present framework of 
categories, and Coetzee (1988), for example, tops his list of 19 descriptive categories 
wtih physical description. Through the act of description, the naming, and particularly 
through the focus on describing genitalia, the colonising project colonised the bodies 
not only of subject women. All bodies were colonised and demonstrated to be subject. 
Dworkin again assists in drawing this link when she states the the male "through each 
and every one of his institutions, forces the female to conform to his supremely 
ridiculous definition of her as sexual object. He fetishises her body as a whole and in its 
parts" (1981:22). 
The link I make here is with the fetishising of parts of the Hottentot body. Particularly 
fetishised in the travel-literature was the body of Hottentot women - the Hottentot 
apron, and women's breasts. Men's bodies were also fetishised through descriptions of 
Hottentot male genitalia (one testicle, large penis). Controlling the body image, 
essentially of the bodyscape, is a form of domination and control, a form of sexual, 
cultural and economic imperialism. 
Imperialism was inherently an expression of male power, of the power of European. 
<----- - - - ' - ' - -- - -
men, against which all other power was juxtaposed and defined. Everything else 
~ < -
becomes an other next to power (power as that force/ those "freedoms11 wielded by 
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European men). If power was European male force/wish, then the oppressed, 
colonised people were treated from the same standpoint as European men treated 
European women (though with a lt>t less "delicacy").48 The colonised were 
manipulated, defined, eroticised, sexualised, named, shaped at will and whim. Similar 
sentiments informed both the oppression of European women and of the oppressed: We 
are men because of what we possess and our strength to use it at will. We, through this, 
possess the power to define you in terms that will clearly demonstrate our power over 
you. The sexualising of the oppressed (be they women/ colonised/ colonised women) is 
an expression of male power. 
Master Myths 
The notion of myth is important in this analysis, and many myths were functional in the 
production of Africa, touching deepseated cultural and religious chords in the European 
imagination. For example, there exists the myth of the dark continent, the creation myth 
and the figure of Adamastor, and the frontier myth and the Hottentot Eve. Africa, as a 
rule, has been described in terms of creation and dark forces.49 
Coetzee's literary analysis offers a complementary perspective on this icon. In his 
introductory discussion he looks at the continuing search for a language in which Africa 
can be made to speak to its readers, a languag~ in which to win Africa, to speak Africa, 
to represent Africa. When the landscape was finally made to speak, it did so in the form 
of a monster or giant, breathing \\'.Ordlessly on all below it (Coetzee 1988). 
The myth of Adamastor is important in that it served as the icongraphic code in which 
Africa was cast. It was the "white man's creation myth of Africa, ultimately derived 
from classical sources and applied to explain his initial experience of the black 
contintent" (Gray, 1979:15). This mythical figure, Adamastor, was created by Luis de 
Camoens, the first European poet to record his experience of sailing around the Cape. 
Adamastor is described by Gray (1979) as being an old greybeard born of earth and sky, 
a ham-handed oaf, the home of the numerous unenlightened who are tragic because 
their aspirations toward civilisation have failed. 
If the motivation of this myth was to codeify, to identify and to name, it was another 
myth that was evoked in order to define experience (Gray 1979). This is the frontier 
myth - which still persists today, in the continuing frontier · mentality evident in white 
South African social formations. The very existence of a frontier myth expresses an 
48 While the colonisation of "other" womens' bodies would have been qualitatively different from the colonisation of "other" mens' 
bodies, and from the scxualising of European women, my argument (and I have certainly simplified and generalised the issue 
above) is that the colonisation of all others' bodies would have been a natural extension of the imperialismg project. 
49 Gray (1979); Coetzee (1988). 
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interdependence, an "involvement across barriers" (Gray, 1979:38). The act of 
establishing boundaries and frontiers is the act of separating settler from other. The act 
of enclosure, of defining boundaries, permeated the entire structure of settler society, 
as it was only once boundaries had been established (physical or cultural) that the 
settlers had a place from which to speak (Carter 1987). The frontier would signify the 
exclusion of all that was not "us", was not culturally familiar - but the frontier served to 
exclude even when it included. For, as Carter states, "the act of incorporation involves 
the complete silencing and obliteration of whatever it was that made the frontier 
necessary in the first place" (1987:158). 
The settler construct of inland - with its concornrnitant mysteries and dangers (of all 
types including miscegenation), necessitated the erection of a boundary, the frontier - as 
a cultural construct. The "essential function of the boundary is to facilitate 
communication" (Carter, 1987:158). In South Africa, the frontier myth has an original 
and persistent go-between - the Hottentot Eve (Gray 1979). "Her presence on the 
frontier lends the myth a quality of potential interchange, since she, as pastoral 
ambassadress, temptress, mediator and, ultimately, rniscegenator, comes to symbolise 
both the attractions and the intractabilities of inland" (Gray, 1979:38-39).so 
The Authority of Myth 
Mythology is "discourse which treats its subject as universally accepted, scientifically 
established, and therefore no longer open to criticism by a political or theoretical 
opposition" (Brantlinger, 1986:187). The travel-writing about Cape herders functions as 
myth in these terms. In this chapter I have discussed the techniques used by travellers 
to establish their reports as "truth", as authoritative, particularly in the use of categories 
of knowledge. It should be clear from Construction One in Chapter Three that the 
imagery and iconography of the corpus of travel-writing has been used as "universally 
accepted" and "scientifically established" fact about the Cape herders for hundreds of 
years. 
The manner in which the Hottentot has been an object of study to be named, defined 
and shaped by the authoritative voice of scientific study is still reflected in popular 
presentations of herders. The manner in which cultural others are constructed into 
displayable objects is part of the dynamic between knowledge, power and the 
maintenance of authoritative voice that, in the case of herders, finds its roots in travel-
writing and is still perpetuated in the discourse of authority. This happens particularly 
SO It is because the Hottentot Eve is a manifestation of the "white man's feelings about the interior", that she changes her ~hilJ?C and 
effect with the differing pressures of the Hottentots as a political factor in the course of South African history (Gray 1979). 
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in museums where the purpose of museums is the dip lay -of objects. In the case of the 
herders, the Hottentot construction began as the construction of a displayable object. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
HOTI'ENTOTS AND OTHER OBJECTS 
"The essence of oppression is that one is defined from the outside by those who define 
themselves as superior by criteria oftheir own choice." {Andrea-Dworkin, 1981:149) 
"One of racism's salient historical features has always been the assumption that white 
men - especially those who wield economic power • possess an incontestable right of 
access to Black women's bodies." {Angela Davis, 1982:175) 
"Women have been largely man-made" Eva Figest 
beautiful a. delighting the eye or ear; gratifying any taste; morally or intellectually 
impressive, charming or satisfactory. Concise Oxford English Dictionary 
display v.t. exhibit; expose to view; show; show ostentatiously; reveal; betray; allow to 
appear 
Concise Oxford English Dictionary 
object n. 1. thing placed before eyes or presented to one of the senses; material thing 
2. person or thing or affecting, especially pitiable or ridiculous, appearance 
3. person or thing to which action or feeling is directed 
4. thing aimed at, end, purpose 
5. (Philos.) thing thought of or apprehended as correlative to the thinking mind 
or subject, external thing; the non-ego. Concise Oxford English Dictionary 
view 1. n. inspection by eye or mind, survey 
2. power or seeing, range of vision, what is seen, scene, prospect; picture etc. 
representing this 
3. intention, design 
4. on -: being on show (for inspection) 
5. have in -: have as one's object 
6. v.t. survey with the eyes; survey mentally, form mental impression or 
judgement of. Concise Oxford English Dictionary 
Authoritative voice is deeply embedded in colonial history. It has been used in all the 
forms in which this history is made public. In fact, it is inherent in the structure of the 
discipline of History. I have examined the voice of museums, and I have examined the 
. way in which authoritative versions of herder history have been constructed. I examine 
1 Quoted in Belsey and Moore (eds) (1989:4). 
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m this chapter the way in which authoritative voice speaks about Hottentots, 
particularly in museums. 
The process whereby Hottentots became textualised as displayable objects is integrally 
linked to male power and to the construction generally of human bodies as objects. 
There cannot exist a neutral approach to texts (documents, objects, artefacts m 
Foucauldian sense2), as all reading is interpretation and all interpretation is political. 
This is so in that "specific ways of reading inevitably militate for or against the process 
of change" (Belsey and Moore, 1989:1)., For example, feminist readers set out, most 
commonly, to assess "how the text invites its readers as members of a specific culture, to 
understand what it means to be a woman or a man, and so encourages them to reaffirm 
or to challenge existing cultural norms" (Belsey and Moore, 1989:1). 
IIottentot texts (or textualised Hottentots) invite readers to understand what it means 
to be a Hottentot. On the surface this is the insight that readers of these texts believe 
they are gaining. But textual constructions, 3 serving to distance the reader from the 
object and the author from subjectivity, are functionally complex. However, these texts, 
though complex in effect, basically work in an oppositional way. Readers come to know 
what it is to be a Hottentot by the constant reinforcement, and thereby the security, of 
knowing, experientially, what it is not to be a Hottentot. The assumption, and often the 
explicit implication, is that the Hottentot is everything bad posed against "us", who 
represent everything good. The Hottentot is defined by "us", according to how we 
define "ourselves". We could not be defined adequately without a Hottentot, and a -...-
Hottentot only gains meaning or appropriate objectification when posed against an "us".' -Secondly, because of the oppositional nature of the construction, Hottentots do serve 
essentially to reinforce, in European culture, what it means to be a woman or a man, 
encouraging readers to reaffirm existing norms. Hottentots were constructed to 
reeresent what it meant to be an outcast in terms of European gender-stereotypes. 
What it meant to be a man or a woman had a natural equation with what it meant to be 
masculine or feminine, both physically and socially. 
But anatomy is not the source of gender difference. Rather anatomy is the 
representation of this difference ie. gender differentiation is not because of anatomy -
anatomy merely represents culturally defined gender differentiation (Belsey and Moore, 
1989:5-6). The physical body is interpreted according to culturally defined "systems of 
difference". This provides the clue to the Hottentot texts, the objectification of the 
Hottentot body, the Hottentot body as object. The perceived anatomy of the Hottentots 
came to represent a culturally defined sexuality in a double sense - that of the 
2 Foucault (1972). 
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Hottentots, and that of the Europeans, by opposition. Once sexuality and anatomy 
could be directly linked (anatomy as the source of sexual difference), and the anatomy 
had been constructed in the most bestial image, the sexuality became bestial and the 
bestiality became innately genetic. Because of the bestial sexuality, the anatomy 
became an object for scientific investigation, an object of extreme cur_iosity, with certain 
· parts of the body being explicitly connected with sexuality (ie. the oft-referred to, much 
objectified genitals ·and buttocks, the "peculiarities" of both men and women). This 
circularity of argumeqt is characteristic of European men's justification of their sexual 
.,. 
power as a base for their total power.4 
· Objectification· 
"Objectification describes the. inevitable process by which all expression, conscious or 
unconscious, social or individual, talces specific form. It is only through the giving of form 
that something can be conceived of' (Miller, quoted in Hall 1990a:8). · 
A feininist definition of objectification is: 
"that fixed . response to the form of another that has as its mevitable consequence 
erection ... Objectification ~ .. -denotes who or what the male. loves to hate; who or what he 
wants to possess, act on, conquer, define himself in opposition to; where he wants to spill 
his seed~ .. the primary target of objectification is the womari· (Dworkin, 1981:113). 
This means in practise. that an women are objectified in response to a relative ideal of 
beauty where men "perpetually searching to justify their perpetual search for objects 
that move them to experience their own desire trapsmuted to power, claim especially to 
love beauty as such." Objectification is thus, under the guise of devotion to an aesthetic, 
pre~ented as the recognition of the beautiful (Dworkin, 1981:115).5 Only some women 
fit the established (but ever-changing) i_deal of beauty. It is impossible to attain the 
ideal of beauty, for the ideal becomes such through its rarity ie. the object's beauty is in 
its rarity.6 The rarity then becomes the criterion for beauty, with the effect that 
rarity/beauty become conflated.7 (This is particularly pertinent to museum display, the 
display of the "rare and beautiful". In museum terms these notions are almost 
synonymous.) 
It is probable that Hottentot women were perceived by Europeans to have an 
"inappropriate" sexu"ality - for example, the travel-writing refererices to the women who 
. would "display themselves for as little as a finger of tobacco, even in front of their 
3 such as the mannus-and -customs descriptions of the travel-writing, or lhc rcalislic presentations of-bodies in museums. 
4 Sec Dworkin (1981). 
S Dworkin argues that m06t women understand objectification at an unfonunatcly supcrficial tcvcl ic. that beauty is rewarded and 
lack of beauty is punished, without understanding that they arc also punished through sexual use for being beautiful (1981:118). 
6 Sec Firestone (1972). · . 
7 It is p06Siblc that now that Bushmen/Hottentots arc perceived as rare/extinct, the space can be opened up for a ponrayal or these 
groups as "bcautirur, as "children of nature· - beautiful people that rcprcscn1 an existence that While not necessarily desired, is 
ccnamly idealised - sec newsclips .iii AppcndU: A. 
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husbands", Inappropriate behavior thus disqualified them from being seen as beautiful. 
Dworkin (1981) provides a framework for this by positing that an object "must be that 
which it is meant to be" - that the behavior of an object must be appropriate to its 
function. Simply - women must behave like women. And women are those people who 
have been defined in terms of a "womanhood" described by men. The one unchanging 
standard of female beauty as that "the woman must conform to the male's definition of 
her as an object with respect to function as well as form" (Dworkin, 1981:116). In the 
terms set by European men, Hottentot women did not conform. 
However, it was more likely the sexuality of the male herders to which European men 
reacted. Dworkin's argument, which is particularly useful in its exemplifying the links 
between sexism and racism, culminates in demonstrating how men need to portray 
women as nothing in order to justify the conquest of other men. The argument is 
related to an example of a pornographic photo-essay. The scene depicted is a Mexican 
jail, with an imprisoned American male, a Mexican jailer (male) and a Mexican women 
come to visit her jailed lover. I quote at length: 
"the sexuality of the white male is depicted as superior in sensitivity. The sexuality of the 
Mexican male is depicted as superior in terms of brute sexual force. The racially degraded 
male is, in fact, consistently depicted in this fashion: his alleged sexual nature, being brute 
and thus bestial is precisely what licenses violence against him in a racist value system. His 
sexuality is a savage masculinity, while the phallus of the white carries civilization to the 
dark places. This is the nexus of sex and race. If women really amount to nothing, are 
worth nothing, then the conquest of them - except for the momentary pleasure of it ­
means nothing, proves nothing ... It cannot sustain a sense of masculine superiority 
because the conquest of nothing is nothing. But the conquest of other men, especially men 
with a more massive, more brute sexuality does amount to something. It is sustaining 
because the conquest of bigger, better cock is the ultimate conquest" (Dworkin, 1981:157). 
In the European colonising discourse, both Hottentot men and women are sexualised 
and fetishised. The men, bearers of huge members and wearing only skins, enter the 
European imagination as naked, savage, sexual. The fear of exposure of the naked 
penis in the (male-defined) European imagination, justifies their figurative castration 
(they only have one testicle) and their literal destruction, their total colonisation by 
European men. Native men were seen by male European colonists as threatening, 
savage, sexually barbaric - as a group of men from whom "lily-white" settler women 
supposedly had to be protected at all costs. American parallels to this can be found in 
the extreme violence of lynching - one of the treatments meted out to black men 
(perceived, through the "myth of the black rapist", to be a sexual threat).8 
Gilman (1986) makes reference to the detailed discussion of female genitalia in 19th 
century scientific anatomical texts - the discussion of the genital "peculiarities" of black 
8 See Davis (1982). 
women, especially Hottentot women. He compares this focus to the complete absence 
of discussion on male genitalia. 
The lack of presentation of male genitalia (in comparison to the focus on female 
genitalia) could be linked to an idea that it is in the penis that power is vested. The 
penis is the site of power, the sight of which would serve to demythologise and thereby 
weaken male power. The idea of male power is communicated through the "hidden".9 
Display 
The construction of museum epistemology is unique in that the work of museums is 
centred around objects.10 The sets of objects on display in museums are sustained by 
the myth that the set somehow constitutes a coherent and representational universe. 
Artefacts are assembled, ordered and presented to make a particular sense to the 
viewing visitor (Shanks and Tilley 1987). But the display artists do not have total 
control over meaning. It is debatable whether those who control museums have the 
power to shape the mind of viewers/visitors as opposed to viewers/visitors making 
sense of the displays through prior perceptions brought to the museum. As Durrans 
says (1988:155): "So little is known about how museums influence their public relative to 
people's prior assumptions and the impact of other media". 
The "ideology as false consciousness" position would have it that those in power are 
"clever enough" to fool "the public" into believing what they are shown or told. Both 
Frankfurt and Althusserian Marxism share a common view of the public, and the 
working class in particular, as automatons unable to escape the "ideological state 
apparatuses". The notion that the ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling 
ideas has been challenged with the argument that the ruling ideology has served mainly 
to unify the dominant class. In the latter argument the ideas of the ruling class are 
exactly that, while the masses have been controlled by the cruder mechanisms of 
physical coercion and economic incentives (Callinicos 1983). So while museum 
personnel may be regarded as traditional intellectuals in the Gramscian sense, 11 and 
authoritative in their positions, they are not the only group who create meaning around 
objects. 
The power of a museum display is meaning. A display will mean something to every 
viewer - even in that it may mean "nothing", this negativity carries an understanding in 
itself. Each viewer's perception and understanding of a display, while possibly being 
9 Sec Dworkin (1981), Firestone (1972). 
10 Sec Hooper-Greenhill (1985). 
11 See Simon (1982). 
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generally the same, will have its own subjective incorporation 
(male/female/child/adult). The strength of an object, an object on display, is in its 
allowing a multiplicity of meanings, regardless of the accompanying text (whether 
written or spoken). 
Objects that survive do so by virtue of existing mental constructs, an existing subjectivity, 
a framework of understanding in which each viewer perceives the object in relation to 
themselves. Experience is culturally mediated, and subjective identification occurs 
within a text and within a context. We make sense of ourselves in relation to objects, to 
a past. We understand ourselves subjectively in relation to a text, a document, a 
photograph. 
Arguing that. a text has a single meaning - that intended by the author - eliminates the 
possibility of a reader's subjective interpretation (Belsey 1980). Objects displayed can 
support multiple texts (related to the complex workings of ideology) - in that all display 
authors and viewers construct different meanings around the same object (although 
there would still be an identifiable dominant display discourse that can be seen to 
change over time with changing political discourse). 
The Bushmen body casts at the South African Museum in Cape Town, for example, 
have meant different things to different people for different reasons. For example, to 
Peringuey, the Director of the South African Museum who initiated the cast project in 
1905 in order to collect the "most accurate records of a supposedly dying race" 
(Summers, 1975:103), these casts meant the collection of a physical archive, the 
collection of an archive "recording the physical appearance of the Bush people" 
(Summers, 1975:119). The capture of bodies, in this sense, was quite consistent with the 
collection project of 19th century science. This "other", once collected, was then 
recycled into display. To viewers, the casts on display have meant, variously, the 
presentation of physical "types" and the presentation of an "other" way of life. The casts 
have been physical representatives of the Stone Age, and have represented "children of 
nature" living in pristine and idealised isolation. 
The cast thus becomes the central immovable object, in that different meaning has been 
brought to the same casts in different contexts. The continuing popularity of the casts in 
terms of a popular focus indicates that the casts have become the central object, and it 
is through the casts, or on the basis of the casts, or around the casts that different stories 
can be told, artefacts draped, contexts constructed. 
Objects on display have both a temporal and a contextual dimension. There are in most 
museums contextual changes in object display over periods of time. The fact that the 
object itself is still the same physically, emphasizes the importance of context in 
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developing or contributing to meaning. But mythologising happens in spite of the 
displays, not because of them. The main feature of contexts is that they are constructed. 
Whether an object is physically on display, or whether it is through popular media 12 
created/ constructed into a displayable object is not really what is at issue. What I 
would argue is at issue is construction - the process whereby objects and contexts are 
constructed into displayable form; and the subsequent effects of this construction on 
perception and understanding of the viewers/readers/consumers of the object. 
The object or artefact, through the act of presentation, becomes representation - of a 
time period, is turned into a commoditY and removed from the past, confirming the 
presents' relationship with the object world (Shanks and Tilley 1987). 
The time of the past is reduced to the production of commodities of the past.13 Objects 
thus come to represent units of time, and it follows that the more objects presented the 
"richer',,. the time. In producing objects from the past, we (as archaeologists) are 
producing units of time, objects as signifiers of periods. The way objects are arranged in 
cases, as a temporal narrative, is a function of how we see time as a continuum of units 
(Shanks and Tilley 1987). The control of the production of objects is equivalent to the 
control of objects, and it is on the basis of our interpretation (as researchers) that the 
manner of objectification is determined. In such exhibition the objects are located by 
cases - cases of time and cases of archaeological period. The case space is empty time -
time as a container, filled with the objects of archaeology and anthropology. 
Glass Boundaries 
"The frontier is usually conceived of as a line, a line continually pushed foiward (or back) 
by heroic frontiersmen, the pioneers" (Carter, 1987:158). 
This delineation, this frontier, signifies the absolute exclusion of everything that is not 
culturally familiar. This frontier, even when incorporating the culturally unfamiliar, still 
excludes it for, as stated earlier, the act of incorporation involves the complete silencing 
and obliteration of whatever it was that made the frontier necessary in the first place 
(Carter, 1987:158).14 
Glass cases and museum walls are the present testimony of the delineation of frontiers, 
incorporating and silencing the culturally unfamiliar - that which makes necessary the 
glass case, in which to define the objectified cultural other. 
12 See • Agter Die Vensters• in A~ndix E for further comments on this. 
13 See Shanks and Tilley (1987) on •commoditied time", where units of time are created to facilita~e comparison and exchange. 
14 See Chapter Six. 
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These glass boundaries, serving to delineate and define, also demarcate the authority of 
the museum. These boundaries are sanctioned by, and represent, the authority of the 
museum. 
Cultural boundaries and how they would have been used and negotiated can never 
really be gained from the artefactual record. Rather, the artefacts come to represent 
boundaries through their objectification. Collections are used to define boundaries. 
Collections that become objects on display are used as boundary definitions which are 
exacerbated by glass, by juxtapositioning. In that collections are interpreted and 
presented in terms of our understanding in the present, archaeologically defined 
cultural boundaries come to represent the political boundaries of the present. 
Artefactual remains are used to negotiate difference in the present, but cannot ascertain 
how boundaries were used to negotiate difference in historically different time. 
Carter's interpretation of boundaries (1987) is wholly applicable to museums: "the 
essential function of the boumfary is to facilitate communication" enabling places 
(landscape and bodyscape) to appear and be named - "it enables the settler to establish 
who and where he is" (Carter, 1987:158). The plate glass of the display case operates as 
boundary, the glass delineating difference, the definitive space, allowing the visitor a 
sense of place from which to communicate and within which to communicate. 
Carter is highly critical of the assumption that the history of oral cultures can be treated 
in the same manner as white history (ordered in the culture-specific discourse of 
History), arguing that this in itself is a form of frontier rhetoric, founded on the 
successful appropriation and suppression of neighbouring cultures, and effectively 
suppressing the difference, not only of content, but also of form, of "the past" in oral 
cultures (1987:160-161). .The manner in which archaeologists, historians and display 
artists bring together a corpus of scattered oral, · written and excavated data is 
completely foreign to an oral culture. 
But "others" who have not been named, described and brought into cultural circulation 
can not, in any sense, be said to have been discovered and controlled, in that the act of 
display, as in the act of naming, is an act of control -
" ... as if, for instance, a country which has not been named and brought into cultural 
circulation can, in any sense, be said to have been discovered" (Carter, 1987:xvii). 
Dioramas of isolation 
Ac~demic writing has long focussed on what has been termed the "interdependent 
model" (Headland and Reid 1989) - focussed on researching. a world in which simple 
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tribal societies, complex societies, and even states co-existed and evolved together. 
However, the "isolate model" (Headland and Reid 1989) is still operative in popular 
presentations.15 
This view of "primitive isolates" has been widely presented, and still enjoys popular 
status in the media today.16 "Westerners have chronically failed to understand such 
societies because they contrive to see them as fossilized isolated hunters rather than as 
"commercial foragers" carrying on a life-style not in spite of but because of their 
particular economic role in the global world in which they live" (Headland and Reid, 
1989:51). 
In Southern African museums the ethnographic displays are effectively dioramas of 
isolation. These displays show groups of objectified bodies presented in pristine 
isolation where there is no evidence of the kind of contact that has been studied by 
anthropologists and archaeologists. It is possible that in South Africa, the presentation 
of historical isolation provides justification for separation today.17 Our boundaries in 
the South African present are so defined that the object. cultures are presented in 
different museums - ie.in Cape Town, as in Grahamstown, settler culture and 
indigenous culture are housed in, delineated, bounded by, completely separate 
structures. 
The displays are also dioramas of authority. They present the "truth about the past" in a 
manner that does not encourage questioning. Beautifully presented behind glass, under 
special-effects lighting, with neatly lettered labels, the diorama constructions become 
authoritative, immutable. Diorama history, history that continues to unfold upon a stage 
in the linearity of the discourse, is where the real mythologising occurs, where a point of 
view is invented, for a "panoramic eye before whose gaze the historical facts unfold 
again exactly as before" (Carter, 1987:xix). Diorama history defines "where the past has 
been settled even more effectively than the country" (Carter, 1987:xx). 
Hottentots on Display 
While there are few Hottentot or herder displays in South African museums, the 
Hottentots as a group have certainly had their share of being displayed, of being an 
objectified, collectable item. 
15 I have in this work generalised the European perception of "primitive". I acknowledge that this is not enough as I believe we need 
to understand the particular forms that this othering has taken in South Africa, the difference between the other Bushman and 
the other Hottentot. Efforts to change the public presentation would have to be grounded on an understanding of why the 
current ima~ arc popular. 
16 See newsclips in Appendix A. 
17 This separation is manifested in legislation such as the Group Areas Act. See Omond (198.5) for a review of apartheid legislation. 
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For example, in the 19th and early 20th century, museums were distinguished by their 
collections of human skeletons. Osteological remains were considered part of the fauna 
and flora of "discovered" countries - and amongst the most actively sought specimens 
were the crania of Hottentots and Bushmen (Morris 1987). "Most of these skulls were 
donated by or purchased from travellers who had acquired them as curiosities during 
their visits to southern Africa" (Morris, 1987:12). The Musee de l'Homme, in Paris, 
houses in its collection only one specimen accompanied by satisfactory records (Morris, 
1987:15). This specimen represents the remains of "the unfortunate women",18 Saartjie 
Baartman. 
The Case of the Hottentot Venus19 
"Most students and collectors of Africana have, I suppose, heard of the so-called 
"Hottentot Venus" .... "(Kirby, 1949:55). 
Saartjie Baartman was taken to London from the Cape in 1810 by Alexander Dunlop, 
who informed her that she could there make a fortune by exhibiting herself (Kirby 
1949:55). In London she was "exhibited on a stage two feet high, along which she was 
led by her keeper, and exhibited like a wild animal; being obliged to walk, stand or sit as 
he ordered her". (Kirby, 1949:57). During 1814 and 1815, the "Hottentot Venus" was 
exhibited in Paris, daily from llam to lOpm, where sweets were given to her "in order to 
induce her to leap and sing" and she was informed that she was the "prettiest woman in 
society" (Kirby, 1953:129-130). She was exhibited not to show her genitalia, but to 
display her "protruding buttock" (steatopygia), a feature of Hottentot women which 
apparently captured the eye of travellers,20 and in the case of Saartjie, riveted European 
audiences.21 
Case No. 33 
Saartjie Baartman, in her presentation as the "Hottentot Venus", became the ultimate 
objectified woman. She was collected, displayed and objectified in every conceivable 
manner. French scientists, such as Georges Cuvier, conferenced around her body for 
three days in March 1815 (Kirby 1954). On her death in December 1815, several 
castings were made - of her whole body, of her genital organs, and of her anus (Kirby 
1953). These castings, together with her complete articulated skeleton, are preserved in 
Case No.33 in the Musee de l'Homme. 
18 Kirby (1949-.55). 
19 On Dunlop being taken to court in 1810 for exhibiting Saartjie Baartman against her will (Kirby, 1949:57-59). 
20. The "protruding buttocks" of Hottentot women did not find expression in the travel-writing discourae of the Cape herders - see 
Raven-Hart (19"67, 1971). 
21 See Fitschen (1989). 
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"The skeleton of "The Hottentot Venus" is in an excellent state of preservation and, placed 
as it is in Case No. 33 in the Museum next to the plaster cast, gives the spectator an 
excellent idea of her proportions" (Kirby, 1954:320). 
A spectacle in life, a spectacle in death. She was drawn from four points of view, 
caricatured, satirised in cartoons, written about, sung about, examined, cast, articulated 
and preserved: 
"It is ... of interest to record that in the anatomical laboratory of the museum devoted to 
"soft parts", both the brain and the genital organs of the "Venus" are preserved." 
(Kirby, 1954:319). 
Display and prostitution 
The figure of Saartjie Baartman was reduced to her sexual parts, which then served as 
the central image for the black female, and subsequently for prostitutes, throughout the 
19th century.22 Gilman (1986) presents a direct link between the iconography of 
Hottentots and the iconography of prostitutes as developed by 19th Century scientists. 
He discusses the presentation of icons in visual conventions and in the scientific 
discourse of the time, and explains how the representation of individuals in 
iconographic fashion implied the creation of some greater class or classes to which the 
individual was seen to belong. This resulted in stereotyping that served to focus the 
viewers' attention on the relationship between the individual portrayed/ displayed, and 
the general qualities ascribed to the class (Gilman, 1986:222-223). 
The myths associated with the class, the myth of difference, is composed of fragments of 
the real world - the tactic similar to ethnographic classification, where the portrayal of a 
part is suggestive of the whole.23 In this case, the portrayal of an individual conjures up 
images of a whole class. Gilman explains that by the 18th century the sexuality of the 
"black", both male and female, had become an icon for deviant sexuality in general, and 
that in the 19th century, the Hottentot was firmly entrenched as the representative of 
the essence of the "black", especially the black female. 
Many visual representations of Saartjie appeared, 24 and in some senses this icon is still 
available.25 The Saartjie icon has also been perpetuated in terms of live displays - such 
as at the Van Riebeeck Festival, Cape Town in 1952, "where they proved an immense 
attraction".26 In Namibia there have been moves by game park officials to employ 
Bushmen in game parks as gatherer-hunters, to attract tourists (Pieters, 1990:74). 
22 Gilman (1986). 
23 Sec Chapter Stx. 
24 See Fitschen (1989). 
25 See PQ!!tcards in Appendix D. 
26 Cape Times Publication (1952:48) - see Appendix D for illustration. 
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Objects are displayed for their communicative function, for the way in which meaning 
.can be structured around an object or collection of objects. The romance of the object 
is that it belongs to the past. The object signifies the past in a present in which the past 
is absent. It can only be signified, re-presented, . symbolised through objects. The 
artefact is present, and has human presence that constitute the object's authority and 
authenticity. The artefactual past becomes a kind of transcript for the living presence of 
real people who are disturbingly absent (Shanks and Tilley 1987). 
"What matters is not so much the artifact being on view as the significance of its existence, 
its authenticity" (Shanks and Tilley, 1987:77). Its authenticity legitimates it in its "correct" 
re-presentation of the past. · 
The South African Museum in Cape Town is the only museum in which I saw lifecasts 
being used in exhibits. In addition, the process of casting is explained in an adjoining 
exhibit, showing how the pieces of the body were transformed into pieces of cast and 
then articulated into a whole. It is possible that this exhibit serves to authenticate the 
facts of the Bushmen display, in that the bodies are shown to have been cast from living 
people. Another option is that this exhibit serves to dehumanise further people on 
display, reducing them absolutely, immutably to bodies. The bodies, while set in a 
realistic 19th century Karoo context, are nevertheless bodies, bodies as objects, 
objectified through display. The objects are presented as fragments of the past, the 
fragments are shown to be pieces of the body, the body becomes an object, and its 
ultimate purpose is display. 
Viewer/Voyeur 
• ... far from being a conversation between equals, the discursive situation is more usually 
like the unequal relation between the coloniser and the colonised, oppressor and 
oppressedM (Said in Carter, 1987:328). 
Shanks and Tilley (1987) argue that in display the detail and clarity of reproduction 
bring fascination, and a sense of being in on the act. The relation with the past based 
on the look of objects is a voyeuristic appreciation and a simultaneous violation of the 
body of the past. "So the past is revealed to the visitor, exposed and uncovered to be 
appreciated ... The visitor stands back ... and views" (Shanks and Tilley 1987:79-80). 
The distinction between viewer and voyeur in relation to displays of bodies is a fine one. 
The outsider views the object, protected by established boundaries, an established 
discursive situation, from the implications of being a voyeur. The viewing that takes 
place in the space of legitimised display is devoid of voyeurism. Voyeurism is 
legitimised, and space is defined in which bodies can be examined at will, either as 
scientific examination, or as educational experience. The museum displays today have 
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set up a situatio!l in which the viewer/voyeur becomes the insider, and the body, 
through the established boundaries, becomes the outsider, the object to be viewed and 
reviewed in ongoing repetition, as if in tribute to the icon of Saartjie Baartman. 
The authoritative discourse of museum displays, the comfortable bounded space from 
within which to view objects, the way in which bodies have been constructed as 
displayable objects, as scientific specimens - all of this indicates that while viewers may 
bring their own meaning to displays, there exists a powerful discourse in museums. This 
discourse is exclusive, authoritative and has served science absolutely in its construction 




n ••• a progressive voice is one that has been forged. n 
(Muller and Cloete, 1986:15). 
It has been explained that the reason for the lack of displays on pastoralism in the South 
African Museum in Cape Town is that the herder ethnographic collections are too 
limited for display.1 Absences, in the case of public presentation, speak as loudly as the 
presences, and the voice that thus speaks about herders says that if there is no 
collection, no object past, there can be no presentation of a past. And if there is no 
presentation, there is no history. The ethnography of herders does not satisfy the 
criteria upon which ethnographic display is based, and thus if museums have been 
unable to collect it, the history cannot be found and thus ceases to exist. The 
authoritative voice of the collections assists in this manner to exclude herders from 
display - on the basis of a lack of authority with which to speak about herders. This 
voice is deeply rooted in 19th century notions of truth and science. Through this voice 
the "other" is simultaneously created and re-created, gaining authority by virtue of the 
scientific weight of the museum. 
The power of the authoritative voice, and the weight behind popular presentations of 
· herder history, disallows the icon of Hottentot to be done away with by simply changing 
a label, or by archaeologists continuing to investigate herder history in the traditional 
academic manner. I argue that simple re-presentations of Hottentot as K.hoi-Khoi will 
not function effectively to change the Hottentot icon. 
Initially my whole study was directed towards examples of "popularised" herder studies. 
Through the process of my research I have moved more towards looking at the 
knowledge /power dynamic upon which such studies are based. The main reason for 
this shift in focus is that I steadily became more concerned with the power wielded by 
academics - as researchers .and as participants in/ perpetuators of academic discourse. 
The popular presentations of herders (as Hottentots and as Khoi-K.hoi) are all based on 
the academic literature, and it is through this dependency that many of the perceptions 
and interpretations, derived through academic research, are perpetuated. 
1 Gerald Klinghardt, Anthropology Department, South African Museum, Cape Town: pers.comm.1989. 
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Thus an understanding of the academic texts and discourse on the herders seemed the 
essential starting point towards changing popular presentations. In this sweeping term 
(academic texts and discourse), I include not only the archaeological and museum texts 
produced in 20th century South Africa, but the scientific textual discourse of the 19th 
century, and the travel-writing of the 18th and 17th centuries. 
The 1986 Goodwin Series, Volume 5, titled Prehistoric Pastoralism in Southern Africa is 
thought by the editors to "provide a good representation of the current status of herder 
studies in Southern Africa" (Hall and Smith, 1986:3). It has as its stated purpose "to 
bring together current studies of early livestock herding" (Hall and Smith, 1986:3). 
Although pastoralist sites are almost ubiquitously ephemeral, which indicates problems 
for investigating precolonial and colonial period pastoralism, studies have been 
conducted from many angles. These have focussed on, for example, 
"Khoi and San relationships",2 "herder-hunter contact zones",3 and "domestic animals in 
the rock art of Southern Africa".4 
One of the notable points about archaeological studies of pastoralism is the oft-used 
reference to, and reliance upon, the travel-writing. It is through this reliance that I have 
drawn the links between the early travel-writing, archaeological studies and popular 
presentations, and it is because the travel-writing functions as the central interpretative 
source on the herders that I have focussed on the popular icons derived from this 
literature. The archaeological studies are almost absent in most popular presentations, 
and it is thus mostly the discourses of imaginative travel-writing that still inform popular 
belief. 
It is, as Klein (1986:6) points out, that "contemporary European accounts of the Khoi 
lack ethnographic objectivity and thoroughness, and many important aspects of Khoi 
Culture and Ecology cannot be reliably reconstructed from published sources." He goes 
on to argue that, given the above, only archaeology can determine the origins and 
antiquity of herder culture. 
But reference is made all the way through the Goodwin series volume to early travel-
writing: 
"Early travellers describe some local breeds of domesticates" (Voigt, 1986:16). 
" ... there are several reports by early travellers of "Hottentots" using skin containers to 
curdle milk" (Manhire et al, 1986:25). 
" ... information from early traveller's reports show that large numbers of cattle and sheep 
were pastured around St. Helena Bay" (Smith, 1986:38). 
2 Smith (1986). · 
3 Sampson (1986). 
4 Manhire et al. (1986). 
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"Historical sources fill in the space between the archaeological record and other models of 
herder adaptation discussed here" (Smith, 1986:38). 
My analysis situates the ethnographic/travel-writing such that, without calling the whole 
corpus into question as a basis for "facts" about pastoralists, I have been able to 
highlight the discourse of travel-writing and the way in which the ethnographies 
constructed societies/ groups/ oppressed/ women. For the above reasons I have not 
looked closely at the· archaeologies but have rather pulled out a sense of the importance 
of the early ethnographies in the process of producing herder archaeologies. 
Archaeologists, through our research, are currently producing herders or pastoralists. 
These groups are sometimes represented as Khoi (see quotations above), but generally 
the archaeology exists as digging the herders. In a move away from what is seen as the 
"racist" presentation of Hottentots, archaeologists have attempted to distance themselves 
from participating in the Hottentot stereotype. However, as stated above, popular 
perceptions are based on icons weighted by centuries of myth-making, and few popular 
presentations rely on the supposedly less image-loaded archaeological knowledge about 
herders. It is still Hottentots that constitute the popular icon, still Hottentots that are on 
display. 
At the same time, though, while the Hottentots are still textually available to readers, 
and are surely still present in the imagination of much of South Africa's population, they 
are being replaced by the textualised Khoi-Khoi. But as no living groups are loudly 
proclaiming herder ancestry, herders appear t~ be a group that can be shaped and 
constructed according to those who write them. As academic researchers we retain the 
power and authority to write, and thus to construct and textualise as we see fit. 
The precolonial gatherer-hunters have remained largely "Bushmen", unwittingly 
embodying a number of often overlapping constructions - objects of pity, children of 
nature, a-historical representatives of the Stone Age.5 Southern African herders, on the 
other hand, have remained "extinct", although they are beginning to be "remembered" 
by academic voices. Apart from an academic commitment to "presenting the objective 
truth", and possibly also as a response to calls for alternative history, the exact impetus 
to this remembering is not quite clear. One of the motivating factors in the re-casting of 
Hottentots as Khoi-Khoi has been an academic endeavour to "correct the bias" in history 
textbooks.6 
It could not have been the place of this dissertation to include a detailed analysis of the 
differential roles played by changing presentations of both herders and gatherer-
S Appendix A incl~des a number or key newspaper articles, each representative, broadly speaking, or one of, or a combination of, 
iliese construct1ons. 
6 See Smith (1983) on the "Hotnot Syndrome•. 
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hunters. I have, however, made a few preliminary observations. Both have shifted from 
being a barbarous threat, to being relatively harmless - "children of nature" in the case 
of gatherer-hunters, and "the forgotten people" in the case of the herders - from 
Bushmen to San and from Hottentots to Khoi-Khoi. Both, in their current forms, names 
and descriptions, are still undoubtedly constructed as cultural, social, political and 
physical "others", in museums as elsewhere. 
According to the canons of scientific proof and authority, herder history in South Africa 
is almost non-existent. In the museums that carry ethnographic displays, there are 
relatively few that display interpretations of pastoralism in Southern Africa. In that I 
have argued that the authority of public presentations inhibits the development of a 
People's Archaeology, this authority is also saying that herder history does not exist. 
A tradition of popularised archaeology exists, but the task is to develop this further and 
radicalise the existing relations of archaeological production - and this will require more 
than making our research results "accessible". If "accessible" in this sense is understood 
to mean communicating our research results in forms that allow everyone access to the 
information, this is clearly not sufficient. All researchers who regard themselves as 
progressive need constantly to pose and answer the questions "Why am I doing this 
research?" and "who am I doing it for?". It is not sufficient to complete a body of 
research and then ask how it can be made more widely available. The process of 
research, the way of asking the initial questions, and the subjective assumptions of the 
researcher, all define the research methodology from the beginning. What is required is 
for us to ensure that communities have access not just to the interpretation but also 
access to an understanding of the process whereby such knowledge is produced. 
" ... clearly a discussion of the past bas to work along at least two axes. One is why we 
construct history, the other is how we construct history" (Bender, 1986:2). 
There exists, apart from the two axes defined above by Bender (1986), a third axis. 
Given that dominant history and dominant processes of archaeological and historical 
production are being militated against in many contexts, the third axis would be how we 
proceed towards constructing new histories that fulfill the requirements of People's 
History and People's Archaeology. The main requirement is the empowerment of 
communities to pose questions and to challenge hegemonic constructions of their past. 
While the idea that knowledge must be "handed over", as a task of academics, to the 
working class in accessible form,is certainly valid, it does, as Muller and Cloete (1986:7) 
point out, tacitly acknowledge academics as the only valid authorisers of knowledge 
"and therefore reproduces the relation of dependency between academics and other 
client groups in society" (Muller and Ooete, 1986:7). A further problem raised with the 
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conceptualising of academics as the holders of "legitimate" knowledge that needs to be 
handed over to those deprived of access to this "real" knowledge, is that it does not 
address the process of the production of knowledge, nor the process of its validation. 
Working class resistance to academic credentialling in South Africa has not been a 
resistance to "sissy" (mental) knowledge as in Britain, but "a resistance to "white" 
knowledge ... a knowledge seen much more ambiguously as dominant and dominating" 
(Muller and Cloete, 1986:4). Academics hold "dual power" in that we control the 
credentialling system, and hold a monopoly over the definition of what counts as "real" 
knowledge (Muller and Cloete, 1986). 
Essentially, what has been captured by academics is control over the production and 
validation of knowledge (Muller and Cloete, 1986). Part of the power acquired by 
notions of academic freedom and academic autonomy is that academics completely 
monopolise the procedures for validating their production practises. As Muller and 
Cloete (1986:10) point out, the power base of academia is embedded in "the generation 
and accreditation of social scientific knowledge". 
The central dilemma then, around which my research is based, is that given the power 
and authority of the academic process through which knowledge about the past is 
produced, how do we break out of the comprehensively textualised image of the 
Hottentot. Given that the authority and power of academic knowledge has to be 
challenged, how do we move towards a People's Archaeology? In this case, how do we 
develop an archaeology of herders constituted upon the questions posed by 
communities who feel that the issue of herder history is important enough, in terms of 
South Africa's past, to begin asking these questions in the first place? 
To what extent, though, will museums, in particular, be able to contribute towards such 
a process, and to what extent can museums be institutions of change? Museums, as 
institutions with distinctly European origins, exist as the material embodiment of the 
cultural memory of a nation or state. The history we learn is usually the history which a 
museum remembers, and museum-type knowledge is embedded in the politics of 
colonialism. Reading museums as a cultural memory, I can see how museums are the 
dreams of colonialism, a lesson in the myths of the bourgeoisie that could be read as 
"lessons in ruling-class rhetoric" (Bennett, 1988:84). "In the nineteenth-century museum 
the cultures of subordinate 
classes were - and largely still are - a simple absence, excluded not only as a matter of 
definition ... but also as a matter of deliberate policy" (Bennett, 1988:73). 
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In the light of the notion of cultural memory, both the inclusions and the exclusions 
wo~ld have to be analysed. 
In the way that lay people are unlikely to contest academic interpretation, given the 
power of authoritative voice,7 this is unlikely to be so simple in practise. People have 
little confidence (nor, perhaps, inclination) to confront museum presentations. The 
texts are powerful, and there are very few people whose interpretations work against the 
grain of the texts in museums. Few people have the time or inclination, as Bennett 
(1989:83) argues, "to look beyond what museums show them .. to ponder the significance 
of filn£ they show what they show." 
Lumley (1988:2) suggests that "museum" is a word that is gaining new significance as a 
signifier of a potent social metaphor, and as a means "whereby societies represent their 
relationship to their own history and to that of other cultures". I would argue that this 
has always been the case, and that while awareness of this may now ~e growing amongst 
museum professionals, it will be some time before the visiting public develop an 
awareness of this as the role of the museum. West (1988) and Bennett (1988) both refer 
to the notion of popular memory, with the museum being one major institution which 
,o~anises "the terms in which the p~t is .most commonly pe~ceived and remembered" ; 
(Bennett, 1988:74). And to date, as Kirby (1988) has noted, museums tend to reflect the .. 
taste, values and wealth of the upper classes. 
It is the discourse of common sense that predominates in museums, where discourse is a 
particular way of thinking, talking and writing (cf Belsey 1980). Belsey (1980:3) defines 
common sense as the "collective and timeless wisdom whose unquestioned presence 
seems to be the source and guarantee of everything we take for granted". She goes on 
to explain that common sense itself is ideologically constructed, rooted in. a specific 
historical situation and operating in conjunction with a particular social formation - ie 
the obvious and the natural are produced in a society. The ordering of knowledge, and 
the classificalory trope by which we all live and make sense of our experience, is the 
fundamental base upon which museums exist. Language, states Belsey (1980), is not 
just the medium through which messages are transmitted. It is language itself which 
offers the possibility of constructing our world. This is the museum, ordering knowledge 
and constructing a language of display. 
• ... The material traces of the past do not tell us how the past was, but form the material 
base for the production of texts about these traces, and the construction of analogies of 
what the past was like. · This analogical character of archaeology is inevitable, because 
what the past was for people in the past cannot be the same as what the past "is" for 
contemporary people, Archaeology is thus textual, constructive and interpretative, rather 
than descriptive and reconstructive" (Solomon, 1989:158). 
7 Sec Oiaptcr Four. 
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The "material traces of the past", as is amply demonstrated by museum collections, are 
defined by authoritative practices. The presentation of the past in museums is based 
upon what ethnographers, anthropologists, archaeologists and historians have deemed 
"legitimate" contributions to an object past. 
It is not just the issue of which objects are collected to represent "our cultural heritage" 
that needs to be examined. It is also the manner in which these pieces of the past 
become objectified. Morton (1988:134) notes that the function of the object is as 
something to be appreciated by a viewer. This has implications for the presentat~on of 
cultural others. I argue that in order for something to be "understood/ appreciated", it 
has to be objectified first. Once created/ constructed into an object, the next simple step 
is to put it on display. Because of the objectification of others by Europeans as a matter 
of course (and of discourse) in the formation of colonial knowledge, the display of such 
groups was simple - they existed for display. Again, there has been much concern 
internationally about the way in which cultural others have been written and displayed.8 
Museums can be seen as "rituals of remembrance" (Lumley, 1988:2). What I have 
examined in this dissertation is our constructed memory of herders. The herder body 
has been constructed as an object, where objects are seen as fragments of the past. In 
the case of herder bodies, it is the bodies that have been fragmented, for their ultimate 
use in display. In the way that bodies are dis-membered, Hottentots have· been re-
membered in lifecasts and in icons to form a particular cultural memory based on the 
dynamic between sexism and racism. 
The liberal museum project in South Africa has little chance of succeeding given the 
weight of such memory. Changing visitor profiles and implementing strategies to bring 
more black visitors to the museums will not change the cultural memory presented in 
museums. The voice of museums in South Africa currently reflects the trend towards a 
somewhat more comfortable position within the same knowledge/power dynamic. Thus 
the current museum project and my project are different.9 Museums are essentially 
functioning to extend their authoritative voice - extending their voice to cater for a non-
racial middle-class, where the position of museums and the status quo are being 
maintained. The approach has been to target the middle-class rather than to set up a 
museum that addresses the needs of most South Africans in terms of education and 
cultural memory. 
Within the museum scheme, due regard is still required for the authoritative voice: 
8 For example Martin (1986), Stocking (1985). 
9 See Appendix F for comments receM:d in response to a document which I sent to various people in community-based 
organisations. This document partly reflects how I sec my project with regard to museums. 
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"People must feel comfortable while still having respect for the environment" (Cluver 
1989).10 
Given dwindling resources and a changing context - the same factors affecting 
Zimbabwean museums - the museum project is unlikely to generate the changes 
expounded in the rhetoric. Simply given the funding limits, the task of museums will 
become increasingly difficult in that greater amounts of work will have to be done with 
funds that will remain the same. With the massive re-allocation of educational funds in 
a post-apartheid South Africa, museums will not be prioritised, and may well have to do 
with more limited financial resources. Given this, the perpetuation of authoritative 
voice is expensive within the framework of "standards in museums". 
Standards is a concept embedded in authoritative voice. The notion of standards is 
obviously relative, but unquestioned. While it is acknowledged that European museums 
cannot be emulated, museum personnel are still posing questions about whether 
"standards" can be maintained in a different type of museum. These are inevitably the 
standards of authority, the standards of presentation that have served to make museum 
interpretations immutable. Such a notion of standards needs to be challenged in the 
context of what is needed to serve best the broad community. 
The rhetoric of change in museums is addressed to the notion of relevance. This is not 
necessarily to change the content of displays, but to make the authoritative voice more 
broadly accepted, and thus apparently increasingly relevant. The fact that some people 
in museums believe that "museums are relevant, but that too few people realise this" 
(Cluver 1989:interview), is testimony only to the fact that the content of museum 
displays is problematic, and that a process of negotiation with communities is urgently 
required in order to establish the needs of a broader society. 
What is needed in the case of the herders is a radical re-textualisation. To put K.Jwi-
K.Jwi into display cases will not be sufficient to create this. Rather, it will serve to 
perpetuate the textually objectified body. The notion and images of ethnographic 
display are inextricably bound with this gendered other, and thus the solution cannot be 
a return to the display case. The role of the academic/ researcher/ archaeologist will 
thus be to create new texts. It is academic re-textualisation that is needed to popularise 
a different notion, a different image - one that breaks out of the bounds of the ugly 
Hottentot and the forgotten Khoi-Khoi. 
The historical ethnographic approach argues for the remembrance of the Khoi-Khoi. 
But the power of colonial textualisation dictates that the problematic icons I have 
analysed are those derived from the so-called ethnographies and travel-writing. 
10 Interview - sec Appendix B. 
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Popularising a re-worked Hottentot will not necessarily serve to break down the complex 
of racism and sexism upon which the gendered other is based, and will thus not serve to 
empower the oppressed. In the light of political choice I am arguing for the 
development of processes that, through this empowering, are oppositional to dominant 
production processes. I am calling for a focus on those groups in South Africa 
(women/ black South Africans/ working class) who have to date made historical 
appearances that are limited, in the dominant constructions, to a "shadowy presence 
flitting across the stage now and then to hold a horse or serve a meal" (Coetzee, 1988:5). 
The central aims of the Community Education Resources Project (CER) - to facilitate 
the use of resources, research and skills of the university by progressive organisations and the 
oppressed community, and to pursue research and produce material in accessible form, 
which can be utilised by the oppressed community - thus have to be assessed in the light of 
this analysis. In that.there is no objective truth about the herders, and that we only have 
textual access to Hottentots, it is unlikely that accessible material about the herders, 
based on the historical ethnographies and the archaeology, will be sufficient to 
empower communities to begin asking questions towards the production of herder 
histories that are outside the boundaries of the glass-case/ display versions. 
As pointed out in earlier chapters, the level of public awareness about both archaeology 
and museums is limited to the extent that they have almost no profile on the public 
agenda. While this reflects the lack of validity of the cultural memory evoked in 
museums, and the esoteric remove of archaeology from the public, it has also served to 
allow researchers and constructers of authoritative pasts to continue producing in the 
manner to which we have become accustomed. Challenges to such production have to 
come from communities and groups demanding access to the process and the 
presentation. 
The type of progressive popular materials that would originate from projects such as 
CER thus have as their political agenda a programme for change. However, my 
argument is that such popularised re-presentation can not be an end in itself, can not be 
seen as the solution to "racist and biased presentations of herder history". I believe that 
a more positive construction of herders could be a starting point on this road towards a 
radical re-textualisation. 
A People's Archaeology will be based on a process of negotiation, in which researchers I 
need to respond to questions raised by communities. This is not to argue that 
communities should participate in writing only their "own" histories. In addition, 
communities should be empowered to participate in the construction of meaning in 
South Africa's past. The notion of empowering voice is not towards a final "truthful" 
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past, but is rather a politicised notion within the practice of creating meaning that 
moves away from the restrictions of, and domination by, academically-created symbols 
of the past. 
The goal of People's Archaeology is still distant. While I have made suggestions in this 
dissertation as to what might constitute a People's Archaeology, it nevertheless still has 
to be produced. The first task toward this goal is to shift archaeology away from the 
"empirical proof' paradigm. Archaeological research does not produce an observable, 
objective past. Developments within the discipline of Archaeology indicate, in line with 
developments in other disciplines, that our sources (artefacts, documents, site reports) 
are beginning to be conceptualised and used as texts.11 The second task then would be 
to re-textualise the histories produced through archaeological research. Only then 
could we begin to popularise a re-textualised history that would, in any real sense, 
contribute to the development of an empowering voice. This dissertation 1s a 
contribution to the larger project thus outlined. 
"The past is constantly re-created and re-arranged as a critical social activity in the 
present ... " (Kristiansen, 1988:473). 
The praxis of developing an empowering voice involves developing the participation of 
oppressed communities in the creation, construction and arrangement of histories that 
might often be based on experiential, as opposed to legitimate/academic, knowledge. 
The route towards different relations of production necessitates a comprehensive 
critique of the present organisation of knowledge and ultimately of the system of 
political power sustained by it. In order to develop different methods of producing the 
past, it is necessary first to understand the conditions of production and reproduction of 
the traditionally authoritative voice, particularly in academic institutions. This is what I 
have tried to do in terms of male power and colonialism/imperialism, and the links with 
the presentation of "other". 
In some senses I have appropriated the authority, afforded me by virtue of my position 
within an academic institution, to write. This project is an argument for changing the 
conditions of production and reproduction of the past. Ultimately, for academics, this 
may mean surrendering our academic authority in order to participate in developing 
new relations of production. In order to develop a different praxis, that attempts to 
address the needs of the majority of South Africans, there needs to be conscious and 
effective organisation amongst academics in order to have an appropriate impact on the 
discipline towards changing the manner in which archaeological knowledge is produced. 





Furthermore, "if the objective is to take knowledge to the people - unless you go to the 
people first, you are making very paternalistic assumptions about what people need".12 
I would argue that my analysis is not simply a shift towards a new, more comfortable 
position within the same relations of production. It is the kind of analysis that raises 
questions around how a more radical archaeology might articulate with the larger social 
conflicts that envelop it. A critical approach within archaeology is only different in that 
its practitioners admit to making essentially political_ choices and statements. This, 
however, is the crucial difference between a traditional archaeology and an archaeology 
moving towards empowering communities, in that by making such normally hidden 
interpretative factors explicit, readers/viewers/audience are enabled to recognise its 
contingency. If archaeology is presented as a ·"contemporary discourse which is not 
immune from making myths according to gender, class and other affiliations" (Solomon, 
1989: 170), and if the archaeologists who present archaeology in this light do not attempt 
to legitimise their own interpretations through exposing the practice of other· 
archaeologies, but acknowledge 'that they too are participants in making the past, then 
this ideally would serve to demythologise academic/legitimate knowledge, and to 
empower communities to challenge this and to raise their own questions. Demystifying 
practices would ideally encourage oppressed communities to perceive themselves as 
holders of knowledge. 
12 Hofmeyr, Religious Studies Dept., University of Cape Town: SAMA 1987. 
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APPENDIX A 
List of newsclips: 
1. A Police Officer Points a Finger-at his own Colleagues 
Weekly Mail Sept.8-14 1989 
2. Rockman's Complaints Lead to Charges 
Weekly Mail Sept.29 - Oct.5 1989 
3. At 95, King Reg of the Red Dunes looks for a new bride to 
keep his tribe alive 
Sunday Times March 15 1987 
4. Baby "strong man" brings hope to lost Bushmen 
SUnday Times July 12 1987 
5. Absorbing photographic record of Bushman life 
The Argus Jan.27 1988 
6. Mountain Bushman is extinct 
Weekend Argus Nov.26 1988 
7. Bushmen soldiers' sad march to extinction 
Sunday Times June 4 1989 
8. The fate of the Bushmen 
The Windhoek Advertiser June 16 1989 
9. A wretched people whom heaven forgot 
Weekfy Mail Oct.27 • Nov.2 1989 
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ANTI-ELECTIONS: THE UNPRECEDENTED TESTiMON't' OF A CAPE POLICEMAN 
- ~,.. ~ . 
Witnesses tell 
of an event we 
can't describe 
WHldy Miii Reporter 
POLICE say it didn't happen. 
Whit didn't bappen? We CID 't real-
ly tdl you - even thoagb our rq>ort-
er, other journalists and dozens of 
ochen saw wbal bappcncd 11 Siellcn-
boscb University on Mooday. 
They saw Security Forces act 
against a march of slltdeDtl and 
wor1'en on the campns. However, 
the incident was not mentioned in the 
routioc police umat rq>ort. 
Alked IO comment. Colonel JM La-
, buschqnc of the Police Direcllnlc of 
Seen through a TV lens, the Mltchells Plain Incident on T~ that lllllde Gregory~ ngirl:, CihMgl IU _lpd 
Public Relations in PrclOria uid be 
bad personally spoken IO tbe Officer 
in c:hlrge Of the operation and had 
specifically asked him whelher dogs 
ml 1jlmhob bad bceD ued. The of· 
A SOlTI'H African Police lieutenam 
this week m:cused riot police of caus-
ing unrest by their "bnual, unprofes· 
sillllal cooduct" and said many of bis 
colleagues shared bis views. 
Lieult:11811t Gregory Rockman, 30, 
of the Miichells Plain police &Wion, 
said he could DOI Rm8in silent in tbe 
face of "innocem people IDd bystand-
ers" being beaten by riot police 
".:ting tbe euct role of opprasors. 
"Oar people baYe been oppressed 
enough. It's time somebody comes 
forward IDd speaks about police bru· 
lality," be IOld tbe Wutly Mail. 
A police officer 
points a finger at 
his own colleagues 
There wa-e hundreds of policemen 
like him. who saw their credibility in 
the c:ulllllllllili Ibey served under-
mined by the ICliaDs of the riot po-
lice . "But they 're scared IO qJJc be· 
cause regulaliom bind them" said 
After 12 yess as a pollceman, Lleutlnlnt GNgory 
ROClcmM made an..,.,.._., ... dldllorl on ttll day of 
the election: He renounced what he c:oil8klerecl the 
un)Ustlfled blhlvlour of his own coMelgl• dlltng h past 
Meks. Here he epealll to GA YE DAVIS 
Rockman. "I'm not willing for the going on IO school grounds, beating 
regula1ions to bind me 111y further. kids just for no reason, 'oing into 
l 'm defying them." classrooms, taking out ktds just to 
As he spoke, a police helicopter their liking .•. " 
clauered overhead, its searchlight His decision IO speak out •was a 
scything through the night sky. Arc· long time coming". But an iac:idc:nt 
ing wirgas caniSlm flmd overhead. en Tuesday, when a small group of 
Mitchelll Plain '1 SlrCCll were aflame pupils were dispersed by riot squad 
in the blaze of countlca bmricades. members during a placmd demoostta· 
It made a bimre COllll'ISt with the tion in MilChells Plain iown centre, 
llCClle at the polling booth where made him realise he could ao longer 
Roctman wu on duty - where mnain silcm. 
young - ill blDerl 11111 bollen He said he was the ftm policeman 
wailed IO welcome 'WO!Crl. on tbe scene of the "peaceful, barm-
Tbe son ofa macbinisl. be IOldhow less" demonstration. 
be became a policeman 12 years ago Rockman warned them in terms of 
"because I wanted IO be of some use the Emergency regulations ad gave 
to my community. I couldn't sec thcm20minuics-wuil lOlm-IO 
diem being mped ml killed. disperse. 
"But I'm DOI preplled IO take pan A squad of riot policemen arrived 
in tbc oppressor's role," be said. and he explained what he'd done, 
As crime prevention officer in asking them IO move out of sight. 
Mitchells Plain he had monitored the which they did. As be rounded a 
sitwllicn "from the word go". building be was called by one of the 
"The riot police units staned this proicsters who IOld him police were 
unrest in Mitchells Plsin," he said. bcaling tbcm. 
"Crowds just standing there peaceful- "It was another group of riot police 
ly and being ieargassed, policemen who bad come from somewhere else 
md they just sla!ted belling the kids 
- and 1 stopped them, I couldn't 
take what they were doing, I onleml 
them IO leave and Ibey came back 
with a liew.cnant. 
"He wan1Cd IO query my decision. I 
!Old him 1 was in control of the siwa· 
lion ml he left.• 
Rockman said Iha! just after lOmn, 
as tbc crowd - SUl!ting IO disperse, 
the riot police Rtumed llld llOl'IDCd 
tbc crowd. ~beating everybody. 
"There were innocent bystanders 
there, the police were hitting like 
mad, they were filling over each oth· 
er tbc way they were trying IO get IO 
tbe people. Wbile people were nm· 
ning away they were bealing them, 
just hitting (people) over their beads. 
They couldn't care. 
Rockman intervened again. This 
lime be - taken 10 a Major Brazcllc 
who was sitting in his vsi. 
"I said ID him 1 gave the people time 
111d you just came llld messed up 
everything. He said 'l 'vc got notbing 
IO say IO you'." 
Rockman said be then left ml IOld 
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Pamll: ERIC llllUBI, _..,.. 
the crowd io dilpene. ricer denied that Ibey bad bceD. La· 
The police tbcn withdrew IO a near· bull:lurpe uld. 
by bus ICmlinus, but again they ID-oftheEmaJmcy,lfpolice 
charged crowds of curious onlookers uy Ibey did not U1C dogs at 1jmn· 
· who bad gaihercd. A woman waiting bokl, tben they didn't - even 
for a bus wu set upon by roar po- though our reponer who was Cl1 the 
!icemen, be uid. "They jast bit her 1CC11e and wroic an eyewitness ac· 
and hit her." coum may have tbougbt diffaauly. 
When the police withdrew he saw a GAYE DAVIS rcporu that the 
m111 of about 45 who had colilplcd. singing llllrCbcn jogged 11a1m Stel· 
'"Ibey didn't ~ bim •.. I r.iioed leobosdt University campus through 
r~leambulancehe was "dial. • ogwng· • ..,.lb ..... tbe rain. armed only with a banner 
.... reading "Forward with the winers· 
crowd he was again summoned IO Slr11&8le". 
Brazclle wlx> iokl him: • Jy ~1u Mil COtnprised of about SOO university 
~i fot:Un crowd kom of Oltdenu workers, students, clerics and resi-
sbUt ekjOfl loe onder die noodngula- dents of SICllenbosch's IOWllShips 
sies" (You beucr come out of that the group was heading for De Braak 
crowd or I'll lock .yoti up ullder the -Sldlcllbosch's "villsge common". 
Emergmcy regaillims). As they made their way ~the 
Later he -1111111D011ed IO a lllCCI· iown's business c:cntrc tbc man:hers 
ing with the divisional commissioner were kept ranked in' rows of si• 
of police in Ille WeSlan Cape, Majer· abreast by marshalls who ba11Cd them 
General Philippus Fourie. 11 crossings so that traffic policemen 
"I was shocked the way the man al· could bait approaching cars. 
18Cked me widt thal real boer lltliwde. But within dlimtics aanquil Sicllen-
He said, 'Wat mon jy in Major Bra- bosch was the llcellC of pandemoni· 
ielle ie werk'. 1 explained I WIS on am. 
tbe scene and they messed in my Tbe Cllll,_. wsc the (cmils cut in 
work. My colcnel intervened ... he - dEmergax;y regulaliODs) who 
said he felt the lllll1C way I felt. hllled the~ u it was making its 
"l iold tbe general I Wlllted IO put way ICTOll the lut street before 
oo rcconl that the riot unit caused the reaching the c:ommoa. 
umest in Miichells Plaila ... llW ii Seconds laler, tbe marchcn were 
wu thruUl!i• ii1cir i.ir~lai ..oproio- screaming 111d fleeing from the 
sional caiduct that this mnst ii pro- (dctaila cut). 
veiling now." There was no warning. 
Married, with a six-month-old baby Those who tumbled and fell before 
daughlCr ad a boy of six, Rockman the gaze of onlookers wa-e (derails 
said be expected IO lose bis job. cut) as police (dctaill cut). 
"I don't care whelher they lock me Within mimtics. Iii Iha! remained al 
up er wbal they do. They can do u the scene WIS a pair of red shoes. 
they please but Iha! won't dlange me Larer oo Tuesday night. as the uni· 
"For the riot police- most Of them vcrsity'1 ldminislration ditbercd over 
are while - it's a case of /wile u whether IO issue a swcment on the 
lflOOT llOllloU die en onr slal lwlJe Ml incidclll, the 34 people arrestfld were 
llilmekJUu uit (they 're just hoaentots released from police cells, mOlt of 
and we'll bcal them." them on RSO bail. 
Rockman' s complaints lead to charges 
lWO senior riot ccntrol polioemr:n -
one a "supercop" with a degree in 
crowd conttol - have been charged 
by the Cape Attorney General as a 
result of complaints made by rebel 
police officer Gregory Rockman. 
Attorney General Neil Rossouw 
said yesterday the two officers to be 
charged were "supercop" Major 
Charles Roger Brazelle - a member 
of the Western Cape riot squad and 
fonner member of an elite police task· 
force - and his colleague, Lieutenant 
DJ Roos. 
The two officers will appear in the 
Wynberg Regional Court on October 
3, Rossouw said. 
Rossouw said his decision to prose-
cute was a direct result of Rockman's 
criticism of riot police who dispersed 
By GA YE DAVIS 
Cape Town 
mer or winter. 
Brazelle left the unit as a captain in 
1984 to join the Western Cape sec-
tion of the riot squad. 
In 1987 he obtained a Bachelor of 
Arts degree in police science after six 
years' study through the University 
of Cape Town. 
At the time he said his studies in· 
eluded "a theoretical approach to 
crowd and unrest control". 
Testifying in the KTC ttial -
which has been adjourned until Feb· 
ruary next year - Brazelle said he 
viewed the witdoek vigilantes as 
a demonsttation by Mitchells Plain TO LT .ROCIQWC 
schoolchildren on September 5. 
"plunderers" committing large-scale 
violence. 
He said he perceived the 
"comrades" more sympathetically as 
they appeared lO be the ones urxler at-
tack. 
However, he was not well-disposed 
to them in general because they were 
"radical political activists" responsible 
for attacks on the police. 
A crucial aspect of the nial - in 
which 21 KTC families and the Meth· 
odist Church in Africa are claiming 
R200 000 damages - is the allega-. 
lion that police, either by taking pan 
or failing to stop the vigilanle attacks, 
were responsible for the desttuction 
of most of KTC and the destitution of 
Rockman, who is now himself the You atupid Hotnot. THE MEMBERS OH THI THIRD FLOOR CR SWARt 
subject of an internal inquiry for al- SQUAii! feel that you ahould not be a policeun.Liaten you 
Jegedly breaking police rules forbid- win~llt kaffir,juat becauee you were given votina rights 
ding unauthorised SAP members docs not 11ean that you can ahoot otf that stupid llOUth or 
from speaking to the press, said the yours. lnnaeycaae you do not even know .mat you are tal.kina 
about. We hr>pe that the UDF. COSATU,ANC and THE lllORLD 
riot squad had behaved like "wild COUNCIL OF CHURCHES are pll,fin& you sufficient for TOW' 
dogs". stupidity. . 
In a terse statement, Rossouw said: w have noainated a certain D/CST CALDWELL to pray that you 
"In pursuance of a complaint by Lieu- 11hall pass over this phaae of' inaanit)'. He ia very capable 
tenant Gregory Rockman concerning 1n hia coiamunication with the bi& boas. Thia NY bo -t 
the conduct of members of the SA you desire as you refUae to speak to the GeMral• or the 
Police at a gathering of people in the Minister. Then qain, ae.ybe 70u wish to take over his Job 
town centre of Mitchells Plain on na well 1 
Tuesday, September 5, the Attorney- 11. all sincerity, we hope that you receive your neck.lace or 
General has decided to prosecute Ma- c~ _ on, Preferably a Dllnl<>P. 
jor C R Brazelle and Lieutenant D J _ 
Roos on a charge of assault." .,,.,. 
Brazelle rose to public prominence ~/ ~~ 
when be gave evidence in the massive .(<;() LI AWll) 
damages action brought against police L...;~=..:==:.:.;~=.:....---------------_._. 
by residents of the KTC squatter The "joke" letter circulated In a Durban police station this week. 
settlement, which was razed by vigi- Major Daniel Muller head of the detective branch, denied signing 
lantes in 1986. tt A senior retired ~llceman has been appointed to Investigate the Now aged 36, Brazelle has 20 · 
years' service in the police force and matter· - Chrtst11W Scott, Oll;b;;;;;.-..~ 
received his commission in 1976. 
He was transferred in 1978 to a 
special SAP task force established 10 
deal with "terrorism" and hostages 
and was trained in crowd control, 
sharp-shooting and explosives. 
In 1980 he was in Port Elizabeth, 
and served in Sharpeville and Sebo-
keng during August 1984. 
He was pan of the police task force 
which freed 25 hostages held during 
the Silvenon bank siege and was per-
sonally responsible for shooting dead 
one of three alleged African National 
Congress operatives during the inci-
dent. He was injured by shrapnel 
from a grenade thrown during the 
siege. 
Repons at the time described the 
task force as a secret squad of 
"supercops" whose training was 
based on West Gennan and Israeli 
anti-terrorist techniques. 
It was said that task-force members 
could scale walls, drive bulldozers, 
fly aircraft and live off the veld, sum-
-134 -
60 000 people. 
In bis evidence Brazelle denied lha1 
police secretly plotted the auacks with 
the witdoeke. 
The decision to prosecute Brazelle 
and Roos concludes the police-led in-
quiry into Roclcman's claims. 
Major-General Jaap Joubc::.. who 
headed the investigation, is presently 
busy with another, longer term probe 
into the election-Oay bloodletting of 
September 6 on the Cape Flats and in 
Khayelitsha. 
Jouben told the Weekly Mail yester· 
day he would repon back to the Mini- J 
ster of Law and Order as soon as the 
investigation was concluded, but · 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































by JAAP BOEKKOOI 
Weekend Argus Correspondent 
JOHANNF.sBURG. - The last of 
tbe Mountain Bushmen, a race 
that decorated mountain faces 
throughout Southern Africa with 
beautiful paintings, has been rnm·-
dered on a farm near Lothair, 
Eastern Transvaal. 
Mr Japie Mabinde, aged about 74, 
was found decapitated on Kranspan 
Farm where be has now been buried. 
Police have opened a murder docket. 
Mr Mabinde was the last pure· 
blooded Mountain Bushman to speak 
Xegwi, the language of hundreds of 
thousands of Mountain Bushmen, who 
differed from the Kalahari or Desert 
Bushmen. 
Sad history 
With his tragic departure the Xegwi 
language - which has been preserved 
on tapes by the University of the Wit· 
watersrand through interviews by 
Professor Anthony Traill with Mr Ma· 
binde and his brother and sister, has 
now officially become a "dead" Ian· 
guage. 
The brutal manner of his death is a 
tragic reflection on his race's sad his· 
tory - one of persecution and savage 
extermination by both black and 
white. 
In his last interview with me sever-
al yean ago, Mr Mabinde said that 
since his brother Job and sister 
Gwaaiman died "all my people are 
now ~ad and I feel alone' . 
"When I come to die I believe I will 
' see my Bushman family again. My 
body will go into the earth but my 
spirit will surely rise." 
The Mountain Bushmen died out in 
the Cape last century, and a few sur-
vived until this century in the Dra~ 
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kensberg, site of some of the finest of 
Bushman murals which depicted 
events 20 000 years ago, from a Phoe-
nician ship and Portuguese caravel to 
Boer wagons on the Great Trek. 
Mr Mabinde's ancestors are thought 
t~ !:::•:c ~ tile remnants of Bush-
men who fled from the Drakensberg 
after being systematically hunted 
down by the British army, and who fi. 
nally settled at Lake Chrwie In the 
Eastern Transvaal. 
There the demoralised survivors 
lost Identity through intermarriage, 
with their women being taken as con-
cubines and their daughters - with 
their smooth yellow skins and reputa-
tions for off-beat mating practises -
often being abducted by Swazis. 
Mr Mabinde said that in recent gen- i 
eratlons a strange phenomenon had 
hit the few survivors of his race: they 
seemed unable to reproduce. 
"Many of us had no children. We 
slept with our women but there were 
no babies." 
It was a classic example of species 
collapse, unable to adapt to the 
changing world. . 
Hunting practi-
The slaughter of Mountain Bush· 
men began soon after Van Riebeeck 
landed at the Cape in 1652. I 
White bunting practises killed off 
the game that was the Bushman's es-
sential livelihood, as was the bison to 
the American Indians. 
And when these tiny hunters, who I 
did not regard animals as private : 
property, took to taking cattle as I 
compensation, white commandoes I 
hunted down the clans, killing the 
men and taking women and children 
for use by farmers. I 
Their ancient 
skills forgottenl 
they face death} 
back in the veh:B 
By PUIR KINNY 
Wind_, 
Jillf:RF.,_ nnt f'nnnl!h •p•ri-r:--
l"lt In ~anuhh1 tor Mrk•<-
,.JdMt htn1h•N. C: 
fhr r•••n'" 11dn1rv:.t:r: 
~:~~~~~:· '~~1i: 1~; ~;:::~ :i'"' "hth·. ""' Utt• nnh• rthni~ ..._, ""''" ................ -" 
~~nd ;!i,- .. .... ... ....... . .. 
~tu ... , ... ,.,, ... 
............ •1•9' fltrlr -'1 ru...... . .... l .. lf'. .... t1 • ................ ,., ........ ... 
liMP w ot ''"""'" n•llPf· 4" .... t.IMI lrHt", k dniW• 
.. le•f'IMP. 
t·"'"""" H•'lhm•• •••Irr 
Hiii l•lrr S,\ •nhlk-r ~·•~hn ft...,..._ W nn tn11b ,.,..;. 
-.: •ht M"• li\·rll,.,,,,.., 
'Cf;li<dtH twloftl'I tfll llwi 
J•1"'••l PfftPtr •Mm•~,. •P 
_. 11f •r\'rtt Rt'Mlp!' tla,,,;t • 
..... .. 1111,,tlnH'• ift N•"'IM•. 
Dependent 
'hrr• ltn hi r.a111ln• .... 
....... 9Hr RnfA••u't 
•"'"9 ......... 
orrlf'a11 •••tl•ftr• ••'.' 
................. 1, ......... 
.,.. t. N••lhl• - Arr"'• 
'"'-' • ..,.,. Ill .... Nff la 
"'-••Hll aMI A•t:ola. 
II h edlm•tN tMt •IMMd 
12 - "' tM flUklally ~l•"I· 
fW ~""111Noc'1uMlff'piee• 
- oo lw SAOf ~ .. 101 No· 
_....11."H·HrMllll•ar. 
Tiit tll Rat~IN. hW at 
r .... 11; .. •• F.""'""' ,. .... .......................... 
This Ju/Wasl Bu•hman could be 60 - or 160 ,.en old A pull lor the old lady before the Mii OUI to &•Ill• ~I fOt' her l•mlly"1 nlehtty fire 
Lost · 
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People ... people ... people ... people... people ... people ... people ... people ... op le ... people ... people 
The fate of the Bushmen 
by BRENDAN BOYLE 
rSHUMKWE: Bushman Xau Debe danced 
'hrough the night to prepare for his meeting with 
'he commlllr>~ that has decided the late of his 
>eople for decades. 
'-'"'"i"e c11itl~m·r and i•-
51irmUtHI trout thC" :u1n·· 
htA •ho i"'""'"'~ •ith hk 
:11.t, lkh<' IH1t1ndrd thr ttd 
·:irlll nf hi• •llla~r 11 l;•ul-
'" l'lon ln1111 '"""'' "nlil al· ,.,. ~ .... ,, ... _ 
.. llt' ~'it~ \n~· itnitt .. a -
"'' "' dilrk·~. <"ff<'\'.iall~ ii. ~'t'u 
an kttr 1•~1111 un1il llK" ~un i1 
•r:" Amnian anehmps,1Ni"1 
.1 ... ·1.an Hit.~k- 1n1n,'4111ed rr~m 
>.:he'• Ju \\'• lan,ua,e. 
H~le k nntttUJ a ... 11ntl 
·1oup of •hiln ad~i1in11 1ltt: 
lushrun cbln~ of Namibia in 
hrir qunt ror control of the 
r1di1lon1I hun1in1 around 
h<'J C11U lhe Nyae Nyar. 
WORRIF.U 
"N1n1ibi1 i1 1oin1 10 be In· 
,,...,.........,.,.,_ Thebusbmm 
ir• wonied ll\111 they will looc 
.,.,. the liUI• bit of l1nd they 
, • .., loft!' she .. id .. she butn· 
led 1kln1 a rutted track to 
:..tualcha Pan. •here • rew do-
·en bushmen live in smaU huts 
•f Slicks, mud and 1..,.alon1· 
.idea ,.,...nmrnt windmill. 
StClf'Pin1 '"JularlJ to top up 
h• o0I in htt tir..S lrlJCk, Bi--
'• kq>t 1 close walch ror <Ir· 
,-.haau "-~ ~-..,;.-, b7 
'rumen allowed to shoal in~· 
note eastern Du~hm•nla.nd . · 
"The irony ia IMI South 
·\lrican •rorthrid and lhe .,_ 
.. 1n11 ol t11h.1l l""'"'·lo11t1I" lhal 
lhi'\. imt""'4.·1I h , l\l" t'l\l.'U lht.• 
ht1\hUtl"fl :I U""a't"(' C'll P't'4('\."· 
t i•'n "':tin" 1 ht.· hi,~cr M:tt.•k 
.,; ..... :· 
.. , ht."\' d'"'' .._.,,.urot Uu,h-
nmnLand. hot llM:\ :trt.' allo"·t.•11 
I•' li\t' IKtt •hik· nooo~d"liC'j\., 
Tit.,.,· nrealraid 1hn1 •h~n indr-
"""'.......,"...,..'hcr willhein-
u1u.la1fd k the' •krm1f'a~h.mt· 
Ii''' Cmm ti~ V'tttth:' 'he ~aid . 
111.11.-• .;1 
.I Ii< II•""""'"· hd;...d In he 
1hc .. ~ inta.hitant' or Soul· 
hnn Africa,•~ sm1ll Pft>Ple, 
gCMrally more ydiolr than 
hlack. who ....., hunt.cl with 
1iny poison.cl arrow1 and Pl· 
hmd lnlit for .,..... 20 000 
)'rlB. 
omciats n1imale' lhere are 
33 000 bushm•n in Namibia 
'llf'akin1 11 ka'I fiwe di~linct 
lanru.,.._ wi..1 they ha.., in 
comrnon it 1h•l thqo were all 




~-. J!<Ople •«the Ju 
W..•i. 1bo .. 1 1 000 lonner no· 
mads who....., settled vound 
the .,.,_....,, ........ 1nd lhe 
1man1M111 waeerholes of' ea-
~'"'" R•Hhm•n&.nd. 
"Thia om ii i.u 1han lOOfo 
ol 1heir ori1inal NYH N)'ff!' 
......__ ...,.th.-01.,..,,.au-....i-
kl 0 .... ....... p ....... .. •.·-·. ~·~~., .. .. 
'"id John Mo .. hall, head of 
1h• fom•n-lnullded Jot \\//\ 
I )to\Tk'fllnn11 l·o1t1Mlntian chnt 
i" 1n·mc 10 hell' 1hc- nu,hn1e.·n 
:"ltt•• '" a 1,4,·nkV "'"''"'-"'· 
'"I h, .• l;uMI J.i\.....,. ht llJ\""i('. 
lh1 , h1H\'U tt .. lhl '"l'l""I :tlMHll 
~\fl '""""'k- '" 11n1IHit..,.1f llM." 
;in ... Wi1h tlM." 1lw""°"Kk li\·in~ 
IM.' ll' now lhl'\' htt,·c 10 Jc\dur 
3 tnht.'d t."t.'.llOt.'IO\' or CtAll tnn-
l,iu, , ..:auk- l<111nin•· hunlinc 
;1ntlp::tllt(ri0tril tht."\'Olr&.'h''"' 
\·iu.·:· -.-IK""Akt. 
.. I ht- biJ r1nh'nn lk'rf '' 
that 1hc '-'"'"'"'nmt u~ thi" 




Ma"ltall "'id I heft Vrtte 
m3ny lions but the bu~hmen 
"'"""' not cvrn alSowed lo haYe 
gun.,, ·u 1hey •ant to hunt, 
they ....., lo hunl on ~ wi1h 
their poisoned 1rrows. \Ou 
c1n·1 pml<'CI <>Ille wilh bowl 
and ••~' he lkklcd. 
The &th....,. fftmlly clele-
11..S a ,.,.......,..., plan 10 
ma.k.e most of their terrain into 
a 11n10 pork. Dul they ha .. -
he<n ahl• lo .-1ahli•h polili<al 
comrol in 8UJhmanl1nd. 
INllF.PENDt:N('f. 
Wilh N1mihian indqim· 
d•~ rrom South A r,;c. Hkely 
wichin a ye11r. offaci•ls in 
Windh«k ha.., md....i ""'jor 
dlan&ftll18ICOUld-hell"d 
th• bushmen 10 ni.nd their 
lond rithll. 
"Nothinail..,...1•0"-" 
in llmhmanland belore 1he 
riection~" NahH~ Con~n•­
linn Director Pnlla SWlrt .. id 
in an intnview in Windhoek. 
•w,, hi.., ideas 10 help the 
The 8vahmen - OM of lh• lrlbee ol lofVolten ,...,p.. 
Bu•hmrn Id !IOmt dira:t ri-
nanclal pin lrom the hun1in1 
in thrir 1m. but it is too Jet~ to 
do 1ny1hi11~ now hefore lndt-
!"ncleftce: he said. 
F.l.F.CTF.11 
l>cbt1nd hi•lrimd, T\amkn 
Tome, th• fiBI •la:t<d .. .,..._ 
.. n111i ... or lhe Ju w..i, ha.., 
not si-uphnpethattheywill 
consolidate their clai1n 10 
Du.i.man.•land. 
They_.., the fir.t R11•hn1<n 
10 address the white aoklien. 
rolicinnen. J&rM r1n,en and 
cMl..,..ntsoltheSan llelan· 
ae ICanoinet Clllllh-n Allari1 
c-rn111n1. 
RRF.AKTllROIJ(;ll 
Thoup they won nnmncn-
1ion1 U. thrir rtn.c 1ntttinJ. 
Tome .. id jull hrin1 the,. wa• 
a b ... k1hrou1h oltn cmluriei 
or nclu'"'" frnm aovernrftml 
pnlicy-makins-
"Other f"''PI• ha.., hem 
!\re:1.kht• ror u~ ror too k>n.:• 
Ud>e1old1heCommi11eelrom 
the """ of lhr courtroom 11 
nnmkc; • viUaae in t'Ht~rn 
Uush1nanl11nd •ith one ~hnr. 
on~ retrul fiump and no tele· 
phone. 
•It j" time for lKlCllApe'lk rOf 
OUr!'elYft and ror )'OU to lium 
lo 111. ·1a undcntand each ot-
her, rmrol< ""°"Id 'Iii l<>t<lhtt 
•nd lalk and I hen lloey ohnuld 
lalk •ll"ln:· 
WATERllOl .FS 
Arp;uin1 fnr the right 10 ...., 
watnholn drilled for the wild 
111im•ll. Od>r said dir .. ntly: 
"The water hH al~ Men 
ou". Why •hoold "" ..... to 
oun? 1r it is thttt.. we will use 
it!" 
"NOi IC!(° ,.id Commiuee 
Chairm1n Kard """ O.Ch. "I 
cannOI 019- - 10 dl•llmte 
•he 01t1hority or •he ,.,...,.. 
mftll. If,.,. do thll, tlleN will 
beet..:' 
VonR.ch-th<two.....,.-
m•n an hour befo,. he m<w<d 
1he 111ttti1111 behind clm<d 
doon and sent them llWll)' wit-
hout • rulin1 on their •r!"•I 
for Wiler .;.his. 
I.ION INFESlf.I) 
Dehe ond Turne wmt hom• 
lhmu1h lion-infnt..S IKosll 10 
tc:f t!;zi:' ~:srlc f?I !· ... .........., 
... •• 11 abG..a lhe meetina-
Thcy - pla" 101ak.e !heir 
c... 10 the Uni1ed N.tiono 
Transition Assitonce Group 
!mpenbiftl Namibi•'s ch8nae-
to indcpmdencc - Sara· 
Rt-uter 
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lJl!t<irY]LiJj)?..~~'! l:'nkind t_o t~e des__ert _hunters_ whQ_m the !.~~tlers enslav.J#.:~: -~ -. A wretched 
~ ~r~"', · · - .· -~- people the 
· r:., heavens 
- ':"" ·:-.......:., -· 
Poi9onlng - _ PresefVed In a p.osJc stone age Wom~n an a l Shumkwe bar - Among squaller • . :......al problems toke alcoholism are nte 
A ~t~tched peoplt::~,WbO}llheaven for got 
HIUUui for sport.forad. into 
sufdom. chmed offlheiT.Jand 
_, NJ othersowhun Afriain 
11Wp/( have bun a.r bnualised 
:wt ddJa.ruJ as lhe Busiunen of 
"lltmhun Namibia. VlhU:h Is 
w~"fhe bulusuf a:pos1-
indepuidence JVamibia is .di( 
and of.fiuurdNJ/ftrs .10.tlu 
pwp/( of w Kalahaii 
By PHIU:IP VAH NIEKERK 
JOSEPH XOMAGA lay crying wilh pain m tbc sponc Wide o! • 
lhDrn tree somcwncre between 
obabis and Orimiopsis. His 1ocs 
·ere worn down and his .skm !'O 
~ !hal he could ha\-c bcm mo:c 
llthcaru>ld. 
"'"''l"'--" N/o.rnn flnshman. c .j 
know his aJ?C, bu1 he collld i; 
umbor "di< tyd wardal ~-"'" "''" 
< wirdd ,nvu her" - the urne I>. · 
en: lhe v.·huc .man siolc the world. 
when :be ln-ed off Lhc "''ild fruiu of 
:llcYcld. 
cA°""'l'~.hod three !!CflClllllO!lS Of •r -... 
nis -fa..~11 1 ~· "'':th tnm. llis <b.u~btcr, ..:,_ 
Mmh.:1 Afribncr. was l'Cscl/~" 
old. They h.1d J>ullcd the11 oonkr;· 
?:~· ~ ,._ , 
:au off 10 thc ~de or me rood.""' oi tn uGautcha _ A hUnter Dnngs hOme a twe Dancing, in umorm _ What can we say? The world is not really ours.· 
JicJlOOOQ:ly sun. .. ·tulc lbt ,:randchi;- Poc:tures: PAUL WEINBERC. Alroj>i· 
.lrtn""'1tofetch,.=iromant.1l · -m:c Amencanarnluopol"!'isllohn Mar- ""'handed over 10 Lhc: H=o ana mc:ra:noncsof:?OI B•uahooatOmc 
D)'"-1:1. . Suca:ss1"c laws b>· bolh German lhall ioul'Cd lilt Kalahari basin 111 Lhc: Kl\""1eo "homcl:Ulds" as l'rclon> ~· c:unp. " ·ho ore ttµrdcd as tho 
JieC'l:S on his :way back" from r~ - ~South Ai nC3fl c:Oioora! 3C1m1m.>· 1950 wnh tus father m search of lhc ~nuc<l 1i.s homelands pohcv '"'" 1ou2hes1 of lhc1~h. These men ~:1!: 
mvm~~~~J mGob:lhis tra:.aons. cutmm:umc m the ho .... · .a.nu nume:r~ot lc~end .. He found ~101atn uw:: wake of LhcUdcnda.1: be abJc to choosc.,,.iw:U)C'r or nOl u 1 
ior lbclXlm m his~ --a ')Our· Ar.0"'·1 A.cl o! 192.7.....s:;m.cw::cd uu: \hc.JuN.· ~1 - .. ll1c one sm~1e '""'1P Comm1ss1on. bushmanland usc ll ..(OQUDUC lhC1r can::crs-with Lhc.SADJ-
neyot sevcra.I days by CJl'tfrom the.~ .czucn:cr and <Jrovc the Busnmc:1 m lbC cnure sutK:onuocnt hvmg ~ Wai procWmcd a .. homcl.and" 1n m Soulh Afric:i. 
name. The ~.•'Cl"CICOUI' · no torccd bbour oatbcesc:r ~ hu.ntcr...µ1.hercn .. .:ind ::a few m 1hr 19'"'ft lh lS ·u.1 1 lhc waterhole Ho"°"'·cr. their tenuous sta1us O!S 
ms"tbc farms for JObS m the 'S!lmc h.omJ.cJ. rcrncmbc.rs bc1":?t. to!d to nonh of Narmb1a who ti3d ~wna! of ;..s::;rnt'.,..c~1 a N:inubtan.., u"Cllusm~ cons1cm.a11o:i 
~;::e~=rs .k:rvc tll(' vchJ.. Ji )1JU •'Cn! on shoo1- .accc:ss to iand :md waicr wh..ilc bunl· Seven! thouQnd Bushmen '10dav amon,:: Afnc:an sLoUcs ill the Lmn.cd 
lnb.is lifcumc.. K~a Md wn· :fo ~~:~:=she':d~~ ~~.~~: m)?.mtbeSldc. l"·c m abJecl poveny &round tuuons and at lbc Jouu Mormonns: 
nested an -cnurc cycle. Hts people to ~ or~ fer. the ~bacu- hr. no v.·:!cr 0 :" ~ ==n~o1:: =: l=:f~ar:: ~~ ~~u~: ~:S:1t ~~ :~~~e:::t~~ 
a.Id .:cone from- ocmJ: nomads to - 1USt a icw baodfuls of rruchc m e.ii dmtmru ll , while ~:uc.:iUy the sic- 1D:n t:a.uahons m western Buhm3n- vote. while et is hkdv Uv:\l • ·111 mo'"c 
sllocs-IO~ labourers IOnom:>dl.. a C:, l - reo1ypc of cute hule people n:is been laDd. Her. Bustuncn. renowned for on ID !>oU1h Alnc:I aJ.icr Ilic da::uom 
t=:~~Jl=!~W~bu~ Coloma.hsm m t-.zm1b1a. Hopped maocpopularby.suchflimsOll7hc lhcirWUmt:rackmf!:anunals , were lhc more Lhan 1000 t-.armb1ar. 
- .. ., ID Ibo lood. yo1ubd nol J:lSl snon or Ille 10<.ll ecnocidc UIOt Gods Ml/SI Bt Cra:y. Ull1llcd IS bloodhounds IDllwU do'O'Tl Busnman in :!OlilaU'1hon and lhcir 
nacd IOmamwrJ: prdcm.. DC'fdt the Busnrnoin ot ~U\ AiriC..l. 1lu.s image tucks Ule. rc;il true of the s-·apo gucrnlW. Among the SQU<H· T'C.btlVCS v.111 notbe:iblclOchoose10 
Far born Lbe rmmotic:m:d md m... i-or nundrcds 01-vc:ars. random J:h1stunn1 - of auchv -and dcb3:K· tcrs an. those d:nven from Wcstrm m<J\•c 10 Soulh AU.c.a. an SADf l't'll. 
lbologiscd J»ClUIC of lhc jju.srinU,, mass:icrc ur Busbmai WIS-Ulc: Darm . moll or bllllWUl)'. and o! llJc: lhcfl O( Capriv1. Soci1l P"'blems suc:h as al· rcsc:rn:iuve CXJDfrrmcd l.1SI -
people• nobk..l::uW:n WUh bow Ind l;. -.·as not only • • 1l11c r::..'??l . s p;i)· LhcJr bnd Ul3t never $.mppcd . oohol;tSm mes prosuwuon l1'C nfe M3T'S.bl l gu;S a.he former s.old1CT !:t. 
JJOIOlllll'(I STOW lmn~ in bannony = - blaCk pcopicaisocaunbul<:d The ~CSl Cap.-m- bcfwCCll the ,.,.,,.., thc solilicr.; hove been dc:m<>"- and their ~lier dcfx:ndcnis on lh< 
wUb..:auurc.. ""2DOSl of lUmibia's w U1c ehmtnauon or UIC coun~··s wal.CJ'' of lhc: J\.uncnc c)d lhc OU- iliscd under the N:u:mb1an.iodrprtt· b2scs would be •-ctcomc 10 be in -
3l oc:o RushmcD arc &oda)··impovcr· oiocsl 1run:!cnous mhatllWUs van~o-was turned mw • 1u11nc re- c1cncc plan. lca,·in~ lhosc • ·ho dt'- duded mto the co-opcr.1t1~C'J m W 1-
lsbcd ismwortcn.ar"Sfuaua"S. A~ hv LnC IY50S. the Hush.man hvcd ac:rvc in l~. antJ JU b 000 Bustr pend on 1ne tnsa m an even-more ·cm li~ ...... ncrc +.: n c~­
Namibla 1DO'\"CS ~ch 3Ddcpcn· O:: ! ~· on lhe mar,:1ns.1ar 1m:n otncr 'tnen mh3buants fled uuoAnp:olil.. be- ocspc:nuc awauon. bhsn1oi: sc.wcmcnu around ~mi.:.~ 
dc:DCC lbc: Basbmc:n pcopl< iacc --~ nu.'Tlall tetucmcus. m thc lllhosnua· fen bcm~ onYCD "1Ulh ol lhc bordcT -:11~ SADF "'lln" 10 rct:un the •«- and borchol<:s. and ... hcTc the llu.t,. 
~c:s tolbei:r'.lllFWYai. 01c Kaiar.~11.>cscn ol ADFolL bot· acam b\'lhe1'"2! . • v1ccs: of lb:' b:ut!c~cd 1 ~ ' " ' mm l!!"C tc:nu:tj! to~c• 1;!!J:C1' 
Wllerl lhc Gcamns lllrivcl1 .in l\. . sv.ocu am J'oiamWia. ·vasi iraas of former Rushman Iona ior.ncr-An~ol•n ! Kun~ Bu.nmcn lmrun~ cconomi . 
mlboa..shey .:mde-'WOlllld -on ..ban<· llu1 lllC suca:ss o l this pmft'CI de 
back. #ooun~ Bu.slm>cn on sii;t:. -"""°' on '1>1>C\hcr • h11urc 1':inu1>i::.-
Pl>oplc-wacmmcd m bonfires or ~ovcmmcni a11o .... "'"' °"""'OJ'l'1Cl ·' 
~:in rows 1rom 1rttS litcbil~ C.. If the Bushmen went on hunt in~. they were thrown ' or lhc Busnmc:n•o wc-um;cuemT 
As ia1C as the..:!9l0s. 1he Bmhmcn o! W ova tnc consc:n-auon o! Ute nch 10..,, -
Namib&a were acuvcJy....,.... >TT · into jail or shot. So they went to work for the baas .. -. •To PAGE 10 
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eFrom PAGE 9 
riCly of wildlllc 111 the .rea. A numb<r 
ol cmbn~cnid socc1cs nrc found her< 
and there arc s11ll !co" thal t:.as1em 
Bushmanland could be tumod into a 
µme ttscrVc - a move thal was fus1 
proposed l 0 ycan ago. 
Marshall dcscnb<s the Bushmen al · 
1cmpis to lann as a " biller struggle 
a~a1ns1 wall-l~wall hons thal lhcy 
have to ft,Rht wuh linlc bows and ar -
rows , 600 rcsldcnl cl~ts, troph' 
hunu.:rl\. safan comp;uues and an ::i:d· 
mm1inr.won lh.:Jt wams to preserve a 
rcw Ju/w:.1~1 ma pl;is11c stone a~e as J 
1our1sl ;.lllracuon. and dispossess Utt' 
1 rest." 
Consl.'.': rvauomsls counter lh:>.t the 
tourism 02n<1 trophy hun11n~ cou ld 
·bolster the Husnnun cconomv. It 1 ~ 
nn unrcsolvco m:n1cr. typ1c.ril ·of the 
con01cts bc1wccn human l~nd hun~ rr 
and w1 ldlil c con~rvanon tllJI nrc ~ =-­
.m!! cncoumcrcJ wou_!!hou t Alnc.1 
Mnrsh:lll's plan. however. could 111· 
corporalC al he<!~ IKJ() or lhe 31 !KMI 
bushmen m N~1b1::i 
"f:..:ISIC'm fiu'i.hmanland is lhC VC't\' 
smJll llf\ of the 1cebcr~ . " said M:!r-_ 
~h..111. ··1 he onf\· rca..'\On " ·e arc :able m 
help pc:oµlc 011 . .il ll 1s bc~usc we s1 :ll 
~ve a Jr.:i~mcn1 OI communal lar...!_·· 
' Bushmen are aploited 
bv both whiu and 
bl~r!. Conditions al 
the Herero ca11/e posts 
are ojun worse than 
on white farms 
' 
Most of 1hc rest arc fannworkers 
earning mca~rc w:t~cs if lhey arc 
lucky cnouJ?h to ~vc a job on Nam1· 
bi.il 's larec iarms. Their exploiters :ire 
bmh while and bl.ilck. Condmons a1 
the Hcrero t.il nle posts arc often 
worse than on tnc white farms. where 
•t lhe very lcas1 they ore provided 
with shelter. 
Joseph Koma ga ' s ,randdau,h1cr. 
Maria Afnk:lncr and her husband Jr>. 
n;is, were retrenched wnhout noucc 
by their whuc employer a few weeks 
a~o. A~ed in lhc11 laic 20s with four 
ch1ldrt:n, lhey arc people with vmual · 
l y no JlOSSClllOOS. 
They did not know where they wcrc 
,oin~ nc11 as they jomcd the small 
bands ol Bushmen who loday Slum· 
blc 1llrough the desert on donkey 
cans in sc:lrCh ol work. 
For lhcsc people nCJ<1 monlh's clec· 
tion is a far-<iff rcatuy, yet it could 
have a profound cfloct on their lives. 
As Marshall pomis out lhC1T expcri· 
c:nce is pan ol the overall dlspossc · 
sion of the Nanub1an people. A IDial 
or 60 pcrc:en1 or Namibia is while· 
owned or commcn:ial hind. while 15 
pcrccn1 lS set aside for rwure conscr· 
vation. On1y 2.S pc:rccnt is commw1JI 
land bclongm~ 10 80 pcrccnl or 1h< 
Narrub1111 pcool• - and people such 
as Komaga's fatruly have no occcss 
to It anyway. 
Ptrl\aps the bcsl ICSI O! whelhcr l'J · 
mibia IS really able to shalcC of! llS CO· 
Ionia! pas• .. -whether the youns staic 
C2n offer • d1flcrent futon for the 
Bushmen - and for tltat mailer a ll 
thc dispossessed downtrodden farm · 
....ootcrs and nrral unanploya! or Na· 
m1b1a- thc poorcsl or thc poor. Th.:11 
of noces~ity would mean a rechstnbu-
tton of l:ind. 1nvolv1nft some qu1te 
ndJc.al ecanonuc l"CSU'Uctunn~ . 
As Koma,a's dau~h1cr, Manha. 
UJd. dcscnbm~ UlC cause of her hun· ,ct on th:u dcscn rood: "Wat...,, 01U 
si? D1t wirtld u mos 1Ut ons s' r. 
nit" <Wh.:lt en we say? The world 1s 
- - · -· · " •· ~ ·· - · • I 
APPENDIXB 
List of people interviewed: 
(All people were interviewed at the institutions at which they are based). 
1. NAME: Mr Alec Campell 
POSffiON: Former Curator, National Museum and Art Gallery, Gaborone, Botswana. 
DATE OF INTERVIEW: 13.2.1989 
2. NAME: Dr Michael Ouver 
POSITION: Director, South African Museum, Cape Town 
DATE OF INTERVIEW: 27.10.1989 
3. NAME: Mr Dave Collett 
POSmON: Archaeologist, Great Zimbabwe, Masvingo 
DATE OF INTERVIEW: 2.2.1989 
4. NAME: Mr Wouter Holleman 
POSmON: Deputy Director, Albany Museum, Grahamstown 
DATE OF INTERVIEW: 7.9.1988 
5. NAME: Mr Gwilym Hughes 
POSmON: Archaeologist, ·Museum of Natural History, Bulawayo 
DATE OF INTERVIEW: 10.2.1989 
6. NAME: Mr Syd Kannemeyer 
POSITION:Education Officer, South African Museum, Cape Town 
DATE OF INTERVIEW: 19.1.1989 
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7. NAME: Mrs S.T. Nduku 
POSIDON: Director, Northern Region Museums, Zimbabwe 
DATE OF INTERVIEW: 7.2.1989 
8. NAME: Mr Cecil Nonqane 
POSIDON: Technical Officer, informally involved in education, Albany Museum, 
Grahams town 
DATE OF INTERVIEW: 8.9.1988 
9. NAME: Ms Sheryl Ozinsky 
POSIDON: Public Relations Officer, South African Museum, Cape Town 
DATE OF INTERVIEW: 23.1.1989 
10. NAME: Mr Brian Wilmot 
POSIDON: Director, Albany Museum, Grahamstown 
DATE OF INTERVIEW: 7.9.1988 
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Department, ucr. 
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3. 	 Letter from Archaeology Department, ucr to Time-Life News Service. 
31 July 1987 
4. 	 Letter from Time-Life to Professor Parkington, Archaeology Department, UCT. 
18 August 1987 
5. Time, 	May 4 1987: United No More. 
6. Time, August 31 1987: Letters page 
7. 	 Letter from Bwendo Mulengela, University of Zambia, to Dr. John Parkington, 
Archaeology Department, ucr. 
8 October 1987 
8. 	 Letter from K. Edwin Knipmyer to John Parkington, Archaeology Department, 
ucr. 
21 September 1987 
9. 	 Letter to State President Mr Botha from Archaeology Department, UCT. 
13 February 1986 
10. Letter from State President P W Botha to Professor Parkington and colleagues, 
Archaeology Department, ucr. 
26 February 1986 
11. A Man Called Botha 
Sunday Times Nov.3 1985 
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TIME-LIFE News Service 




14 May 1987 
We are concerned about two blatant misconceptions perpetuated 
in your review on the Afrikaners (May 4) • Both are myths 
which oriqinated within a settler philosophy and are latterly 
upheld by the Christian National Education system of this 
country. 
The •few brown skinned nomads" you refer to were in tact a 
society of qatherers, hunters and pastoralists which numbered 
in the tens of thousands, inhabitinq larqe areas of the cape 
and Namibia. In addition, "fierce Bantu (sic) tribesmen" most 
certainly were not movinq southwards in search of new lands 
when they clashed with European settlers. Archaeoloqical 
evidence demonstrates that the first farminq communities in the 
Trlplsvaal date from the 3rd century A.O. Natal and the Eastern 
Cape, scene of many settler battles, was inhabited by African 
farmers some 1000 years before the arrival of the first 
Europeans. 
Many academics are concerned by the pernicious and subtle 
influence of historical myths such as thes. It is mortifYinq 
to find your publication presentinq such inaccuracies under 
the aeqis of history to an international audience. 
Yours sincerely, 
Prof. J. Parkington R. Yates 
A. Manhire L. Webley 
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TIME 
TIME:~ L.IP"lt llUIL.OIMG 
11tOC9'1l,.llLLllllt CllNTl:llf 
"cw TO"" 1ooao 
l!:Ll:tAll~H L , WILSON 
July 14, 1987 
Dear Professor Parltington and colleagues: 
Thank you for writing in response to our May 4 cover 
story on South Africa. Our delayed reply, for which we 
apologize, is due to a heavy volWllll of reader mail. 
We aclcn.owledge with regret the fact that several histor-
ical points we made do not correspond to the situation as 
generally understood by schotara. Our ref P-ranca to "a 
few brown-skinned nomads" ucderestimated their numbers: 
the San and the Khoikboi outnumbered the white population 
for years. And evidence points to Bantu habitation of 
the Transvaal for many centuries before the Great Trek, 
discrediting the view that whites cet southward-moving 
blacks in the uninhabited wilderness. Whites had fur-
thet1110re encountered the Bantu well prior to the 1830s . 
Our errors were unintentional, and might have bean 
avoided had we considered all the available scholarship 
on the point. We have now changed our file material 
accordingly, and are most appreciative of your frank, 
informed letter of corTaction. 
The editors, who send their best wishes, value your 
interest in TIME. 
Prof. John Parltington 
Univareity of Cape Town 
Department of Archaeology 






! f '" r,l -~ I { W~"l·P,_ Vf,,~_,_.,vl..J (,'- L. ,, 
Elizabeth L. Wilson 
·JNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
• 
Elizabeth L Wilson 
Editorial Offices 
Time and Life Building 
Rockefeller Centre 
New York 10020 
USA 
Dear Ms Wilson 
Department of Archaeology 
Private Bog • Rondebosch · Cape 7700 
Telephone:65(}9111 
31 July 1987 
Many thanks for your letter of July 14. Ue5pite your admission of 
factual inaccuracies contained in the May 4 cover story we are 
dismayed that no attempt has been made to rectify them 
publicly. 
TIME is not only read with interest by an international audience 
but also by South Africans, many of whom regard themselves as 
"white" and would have misgL1idedly drawn comfort in finding what 
is demonstrably a prejudiced version of history repeated under 
the authority of your magazine. TIM~ has contributed, albeit 
unwittingly, to lhe bolstering of a racist, settler philosophy 
which a true majority of people in this country are struggling to 
eradicate. The battle by archaeologists, historians and others 
for a better· informed public perspective of souther·n African 
history is difficult enough without having to contend with 
misinformed authority. 
Simply altering · your file material rather than publ1sn1ng a 
correction of the facts is therefore wholly inadequate. We 
enclose a recent newspaper article demonstrating that 
disappropriation and tenure of land are still important socio-
political issues. Surely there is material here for a more 
satisfactory e:<amination of the "facts" as properly understood 
today? 
We trust you will give attention to this. 
Yours sincerely 
JOHN PARKINGTON 
Professor of Archaeology 
ROYDEN YATES 
ANDREW B SMITH 
Assoc. Professor of 
Archaeology 
ANTHONY MANHIRE 
-·--·-- -- - - .. ·---·---------
L'lfetfl!ve~~own rejects roe ism and racial segregation and strives to maintain o strong lrodilion of non-discriminolionwilh regard to 
.. rbat. rlilOf"'i"t:ll'ii:l'gende< In the constitution of its student bodv. in the selection and p<omotion of Its stolf and in Its odministrohon. 
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n• wuau •--•J&MMu.o• 
Dear Professor Parkington: 
TIM& 5" LI,.~ BUll..OlMO 
lltOC:••f"S.....ut ll;llJllfTll• 
Nllw •0'"' tOO•O 
.JOAN 0. WALSH 
August 18, 1987 
Thank you for your most recent_letter. 
As you requested, your letter of May 14 was resubmit-
ted to the editors and will be published in all edi-
tions of the August 31 issue of TIME. 
We appreciate your persistence, and that of your 
colleagues, on this point. 
Professor John Parkington 
Department of Archaeology 








~ 'D. wa.Astr 
Joan D. Walsh 
--------World--------1 
TIMEIMAY 4. tM1 
United No More 
The Afrikaners, Jong /i11ked in up/10/di11g apartheid, start to split 
''w 
'.,..., llud1nt: kw • 1 hul. South Afnn '1pononous1111em al I u11s11n,afcrac .. II 11alNun 1ndK"al'°" 
rt'lllOlulion 1,. ouf couft• racaal tqn:gauon But llw)' C'Olft• '""" I that the OlllC:t """" Afnllanen. "'• "'°'"· 
uy ~ uc alrcMI)' Mt Johaft tffytu. tlM MW kadu of llM: Ne- llw 'll'tttte int.. who rtumbc' DftlJ) ""'· 
1hc m1dM o( unc .,... derchMtM Gctdormcude Kerk 1 ... 0 .1... ICllf'I al llW: CQU'41rya AUrly 1' 1t11U.con• 
tic s1un "l"'cr -h::mcd churcl'lm:u1 H he I the Dukh Rdouned Church I. fnf many 1 •nh8bnan11 but I'""'' &sMrl 1Mtt clll1m 
·l~ncn " the ac:ac111 and bt'-ul!'.ll'""'1He.:n ~n one of aponhetd' pnnc1pal Jiii - to pol1ucal power suind un11ed no lonpr 
~=·::::~:·~~~=n,.:1~~~::!:i~1~:,~J~( ~ TA~fl~::: :,~: ~~~;=~lz,,:: \ ,o!':,~~ ~!''~:~~: :-:..a~t =~; 
dus arc,olu1 mnof<1Ur1)\ttm(>(.,.ah.1u \'°'the sp111111 b)' if1111l1n1 thal .,., •• -..nks C~ltoft Nftd•IJ' la FeCeftt poll 
ltrc arc r.irc:cd-c"'cn 1r we doo 1 l1k.c 11- IK'ln I'll \M r..:a rwpnMnUI the will ol 11wn them ,.~.I. bul lhl ¥ .... Me •nd 
.,. 11c 11mph· <oiccd 11> """ 1'1.:11"1d1 a11J 10 IM Ahftllhly bkmdlhH lhat •N ....,.,,, "" • lhel 
t'l:lft ""'""'" We f;:\t\ 1 aoon a"' lot\gtr 2t Al 5';1uth Arric•ft whitH ~ io-•rd ai.ctlOft ...... tM C'Ul.IRI"' ••II• ••• 
"d~ for the PH• JOO yuu lhett fin& ICM,_. elftuon Mt MA,....,. Ofl loll tlmoll '" Hftltwarrcc 
l h<M wordt 'fll'OUld ~ be sUfpris1n1 M1y 6, Htyns· •tr"l"I ii c~r proof lhll • ._,, _.. • _.._ .,..,...._...,... J 
r 1her ctfRrt from on• of the hbmil re: · the foru• of apenfMnd. •htch klokl IO ..... 1...-..-• .. .._ 11-.._. '-'" 
Ofl'ftCrt who h .. e Ion& OJ)polltd lOlft• tnOnOlilhic 90 the OUllldt "Of~ . It Show• ......... 4- I....._ ~ 
na.h;: ... ,.. - llNar im.peiatti ..... 
r " Anau lt 11• AfrihMr 1rD•lll 
ndYMry '' 
How do onhMry AtibMn b* • 
he d11ftcu11 thole•~ ... theM? 
Awn IO kWM o( thc'm 
• fra:JerU ...,n Zyl. a MICCC:Uful t.Mldi"S 
11;1ntnctor: "J don 1 wan1 btacks ao aaks 
"""' Soulia Afnu . b.H I don I lite U.. 
wa y that peopk treat t~ bf::icb either. J 
•1 Mr bo"' well. •lld 1~y hlr.c '*Cf'li::ll'll 
Of - · But hell. man. I "'°"'ldn t WllM 10 
lft ne.t dool" 10 lhem Still. when I ID to 
ooet.ll rnatcha • Rand $tad1WT1. I ,.. 
din tK- many of IMm Chere arc a"4 
hac - h111t lo make• deal wuh t"*'n 
n ordorr to """"'¥!:: .. 
• '"' "n Rcnibt.lra. a rail,_. Wl"lrter 
_.tMJ hcl'" u1 I toUP lr.tldM1t1 thtt Pf'O-
'tda )()CJ muts a cs11 b the AfrtkaAtr 
~ " I l\a\oen ·c made 9P "'' 1nilld. I 
1m noc h•PP >" ...-1th any pmny or ... , 
JO!Ky In Soulh Al11ca I daft 'I ~ 
:omPc1cty with aftylh•"I th::i1 11 bttft1 
tl'fer.-d I cain I chan1c ovcrr11-h 1 .. 
• Gawae Walker. who qu" h6' JOb u a 
•nil U.tCVtl~ .. JOllft • roundatoon 
•01i1n1 for •• end 10 apu11\t 1d 
'Chante lft &"9 cou..ky lu.i tel C01M 
~ .• Afntl.,Mn.. A• I .,.Rt to be in 
• /11, hou14..,1fc 11 ... 1n1 IM*r ,..._.burl 
1ho dtd Ml WllM htr l'laftW 1111:d .. If 
IN: ludert WW • lhat btacti.1 an H.,. 
CAI door . .-c CSl'I I do' If they •re 
Ian aftd "'°' rta11y. I -o11·1 obfttt But 
Plopt my th11drcn fi.nnh 1ehool bd~ 
'le bl1cks are alk>--td in " 
o. .. ~ <.sous. • traffic fdicemtn: 
h 1 ca1y to ba1e bbch r... tlCft 
~h cnmt eNI tenMl<a$ •ulf .,_. 
lack dn"'!" on !he r04ldl IO ....., 
11.a.t the hell would happen ii I.._ 
Ill" weft l~ a.- l1y1n- down the t.w. 
f'Y....: IO ~ "°"al aftd MY that I bl 
!OR cornfon.aMc wilh my owa peosik, 
.. 1 ~ns Afnhncr Pft'flla 8'11 .. aU 
!'09 IN.I chanfO will hl"T ID CIOIM I 
1n 1 u v I feel 1hru1cned 
lal\ln de VIUtc". who llnN S.CIDO 
:ns U>r\a \J'IC l1tr1PCIPO JlMr: ~w. 
wNtcs UC 81Wl.'9 WDfried aboul our ... 
tun u.s our ~·, .. ...._ w,·,. .a. 
.. ,. IWriricM. .,.,. .... ,. -- .... 
Md MG19. Tlle. Afrimn .. di5rNN. It 
theft: i9 a linlulhc. M ...a on. He CUI 
adlipL 11 lher CM COlllrul &lwir tllNedtfta 
aad .. can C'Ol\tnll aur a....ne.. U.re ii 
- f'laOn .. C&fll' t ....,... ... 1a1tt• 
:.n~ ., ..... ~ UWy ., ~ 
" H11ttle Wdtemw. a fann•r -r the 
Zimbeibwe bor~r. "I foueht IR ZiMbl.• 
~ tor ll ,.ars. Yn. I ~ Now 
rm tiC'lr. of fiahtiftl . I think Cher arc ca-
peble hers ol torun9 10M1Utin1 OUI 
•round a t•blc. Thaft whit •hould ha.,. 
ha,..,enecl 50 ,..rt qo. I doft't think M. '1 
loo lale." 
II ii difkuh ea ,.,.. fl"" CIDl'ICt. 
The landing 
" .. , . ........ _ l'lr 
....... w....1 .. -1..,..111-0. . 
liori;s ''°"' randonri Wl&cMcwl. bul k ii 
~ a>.et 1nany Afr;UM" nprd 
u.. ltadllioruil a .. rlhcid .. doomed 
They aMtclptM ti1n1tic..nt chan11n and, 
lhoush UAIOUI and •pp.-ehensiw:. insitt 
lheJ are rudy to core with them . 
Whether they ere really radr i.I anoth· .......... 
Anually. ewcn Afrihner .Uirticiant 
haw beirll procb1m"'I I« eo... &ilM 
that C:haftlC " corn1n1. II .. , i• 197' 
I.hat Pict koornhof. ltten M1"l•ter ol 
Cooticra1ion• and Dewck>pme:nt. '9lher 
bokUy aflflCluftC'd co a.. audie"" ift 
Wuhin11on . .. Apan-.uo aa ,_ c.MC '° 
know it ••dud· And none other lhan 
lhe CNSI)'. old lftOW ,., lkMht illiletarcd 
thtf lhe "Uptr•CIOf'IS ol tifftma W.Ch 
and the fulfillment al thent 111• form 
,.n ol the tcnuqy lor the pnll:CC'I._ ol 
9"f'JOM "- South Arnca " 
Thmt~._ ... ,.....,likc: 
link ,.... th,. .,..,.., ~ w.1it. 
..,., .... , ,,a&&H'• ''°"' bOlh the 
:::. ':":~~c a;t,..,;h~°':":W,;::,~; 
"'-• up a 1111 of wha.1 tit nUed rsforms 
ac.. ...,.. of CIOlllHih"able tian•fkann. 
~ti they «llttMl«I fMil'llY of CSMel· 
inc• le• of the more obnnAIOUI hauu-
... 1111 MkllCMCd by CM 200-odd •Pin-
Miid laM The law ndud1n1 blacks 
rn-. allic'91 labor .. "'°"' .,,.., r•1ndd 
bl 191' taboul I m1~hon arc "°"" mcm· 
bml. TM lllw fort..:H1n1 inwTracial 
.. ma ..... nt 1n ltU l he ht .. 4 PIH• 
books. 111rhach thtrrly rnu.cted a black ·, 
ri1ht to trawcl •rtd find • ,..,. job, .,..,e 
aboht.hed IAM ,._, Other. -~ ,.. 
fonns. ~ •• the cration ol t-., MPI· 
rw1c and eiowerteu ke11laiiw: chambtn 
lor South Africa s As105 •rtd a)loredt. 
..... introd\.IC«I but hsd ltule clfcc1 
•,.tw·s lalk ol rcfvrm ,.ased Jew 
ltacr. rtr'll1111. prffKUhtc under lM .... 
o( """' upecca11on1. became IO •ide· 
tprUd and Woody 1haa he 1Pnpi(Md a 
MM Mate of emcrtt:Mt last JUftC. An•· 
11m11«1 20.000. moult bl;acb al'Wf 1n•nr 
of them C'h1klrcn . M\"C ~ deu.1ncd 
Jaav••......,.•IU..htch 
E.a•tlldaCe.letfl•..-dlU°" .................... c... .. 
............. 1z.n......,. ...... ...,.., .. __._ ...... 
... ttaen CllllM ............. I wtthouc tnril SlllCI Che bc11nn1n1 o( the 
TIWC M•Y• ltl' 
If tht .,..;ar,., MR •lio.ed to "Ok. 1 •.ch lhen bc:pn •Nu'thin1 lram the had· SDwclO and 
:='":a.c~ •..::,.:=, . '::"::!",.',.~ I :fi=:Z ~r:e"8 ~n:. C°:,1': of:,~ ltt"' Tt::"dtncc ... , Nil hmMd tD JQM,.. 
lhe •inner by a 1Ube&lift1ial fNlfltn 1 Orornfo.nc1n nutrmd Slatton Pohce tned M'ltwl In Umm.t. a blacr.: IOiWIUhrp out· 
would be Nchoft Mandeta. an imsw• 1 to d1•ptn1 them. lhefl •rpllCd them •icle th• lndMln Ocun PCll'I ol Durb911 riot 
Dntd leader ol 1he oud•-cd Afncan N1- ' The Nn:he" auaclled 1he ofticers .-ilh poliin bun11n1 ,..pac1ed lefmnllt ...,. 
llOl\ll Cm11ra. IA f'fC .J wiw.t wife WMt· I r.'" .... elubl and fMC'het• acxft41flli IO tc:Mtded a hou5ie artd Of'dtfed Che DCCVo 
ntc hc1 becorM an 1n1ern1t.:incl symbcrl 1 pul.:c. The pohc ....... mt by Open1n1 penll to._"" IM tlulki1ftt OM M9fl came 
I ~:n!:!.!.~ ~na hi:~.: • ::·=~~r:e~=~':.::::!:: :':'! :::n:~,::~~,i::~ ~,:.:~ ::'~ 
I 
laM '-ftk '" DM of the ~ ouc~ fl!" beck to 1he untOtl hetdquane" and l'Je. oPerM'd tue fmm a ·~ and ..-.. •htot ....-ftn' •lf'IA a IC&le of .._..,..,. ._.. Nl'fldlhe ~1tdt"1 f1Mll7 the ~Kebmh dud Police flllfll lund tircMd« Nttn tlrtr 
d«l.sred la• JUIM t11 .1rMJ 1rmt«I 400 Pl""Plc IMtdr hou'\11 and tr1 111flrr lnsictc lhe """' the7 
ha..-:~::. =-.:,11~:,. ~~.,: i ::;:,•;:..,.CCII'""' aftd a cac:he ol AK .47 
I 
t.c .. of • tnic:la .. II "'" PHI a police I r....... .... , • ..., ..... -- ...... Iii "' l he ..,...,.,IM"I htlirn9d all this •IO-
f'lrack fmUnd '" Sowc10. the hu(l'I Mlct I,_..,•~ .. .,..,.,,• s-4a Afftu 1ir_.. on .l(lltl'llloftht U•c a"4 put.1.:1) 
1ow"sh1" outs'4c Joha1u1etb\l'I Ttw I...._.. ..... _,......,.., .. ,.. .. .._. .,,rwd bmti.. and c:.twr CIJUftC•• ·~ 
bb• r.:1lfed one "'-• ln•I* and WQlftd · ta,_cal9..-qmtrr. S...h Afro' norcherft b;lnkr toWOCI cwn-
ed 6o4 nCIM~ Sil tlo.lrl lllet a bomb••· \'lldlft& lheM wu-. aid. o.i S.turc&AJ SoNI 
plodtd under a perked car 111 1ht •flu1 ! African co••unaftdal auactr:d IM btftbt· 
IUbufb ol May(atr. shan•rint wtndowt I ln ....,..._ ratlrmd dash. ia Gcr1nis- an ...,_.n ol l 1V11tptOM. tito."'I yp 1-..o 
tnd Manl"' a Arc .,.. e:aM ol ,.. .......... ,alKe killed b!.t1khnp •nd itlhnt lhoe Pft111k who ht· 
COl\:~~:":.la:..~=.J: ::'!' ~ 1 :.:'u~~ *::::~~ !:k~ too~~::::\:"..:!! ,:::Lace in 
~=,:~~':!~:,~·::a:,.~; I ===~~~.:::'~"'::: ~ ~:: ·=~~;' ... -:n..., ~: 
Srf\ICft IWOcflly •nnuuMed 1Mt Hy I the cm.cl wl(h wtiir- wap to CWOttM ap11111 1he ... "held p -
::~!; !!:' ... ,.r,:, '0w':tk .: t ..!: ~:·t~~.:;';.::, '!::~!:; :~"::11!.":r:'::'!~:. :e;:,:; 
I 
._dhnc arn...cl . 1Ml1 1.000 """'lr.ft'Cn I Plflt IO pnilell .... .:,pgl pobcc actioM will M\'Cr compmmi.e °" t8C18I -r;ttP· 
l"°"'9d ~al lhelf pill: Urie ottwr 16.000 ap1nN mU-tlnlltrt T-..nda ll8ycd ~ lioft lft """''"'"""· hcul"I afllll ........ = '::,11!!t':1~"") Md """"'· 1 ~a~I=-;:!a!:-~'°""~ I :::·c:.::;: •~"'~'i:a': ~=::::::=;; 
Aboul 50 bLacb •rmtd w11h u• a,.. vfttil all tu. •nd &&ti tena 1111t1 ... ,. I <OftC'Crftlld •boul Che rillolcet 1My llRUll 
~-.. al HMfl'l'll:f; D'M t.D al lhinn 
at9 stiU uftdtr anaa . .,,. b&Kk ksrdcn rc· 1 
~ C"l'Sft to ........ wi01 8ol.N Vf!teu 
,.. arHt to ..,.iv. the 4 .N.C. and bq1n 
fittfl'ltlllll'WIS on a M• and ckMc:lcrstK 
eon11111.11iinn Some AtrikaMn.Dfl tlM c:.h -
" hand. meted to all ulk ol refor"' u if 
it ..c•• the "'Ork al d• devil. Sil.teni Na· 
li<'flahSC fMmben o( Psrl1anw11c broke 
with lolha and formed the new Conser-
"9tlwt hrtJ, plcdeed to tottl aS19rthe1d. 
,..rtwandfof'Cvcr 
Centt"ll to Uw Wusioft of 1penhctd, u 
d«rttd by the major •1repuon "'"of 
1ttc 19)()1. . .,,.., lhe fant11sy1hat5ca.ith Afri· 
e1 '•blacks c:oukl bt k: .. lly 1n1ped lo ten 
•~ lribal Mmclands •nd tMn I 
ednuued to•hiteSouc.h Arricaonly u 1ni· 
1nntworken. ft0lc1ai:rcns Thc,..htiesof 
yrMnt1.a1K>n ft'IOClr. 1tta1 ftntat)' . a"d uy· 
one walMkriftl around C•pe lown OI Jo-
Mnnnburt today tart we blach lllU"I l ~ 
nad 10 111rh1tn"' rna.au,.nttor hftl"I up 1• 
I 
the •ma beinlnna caueue 1a bt .....S by a 
blaclr:telkr NobodJ"9Ul'priledtoobler....-
a black ,,..ffic pohcem&fl UCkCllftl a whllt L. 
w~,.111•11opqn. or•"••WM:k4nd· f I _. 
whHccouplctd&ftlhllrtdsutN)' .. lldtr I ' 
tnlo a vtdel>rc"tlll More 
I B 
1111 wnture OUI 1n10 the Alnk•· 
..,.,. Nral p1aueland ,,. the I 
T,..n .... ul or the Ofanp f,.. 
Stace. and apenhcid b:lk1 ahwc 
J and .ell Th• ArnkaMr dn.,1111 tu• bilA · 
I 
"" lpKk\lpl ricks alone '"the fl'Ol'lt Mal. 
wh1k htt black labofen aq-.11n the bac:k 
{)uUtde OM Wack• Nl ellllnt bnM and • 
drtnk.1fli '"1111 thcy hewc boucl._C ~. """ '"' I "'' 
MarbJ corMr tcort. whK'h h•• • counter 
ror "aows only There it no ob\'iow hoe· 
111111 here. jyet a MMI that lh" ii how 
I 1h1nJt are. and al"'11)'t wtfl be Al the 
Lard made them 
Whit trad11ionally united ths Arrika· 
,.,.,. wH no1 ;ust thew lanlUll'I 1nd tl'llCir 
rctiJM!lll hut •ha ,...,. httlOfY of ... ,.,..... 
and QPPf'nsion. Tha7 tre ~ """"'a"41 
w:ry a•aH of their ela1m 1M1 they talM 
to this \and,.,.. WheR Ju.,.,. ".tieeck 
dnembar\ed a\ the Cape ofCrcld Hopr ill 
I 
16U 10 c:t11bl1th a ~y U.llOft for 
Dulch ~ Ind~ C°"'Pl"J ftDllt u 
rwt• to Ind~. he bMld ftObtwcly •.npt a 
few brown·tk1nM4 nomedt. ...-hofn tha 
+ ()ulctt calkJ nouemoi.s ~ ... R.tllleck 
I 
ck1er1bed 1hnl abofi11ncs u a "41.tll. 
rvde. la1y 1nd stln••"I nat~ ... 1nd ~' 
ofthltM ~l)y d•d 1n H e,..INC 
I ol amallpoA, Wouaht °" • C'OMPl"J lllil ftofl'I India to dD tM haY) war•. the Outcll settlen. who .,..,e tmM JOMd br a 
l 
"umber or Gcrmam end FntN:h Huaut· 
flOI NfutftS. brOllth• ifl tia\'IS. fftO&llJ 
lrcwn MedapK.lf . MC1rambiquc and lhl 
Duich East lftd•H Thus uw _,,mal rel•· 1 • 
11onsh1p bc:t'llfffn the Afnkafltn and the 
blac k• tnoll furm 
Tbe Rr"11M aut.ocd itt 1 lt) and IClled 
\ 
the C.1pc Town M:t1kmcnt .. 1111 no rel,... J , 
1.1fKaonn sa.cep. tl't.81 they Wl!ftl~ IO derl:r I 
IN: w.1e1.c 111c tO France'• lnd111 tnd&. 
~ ew:n ancr rl'llC deJcal ol NapdeOl'I . lhe . 
I ~:_".:~a':J':',~.:::n~ :~,-~.nmj~ ~~~~-
- -- I 
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.. _ .. ...,....•:c ............. 100Ul ..... """? .... '-................... IM• ... lll-r ............... ~ .... l.90t 
fee\ WU. fO MU"Pf\Mft .. J . M)Whcl lhc •pPI• 
me fof more h ... 1n lhtS t,int t h.11 he 
alled for new t_..11»1 lh1n1un1 lhat he 
could tl"\llh tns crmct on 1he n9ht bf Utn• 
,.,,,."'fun• pq1bm o( unoptiobta 8uc ._ha KJOWt bond h1tntitlf confronon1 21n 
un,,_.eakn1ed .. .,. o( cnocnm from the 
· 1cn • wh.c:fl "'Jcft onl~1n rel.iton 10 Afn· 
hncr ll°MllMJnahttn This cn11c11m Q.IM '"°'" 1hr. 1mport1nl dlf«Uons· 
Tlr ""'"''"''"• &cc:eUMtl 11an Ide · 
okJty H -II U I PoW<f 1JSICfR, •P'tlhcld 
nc.h lhc Afr1k1ncr 1ntotlhtcnts1a "° .... 
ple1n •nd ""'"'' m WOtk1np Thi iAI ... 
k.:tv.illl nn1cr of A(nk.ancrdOm • CM 
Un1 ... cn1t'I' of StcUcnbe:Kh. 1ust OUIMIM 
C1pc To-n . and Sttlknbotch tt i • ,....,. 
m0tl Hnot only 11c the 11..idcnu 1ncru ... 
mp, d1 ... ff"tcl.I Wt bv•• bvt 21 Mft ... 
acadcma r«cnur rt-si•ned "' ptO«ett 
frum the Naoon1I Pan y and issued • 
m.u,.fnco dcm•"4•n1 abohuon of all " re· 
s•lt"9h of apanheld ' Wht-n tilt (.'ape: 
l o•n H11w•11hM M"'lp&Ptr V.• IJ1111'fn" 
i.111mlMCld the lftt--t aJ "'1n"1af" becalm 
lherot were only l1 protntcrt lft • f1oeully 
of mfllfc tr.an 100 a• addllkWtll )01 
prontpcly 111nt-O thot m1ntfu10 and pr1>m · 
itcld 1n.1 mor• ~~ - add tMtr "--.. The .,.,.'"""ft4 11 1M aiou .. ol 1u owrt -•n1n1tn. 1flct1wc:· .,.._,"ft S1cl• 
!en•~" 1;.g-..... .... rroiulol Sam,... 
T•nwltQ"""9. • IU41n1 Nehonel Pany 
•d"'""· m1mbrf ollh.I 8t°"°"1t1Md Md. 
ur11.i !Ml wu Ired .._ fftCMlll for )Olftlf•I 
11M ll. 'l'iA cM.....,. ol eM Soulll Arn-
e .. .....,.,,.,cOl'P "TM fOW'ftMettC 
11 ...,. ,....,.,., to •dnut mtttek• fl 
·' 
:'~:-,·:::~:,=,:~~~~~·~-::: I :.~~~=1~,;':c·~w::c 
~":.;,:,.~:,~:':a,:,;,!': I ~";,.!',:a~:;:':,~,::: .:.t-•1urc. 
u "' fnor ol rul rdon11 TMt wwl,.... I Ho"cllst Andre Bnnk IJ(no..,fn/,-4 rllf 
CIDlmCUC. to,,......, ""'''"" COl'IUOi •• '"' NI*"''· tome°' WtloN WOfll; hH bee" 
.. Pcu1 •mn aM 11Crto11,..0 ... ~nned 1n $.>uth Aft.ca. •trees: .. 1' faced 
.. NM kwltcr ,._... anyQM," WfOla U · 1 w11h the. ul11ma1c choKc bc't~n 1h:iun1 
°""«oftMll MCMn. Ph1'°"°""'1 PIOfn. •nd IOIAI under. lhc M:iMdill complu 
IOll will .. E1w'"'"9. '" 1ttc S..J., need not pre~•• There 1111111 a chi11ncc-
ToM1 ol JofwlllftCltlut) He daunal 10 ba un1tl 21nct d1mumtun1 nipMlly~ enter · 
apak1111 .. """ ror. , .... ........., .. I lllf IAIO lhc ll1nd of it..al-.":hC with lhc l)fct-
•ho b' • .,,....,,.. Mimbar ol ~ I Cf\I wtuch may open up the future " I 
pmipM, 4anon. ~. UM ,,.,....._ I Frcdcnll: -..n Z yl SL.bben _.., teadcT 
.. ...... .,. .. ont1 1Uflt1T\I b' MW I ol thc oftic1al opPl)MhOn. the Prova.1" 
wMu.. TMJ •• .,."' • ...._ pgftllC!ai 111'1. I Fc.dcnl P•n1. unul he ra11ncd 1n d1Sf!\D4 
a rhhonc wtuda itC1M1Ciliatarp. UM.I.,... U.u yar, '° hu cn11cistns arc hardlr new 
...................... , _ _. .. car..., ..... , __ .. 
,........, .... n...-. .. 
........ arrttmy. 
•1 9.,, ht 11 altoJ a fofmcr 1)fotn.u.. oi IO.'.KJlo.. 'I "'and thut well tuned to \he new moud of 
!. lftteUectwl d1ulfccuon. He blama Bocha 
~ !of much ol 1hc d1scon1ent . " He 11 an •u· 
i lhotU . aNn 1'reslden1. WICOtnfonat:H wuh 
: , q\llC:MIOfttOI' dtl<\UIOn In lhc pGM . lhc Ha· 
: 1 110nalPany..,..~ltcel : now8och11cll1 
;l It •h.11 IO do Th11 hu em .. :ulued the 
: j P'.,!.•mcM The party l"thful reel th.at 
0
1 lhcy Mw kliM <Onlro6 O><e' their Onunr .. i 0( the onetime !anncn who 1uU 
• PtOJdl)' cdttlnte 1• •nna"fCf"lllry ot lhc 
Gn.t T,..I«. Slat.t.n .. ,.., .. Afnkanct1 .,.. 
"°"' bow ..... \tC)Ptr mtddlit ca... lhc 
Biabtletla ol 810&mlunktn. They uc bi:-••n· 
~to"'" MMft\lcld o( thew rim1m. 1·i. 
tnbal .... att VllllltSkftMfta, Af ...... .._ 
fll"'IClft)' Hd -..n&J.,.. CNmbll"I " 
nit d*"'9. Sot.Im Afnai • oftiaaU1 • 
ChnMiM ••Md....- Afnhnsn \A• · 
t.hiril"Cal.,...-MiPM&maultJ ln•Mvp. 
~.....,. whcf'9 Afnku•rdom tUU 
l\nallJ ach119Wld th• Mrill..,,.n' '"9ftll 
in 1M dldioA of IN. Hs de:Uw:d Smuca 
•nd 11M lntu.h ••lkle"" un0cr • ,..... .a. 
::;.!~T~~ .. -:,:: ':~' ;-~;:. 
pwe4 bJ 11M l n uall Parllamnt. laad 
bamd W..( b rrOf'A tihuna '" IM It"*· 
1"'". TM Nau.a L.1'14 Acl.t ol 191J .... 
n10kWd a few *<k "rn1na" ~ 
d 1 11M'Cl 1hs Rl'MHll"I IJ"' ol this lllllOlll 
b whlln h11.ernc.al ... •M proacnt..s 
U (H back U l902. 
8 iA thnl ...,.,.. ful1 pnm1U..,. etlorU 
in ••"i"' wtuY: po.er. TM apanhledd 
M i \.111'1 AfnUICf "'''~· npn:aitn(-
ed a• au ~pbfolna Jek:dulJ. • ¥WOnof 
bow ti la thowiW bl orpa!Md. OM d I,.. 
Ant tnUIUfO. 1hc rrotuilMIOft o( M1Md 
Marr\l.PI Ml o( 1949, OMI ,.- ....... , " 
pcom&tld . .. IM(tly •llo ...,..... llG 
whach ~' TM PocNYt""' Re1nuau:. 
A.cl of 1950 Pf'O\'-.litd ct.baraie dafinl\IDN 
ind ,.p.a~ and,...,. now about I .c.» 
peop. ,..,...,. yc.ar af!PJ 10 pt new.tried 
frol'lll OM: "" IO allCll.Mr. TMt .,.me .,.., 
the ORMP An::M Act 1rnpooMRIS th~ '°": 
crnrncnt 1a i.apl'ODl. t~ndtol """'"- • ·-:-
mo..,. U~tfl'I cltswhcrw. In Ups TOW"• 
Oiu nct Sia, i;it t.umpls. llMM 70.c.»ctll· 
oredl .. ,. nrnowd rrom lhilll buldana 
Ind Y~nt M1fhl:a.Wl'IOl.ld Ind Nuwed &o I 
~pnlflllC'\llUt.NdelO'WftlOIMIUWll" 
otd ....... ~ ba ramd Hd rcp.a::ed 
wuh •lu\e bwk,_•nd "•ah~. ManJ 
wMc:a ...,,_,ltd U'ul KPlima. ..,,....,..., 
&ftd .... t'Ul9d MU mMIN a wria ol -.. -., •MS t$19-f1Mt4 1'tlll tiiecorM ID• 
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IXM"t hts!Of'Y "'t 11cn·1 1hc 11anJ1;aru ;an)'· c11.I rcitn c\K>ni o( ap.1nhc1d arc absurd 
.,_, WcanE p.1nncn And ttow w aci .;u ;i, " I ..:annot understand ... he u.11J. " how you 
raiion"blc panncr. 1ha1' the ch1.Ucnsc ·· c1.n \!;and 1n 1. hf1 with <1. ~~ell man wnh a 
n, "°''"'"' """"'UI One of the toolhoa 1n h•• hand. but when he putt o n. 
mott cloM:ly "'a1.; hc1J ra..:n m nu ,l weeks I iutt yov want nott•ung to oJo w11h /'um ·· 
clu11on Pill Ocn1s 'Wo rt1U. "'ho rn111:ncd I EYtn the shado wy l:i rocdc:rbo nd . 
U "'mbus.aJor lo l o n<Jt>fl co c h;il!cnp;c wh•JM whok potpou IS to wo rk fu< Afn. 
hn li.umtr luiJcn 1.ga11n 1 l.hris ltcuntl. k<1ncr power. 11 bcg1nn1n1 w make 
the Muustct of C....vnswu11onal Oe"thJP. 111 ;r.n1c noucs Fust II fUtcN (JU( a°'°"t 
mrnt. •ho u c t.uged .,,uh dt Y111ng ··re· I .000 members who h;iid 1pht wuh the 
ronn,·· ch.111 .... ,11 a.omrnetw malu 1hc rt· N1111onah1u 10 rorm the uhranaht Her· 
ma1n1n1 clcmcntt. gf •p.&n ht1d more 1111tc tReconmtuU:d l National Pany 
pala1.1oble .. D1rfcrtn1 1rouP1 anll people Then. last yur. ll bcpn c U"i::ulauna 
u.111 u commun111u, '" arguts lleur111 a mona 1lt membcn a ··v.ork1n1 docu-
l"bt Group Arus Ac:I lwh!Ch tc1rc1a1c1 mcnf" thll canwa1M4 opuuonon the idea 
re.J,(nual aru.1/ mllo.u 11 pi.>Ulble for of • mulllrK .. I 10\l'Cfnmcnl. ··nic n ahu 
tMtn to h"e as .:ommun1uu ·• 
W
.,., rall emph.aucally re· 
,lt..:u •wo..:h ruwn1n1. 
"'All remn1n11 0/1part-
PltHI muu be abol · """"°· · U.)'t. he ··The 1ovcrnmcn1 
ii wuucad1n1 lite pubhc"1 rcad1· 
naa b lundamcriu.I Chan11 The 
co-iti'l' ycanu kw a tharc-d 1111ion 
ohhc fut11rc . bJt the 1o-wcrnmenl"1 
rTiDr"' proinm l\a.s 1hut down 
WlutaSoulh Afncant olall pan.c1 
arc 11"-<I ol t t'lc pemmcfll not 
fac1n1 in !ask O nly lhe abohtKM 
ol lpanhcid ... ,u cru11 lhc en,.I• 
t'DlfllMnt for nc1ouacion1 ·· 
Oupll• Worra/1"1 opum1trft. 
rec•nl ~'' t l'low him tr11lln1 
HCW111 br 111 prrccntaac poin11 
8la they alt0 snow that many 
... ct! Wllh 1'111 Uf\IJnel\i A IUf'VeY 
i11 u 11 key urban con111n•nc1n re· 
pone46 that 4'<\. ol thc 't0tel'\qu1C1• 
tllOrlad beloc"cd lhc 10,,,crnmenc 
had ~ k.cpc HI pf"OmllC'1 ol re-
fonri. 0 4'\- 1hou1h1 thc NatMW"tal· 
ili&Md bnn 111 po ... ., IOO lon1and 
• IUl'Pf1t1n1 Jil l " ra .. ored "'-P-
Pl"C •h• Gr<>up. Arnt Acl 
Olhen ue J(Mn1n1 lhc J111y 
rt. moat noubtc 11 W y111nd Ma· 
1ui lno rclauon LO lhc IOundu ol 
•Plnhl~I . •ho announced lh•l ne 
- rn11n1n1 irom the N•uo nahill "° I ol 111 1roupa 1110!.lld ba advanced and fw.I · 
ca"'pa11n iol' ti is own Kai u an 1n.Jcpcn· fi lled." 1t said No.,. Broedcrbond C.:hair-
lknt ""The '.'11110f11I ... n,. 6nd1us.elf1n a man Jan Pieter de Unae 11 1peal11n1 U•• wllcre 1111i.:.1n111111Jeofoa)' •nd ,.~ I openly of a .. Ucmcndo.ill l\ccd fOf mon 
u W\.lblc. h,) re c:>1a.:e 11 .. uh a ~1(;y, · Yid I contact lbclwttn ra(;csl to bui ld up mut11· 
Ma.Ian ""I d •d,...,. c lath wuh 1hc NatWJnal •I unden1.anio1n1 ·• 
PanJ. I c l&u.cd •llh m)' con1eic:ncc. And An.aclltd from both kR and n1h1. ~ 
1n the end. com..::1c:nce • Int " lh• 11 cams-~n1~ Ha "' modc:ra1e"' wltft 
AnO'lher n:bel n E.11het U tegan. a to- a ferocity th.al only Afn .. ancn coukJ con-
, .. 1 'IWOfk.u and bus1naa•oman who re· 11dcr mo..kralc: Ch0011n11he U S aa h11 
MPtod r,,,.... ttw !'ola1ionah11110 nm~•an faYOf•t• tupt, Botha u an el«uon rally 
u la 1n4cpen.llrrN "'People htoe 1n ft.at ol lft l tcl'llc:nbur11n tha Traru.wul dciciared 
tht r\llurc, · sl'IC .. ,, ·· y.,., muw. llYe th.II the: con1rCU10nal uncuon1 a1a1N.1 
,..,._. t1o9a. and 1N11 e1 what I am 1a1tun1 South Arrtca mc&flt lh• Krcmli• .. had ua 
....... How liof\1 c.an .... 11&y ui con11°'1 worfl don• b d 1• W&1h1r111on: · Wawina 
W'a. ablM. ow ctukSrtn1 Ap•nhCMi hill arms. loth& U"&s.Med. "'Souch A(nca • 
m_. .,_.. tM sapcec-1 of Am.,in"t bad COft• 
Such oPa• tpftlll ara 11111 rare. but Iha actcnc., lb.MJ Iha South AfrKan .,.,.rn· 
,.. .... Afttk•Mr dPCOll~I • Mv1n1111•f· nv.nl ia not pllparW IOawnil'MMf." Sot. 
facll ...... - piX.IUCl&l'W kJ)'al IO l:lollY. 2.000 Afnk&M1'11 .... &o lhur '-1. ·~ 
,........ MHUatU Ro.kif tMPi.lr: " ) Botha plaud1 ... ••141y. Cal'T')'iq hit call'lpaip 
(ftlO NUum W> lM Prc:s..CS.nll 1~ an dac· to nsu~ Sulkn'-*:h '-' weU., 8otha 
um raUy llYI -01 1hatIOflll&of1hl 111> cLlllMd tlYt "rcfc:wm. CIY•aa aM ,_.... 
II 
flMt:. M A'r' • 1~11 
>llll ••t 1• 
,., .. run "' hke • &olden U1rud"' 1hrouglt 11\C 
h1\101y of tht N•11onal Party Those wh-> I 
thought o thef'ltl'1w. he declared. ··,hovJJ 
be H hamtJ ofthcmwl~u ·· S1vdcn1 hcd · 
!us 1n the back "°"'k J 1.-.J JCercJ .i B.>· 
th;&. a nd gne of 1hcrn asked •hen he 
W()Uid r1t1trc ""If I feel hkt I do 1on111h1 I 
you're ILllcly 10 1ee a .10>.ld dul more of me I 
II\ l hC (1111.IR, .. he tatd 
fi ve paftlCt arc compr11n1 for 16"1> 
parhamitnlary IUIS In the May 6 tla:uon I 
To the n1ht o( the rulma Naiion.ahsts a rc I 
the Con1tniat1\'U anJ the cvcn more rt · 
11e11onary Hcn1111c N111on11 Put)'. 10 1hc 
kR the New ReputHtc Pany and the fro- I 
arc:t11Y'CS The u1rcme n 1h1 Afnhan\C 
Wec111and1bcwe11n1 (Afr ikaner I 
Rcsist;ance Mowcmcnl). 1111 all· 
white ncofaS.ClM movement led by 
Euaene Tun Bl;anchc th11 a&J YO· 
catet tO\al rac 1•I t.eparahon , will 
not lidd candidates 1n the elci;;uon 
Mir the Na11onah11 1ovcrnmen1 
comn back 1n1o powcr," pred1c1ed 
an an1110,..rnmcnt campa11ner al 
a muh1r.c1al C.apc: "fo.,.n r.lly lh11 
month.~.,.. w11i tallt lhn at• 111· 
ft.II that you have re,ected our pa11'1 
ol pc:acdul pfOI~ .. H• warned ol 
wioltnc• Mon a tcalc ne~r 1ecn 
bc(Ofe." 
Botha'• Na11onahau - hold 
a command1n1 126 t.eatt. lnd all 
polbttn and upcru prcdw:t they 
•ill tll&U'I thtlr maJOfll)' . But Bo-
11'1& 11 •acid. and the 1truglc to tue:· 
cud him 11 eapcclcd 10 ttan IOOfl 
•Rc:r tha alectK>n Pr.ifcUOJ Sam· 
pie Terrcbfanche e1111na1cs that 
lhe '"1nh11'11ertccf' w1n1 or the par· 
I)' amount• to ablk.11 JO"' and the 
f'C•CllUl'lary nahl .. 1n1 to llWlher 
~. w11h the Rma1n1n1 40~;, 
t pre&d OVl betllll>'Ctl\. The: '*ll'lnu 
mun (ac• ntw ekc"uon1 1n 19119. 
and th.al cl•sh n1•1 acnctatc maJOf 
chan1a. new lhanmanu, even a 
new pany. 
Still toef'J' much 1n qUCSOQn . ol 
COUl"M. 11 •he1hcr 1hc 1mPtnd1n1 
chanact • 111 be c:nou1h 11 lcut to buy 
tomtllmcforfurthcrchan11a. Andlhedt· 1 
m•nd ol 1hc black m~prity 't lcadcn. both 
1n and ao..t olpnaon. a.a noc 1uu.c han1c: but a 
chan1e to black ~r An clcc11on w11ri -
out blaclr.s. one: So-to M.adcr 1a1d lut 
.,..k. u "obscen.."" Botna and the Alrika-
rien rc:t.11n lull control o( the 1nstrumenu 
orpo-r· almott all 1hcolfo.:cr1 of1hc: .. ell· 
C1Qu1pprd pohcc: force arit Afr 1~ancn. 1n.J 
the army aa unquauonablr the bell on the 
COftl lnent. tsu1 lacan1 tl'le an11')'dc:flanceol 
t fte btacfl ma}tWlty, tacked bJ the cc:unorn-
tc and moral oppo1o11ion ol the outsuM 
world. the emblltled Alnflane~ sam a1 
lal410t.bl-.1Mtron procla1moddctar· 
m 1N1hOn 10 m.a1r11a1r1 apanhc.ci at all 
cosc1. Doth1'1 lon:n "'•)' .,.u1 • m•JUJllJ ol 
lh• w"-1• \IOCat• Mal wc:cll"•••tMXI. bu& 
hlalOl"pptWl'l .. 1a.eaY .. l.._IYKLOJylD 
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fullOWI tht c*J Nia. Suw.J•Y 11 suiclly a 
d;i)' "' pt1}'tr and r• and ror P1ilrn1I 
ruJ1n11r.om1h• lut"'r·bow\d fannlJ 81· 
ble n0 1p;:in1. no ftth•l'\I. no tckvwon 
The O\.it~n Reformed C hurch came 
.. 1111 tM on,11,11•lllefl1n 16U. and al· 
thoulh It a11.:l•1J IM ftnt b{a(ll. ll&\'4110 
...or1h1p i.occ1hcr with thtir mau.en. 1t &J•· 
crud 1n 1 IH lhac t»acks and ,..hn n must 
1ucn&J Mpar;ue 1otrw1<u . Bc..:111M ol 1tt in· 
su tc.-.c• 11\.11 •panhc1d 11 the will of GOIJ. 
1ne No a; hu .omcumcs been relerre&J to 
u the ··N.u.,nal Pu1y •I pcaycr ·• 
The c.arhac faint illfrtn11 or d11.S.Cnt 
CW::(urted l.D 1974. when th•I year"• l}'rttld 
dcpafltd from the uad111on1I affirmauon 
th.111 l~nht1J denYed direct ly from 
ScnpLurc. anJ u.td only 1ha1 apartheid 
.... not I.ti any way cOtHraf'J' to Scnpturc:. 
Th11 d1ucn11rcw11ron1cr 1n 1980. when 
e11h1 1hc:060plri1 pwbhshcd 1 11a1cment 
ptoutt1n1 the "app1rcn1 inability ol 1hc 
1nt11\\1lu>n1hud 'hurtl\ lf'I Sou1h A(rn:110 
full'ill 1~ God-aivcn calhl!I or rcconc1h1· 
llOn bct•ccn different riu 1rouP1 · In 
1912 chc 111ht 1rew to Ill m1n111crtc1ll· 
1n1 on 1M "o "'· to pl&y a .. mucll lfMlU 
role ol rf'Conc1hatiun."' and ll'loulh 11'1111 
year 1l)'ftod1:lc.:1ed an eminent conMrw•· 
ll" t H mOIJe/'21ot. 11 de.:1d~d th.a t the 
c hurch t ta.:1a l pohcy should be .. cJm · 
11\clely rev1t.cJ 1n \he h1h1 of So.;npiure ·· 
W
hen lhal JC"llWn time up IOr 
a dcc1s1vn lau 1.A.·1.ibcr. the 
t yrwd completely rc '"l:nc:d the 
church"• tnd 111g nal 11a11d 
""T he: Dutch Rdocmed Church 11 con-
"1n<:cd th&t lhc 11ppl1Cll10n o( 1parthc1d 
u & pu!111C1I and IOl.'.Lll l}'Slcm wluch In· 
JUfet people and un1vu 1,. bcntfi11 one 
•roup aboYe another cannot be tcC'cpted 
on Chntllan cth11:al lfOW\c.lt ti"'t II~· 
Ihm w11h 11'11 pnn,1plt oC n111hbofh ~· 
and r11httc1Uafteaa."" Tht i:hurch decllit91d 
Ill d00t1 opan ID •II rans. and 11 •lcaa.".. 
the hberal Hcyns u 111 mo.kt•IOI" Tlu.I 
doc1 not mufl 1ha1 1he Ch\lofCh hu ba· 
cotn• «II a~I lO taeci.Wfta lwlly .-Ul,,.I• 
ed lgf e'ftl\ s-mally 1nte1ra1edt. ln OM 
1old·m1n1n1 town of Gcrn'llMon. the Rn 
Pieter Oum.as aJmou 1Nt tome ol bu 
whue panstuo;>nen h.i•e Jroppcll DU\ u~ 
1 colored m11n '"'~• c:lr.:ccJ an c:kter fur Iha: 
tint lime ln PrehXI& 10me J.000 ~ 
art talk1n1 of 11ar11n1 a new chun:I\ fot 
wh1tcaonly 
But Hcym belle .... \hat the chwcb"t. 
new oaunc a the only one PQMfbk. Mwc 
ha.we bwn kw JOO ye.an in 1t111C°""lf'J UI • 
ecru"' pm.ii.xi ol Hrcn1th •net ol bcU\I 
.ible '° d io:utc l.hu\p."" U.)I ht . .. Now I 
M;IUJd 111y 11\.11 very. ,..ry auddcn.ly In a fta· 
The Wrong Tribe .. =t.~::=~~:=.:=-• ..... •ur-
·: :. _; •· There .,.u •tune.. after the 1lecll0nl ol 1941, •be• U.. 
T~~~:~~,:=~~~=:s=:~:a! : -~~·~::~;n~ 2i;:;;.:.,~~·=:c1::.S: 
iu fOld•ndd1amondri ind bulJtltt roadtand lacLOOCS. Yet for btucr •t:.:M \belt ao\.l.aOl:liau' ""4ispca.4 pro.NW •1mpa· 
yun thoc onaum• conqucron tuvc bnn h1lJc rnon I.ban a &hies. b'ma4 a parunilil.llY orpiwauon called &he Torch 
pcnnancrit QpP:IS&Lion. With • p;>pW.aUOtl of J ' mllhon com· Comm.an do twi\11 OppeabcuncJ sina.oonal ID oppmc UM Af· 
partd wuh l mtlhon Afrillantn. En&J,ls.h-spc.aklftl Sou1h Af· ribnen There wu awa i.aa ol ICCCWOn in the pn1mi· 
nc.a.naar•• prmpcrouanunon.1y, conuollinc pc:rhaP1 IO'liol ncnUy EA&lisb~iq prOYWC4olN.aial in 19Handapin 
tbc economy. Why art they eopo(itically p;> .... rlt:111 in t N0•1. wb•a Uie Nauoa.ait1u. doec:lutd South Arne.a a 
"Tbt EnaiJ,l.h d1dn"t ru.liu 1ha1 tQVU"llJMnl wu lbe bi1· tcP11blic u4 led ii~ ollbc Cominonwe&IUI. But tven1uaUy 
ICll MUICSI ill tbe counll')'," aays Hcka Suun.n. 111it.b. a IAc En&Lisb mincwi1Y kLI bKi on Lhs c.ombublll vadMioft 
LOl.ICJI oleu.,cration and 1 touch ofbiuc..--. Haw enltr· olbweud WI lift &Ad rc1ur.fid'°N.kiq mono. That mi· 
lr\I bu l4Ut yearaaanoppoait.an M.P. (b°tomeolthal tima DOri1yllillpc)'t.609fio~aU pc,..._,C.UaiDSout.b.Al'.ricaaftd 
lbcocUyoncl, lhc 11amon1 theludcnolUie EnalislMpc.afl. 7J~ofallcorp;ntetua. • ·:';-r. , • .. / 
in1 manoritJ. Other wdl-kng..,.. mcmben t&nd LO punue 4if· I The EnaWA apeU:en ka.t ,._,.u,. 1a bl ftlOI'& UbcnJ 
rercnt LIMI of worlr.: Oolfct G•i'l' Playtr. NovcliM Nadine lhan AlniancrSoa. r.Ualq\GltOl\l.. LoS.peunbcr J9U R1tl· 
~d~:~ ~:;c~}'t;~~o~ ~~~~:~,:;i~1C~ t::.~= ~ e!:~::':;:r :;~~=-!.:~. :!: 
Afnkat1en." Suunln addi. ·• .. poc~ll)' in 1he c1vLI tcrvicc." culc4 pcaickal ollhe Africa.a National Can,rea. Rell' I.al• 
Hany Oppcnhe1mtf. 11ot1 ol lhl buMk4" of \he An.ate> et deti&Rd. ~A.JI of• II Lhlt mect11'\1 -.nted ta Mt a DCW 
Amcnaa COip .• Ole 11san11c: mintna. 1n1ii\JaclW'lftl and n· c:oltcre:Dl toC*1' _... oo diemonMrr.bk JUMM:• aad a~· 
t11hna ~n'8 Lbat coatroU about: a quaMM o( \ha 1AOG1undWl~fi&hC..~MYmyHol1Myf0 1nComlftlchalr· 
cowilf'}'·s 'llUlth. med to &aflc an acll,,. pan iD pol.ii.ca. He -.nolUit1ob&Aoeabuq0..betofCommercc. bucalled 
Ml u a Ubcral 1n Par1Jamcn1 and 6Aaoccd I.he OppoMt.an a. Saudi Alriall buainma laden LO°""'* i.Q.ruat1a. And 
Prosrc:u1.,. ftdertil Party. But tus effort& came IO nochlftl. M.chwl lOliloft.chitfc.t~¥CollarkNr Aui4. Soulh Al· 
lllouiA &he corpon11on1 lhal I.he En&fuh tpc.akcn conlrol nca't aaccmd WJ:al lodwlrial cmpV"t:, bu alao 1ppc.aMd W> 
~tr~::~~:!n~ ~!::~~,..blll political''°"'· ~~-~,:;~~~i• °' bloomhed on bolb 
When aakcd 10 11.pla1n m. aap tria · \lid.at Ow: 1'9<"iaJ conlbct , howe .... r. • 
1wtt11 Enihsh cc-ononuc ~r anJ i•ura_bw ol uec:uuvn ate •mphaaw.n.a 
pol1Ut:&I unpoltncc, A.nalo Amcncan·1 c.awqm Con..:cmed abo.11 llle A.H c. ·, 
current chatrmari G a Y1n Relly •)'C ~ll'ICnt ol "'°4tncc and lh• wb-
11mpli}' . '"Wc:'rt from the .. 1on11.11bc."' i«&lllW IM.lmbcr of CoenmYA&lla 14 111 
~0('.:!,~,~, .. ~:·!~~{~~~.:; ~ ~kl~~i~t! ::;~a;: 
ne.,,.f uellllc.d. we never devetopc:.J a ~'-"1a:irmateria.1Mapport." . 
::~~=-~:~;;ch;~r:O';:' ::~ '.~ ~u;~~nA~-= 
out ol tbe dust.•· Pl.ton, 14. once Kl"ed f'!i' llilfcfed • net lou in tmm&p"auoa, 
u prca1d1n1 of the nowdc(urKi L1bcl'M ~· .l":"~ ·~~4,lll mOA dcputil'\I th.a amw• 
==~:~~c"J~:is~e~~~: • \ 11 ~·· ~.;l.".a .• ~~i'·!: ':.':.~ = 
(Of maktftl monc)' and p\ay1n1 1olf. Boer War ....  -~A~.~(. -~- '.JOo o( the enupou wtl\i IO 
'The EntJi.th hc:rc dutf l '*ant LO M.lle Tht A,......,..,,owtt, ...... ~1+ .. , nta&t:t Ud 4.000 LO Au.au.Ii.a. nu. 
cweryth1n1 and CWCi'l'bo&J)'." he Y)'C lritl .. tore: .. Ill• ........ ,.. ' • : . ·4..T:-al ll'tany O( lhc bcM 1rtd bnaJ'lt· 
"Both Afnkanert and En&h•l'I ha~ .• low Ww•f 1899-ltoJ.""~ : :. fJQ&b IDtnct.b.ina \hat Sauf.b A.Inca caD 
k:l'W:ollllecoun1..., . bul.meAfnflaner• mat•tr .. •t. Thew-'1Mpc1:;.: .l~ d. 
::-:::::=:::~ ::.~ F~~========:J 
TIM[ MAY• I H l " 
Rocking the Cradle of the Volk 
An inte/Jutua/ rt bt llion swttps tlrro"gh tlrt &tab/islrmt nt's think lank 
T ~n~":~1:~.~~:!; · j :S~· ~';:~2~: 
Af11k.un1-langva1c uni· .. denounced Bo thl "s re· 
ve,-,11y ui South Afnca for1N aa a lh•m and ,.. 
and by far the m0t1 prcst1· " lianod Crom tbe NaOOCW 
1'°'-4 :)a o( the coun1ry'1 Pany. 
e 11h1 Prime M1nutcn Econom.il::I rrofcaot 
'*trt p1duatt1. O ne o( Sam.,._ Titneblsnche, one 
them. Daruc:I Maia.a, wu ol lhe leaden of tha cam· 
a un1 ... eru1y chancellof pus rc:..olc. W)'I a deep 
and ao.lO'lcr. Hc:rtdrilt F aplit bu \Aktfl ptacc ba· 
Yc~rd, th• architect of 1 ... 0 1M W'JJWtrsuy lrtd 
apanhc1d. WH • p1oles.MJf \M C01.v1.lf'}''1 Ni1nj clue. 
in 1he IOCIOk>l;J dtpan· " Al S1cl11nbo1ch, " be 
ment. The uri1"•r111y·s 1&)'t., ··we Mw ruchcd 
pre:acnt ctu.nccUor LI Sta1t I.he point lhat il • man d 
Preu.1enl P. W . Both a , willin.a ID ddc:M lhc '°"" 
lbOulh he d1d nOI altcnd enunent, be M• lllO s1&nd· ~ 
SteUnbmch. inc Yi acadel'NC Wela. 
Since 1g.q. 111hen Iha nu •Ill ha-.. imporuflt 
Afnkartotr4ominated N•· dlccta. No pcnuM:nl 
taon.J Party came <o pow. tactd wtth thc:ac Pfobtana 
tr. SUUcnboach has bceii c.n allotd ID a. Ml aca .. · .. 
~1r._"::':C':::!: ~~n~ j ~m~~~era......, ' t i 
hatoepf'O'l'~thclhr:ore&· ,.......,.._..., .. M....,_W_,,. .. ,..,. __ .....,~ iapanh&td amona tbc Cac· 
tea.I rr11m""°'fl fot •pan· , • :. .... • · -~~~ , ltllJ Md been aro-ril'\I. 
be id. pt11Jo.oph1Cal dc:rtnaa for aocial ·~ an4. llMW9 pd~UJ buc 1&a&d1J,, for._. lime. Botha·· anaow\O.:•m&n1 
rcccntJJ, UUUNI Oft poliucal -~, tharina." Slclknbmcl'I ol lhc wluio-on.I)' cla:IMMI • M•J 6 _.., lhc lnuNd~t• cal· 
hH bocll c.alkd 11\a crtidlc: of Alnkancrdc>m. al)'tt b chcnl* •I Stcllcnt:Gcb. ll pnacipukd Lba f'cbelhon 
S.111o1"4 l' milct lrorn Cape Town on llM blnb ol th9 ol the prolaa.on. who demanded lhal rul rdorna t&lr.• pl&«. 
me&Adannl Ecflls Riwf llnd 1Utroundc:d by a nch ftllcy Jh11 challcfllil tbocflc.d atuiknta IAIO a llcnuon. "PolitlC'I ha• 
tilled wuh lual'I v1neyud1. I~ W'llWl'l.ll)' •nio)'t ona o( lh.a pua.od NlbJ u the malA 11\W'CCI( oo ump.111nca 0.. akoc· 
mOM buoulul1et11np In the WOfld It wuthu na1urtl beau· lion wuaDhOWKed,"conlirwu Ph.1.hp Ncl.dU"ectorollhc In-
ly ~I led Governor Simon .... n der S11l 10 Ml 11p a l'KJl1da' eututc olScrowt S1ud1e1. 
Camp d~cre U\ J679 ~he W\IWRll)' llanl\I In 1166 U the O\lnn.a 11 tc..Ume dllCUD.IOlll llOUP al a pro{aaor'1 houea, 
SteUcnbmch Gymna11~. or h~h khool. To.Jay 1u k>w· · SI.clan Malhcrt., ed11oc ol ~ lludcnl nc-papcr Dr• ltl•n• . 
alW\I buaki"'P· wtu<• w1lh red Ule rooQ.. arc thlcltly a.b&dcd jumps IO lw lcel . Hlllcrc ha.I bDcD a put Chafl.l'I 111 lhc pua 
. by a.nctartt 09kt and !rtimed bJ ccr\aa ~u:avUlca. E "cn 6IA mootbl."' be aa)'I. "Tbe mmt apalhetK aludtnt !\OW ru.I· 
the tna arc conwdcrtd natJOAAI monumcni.a. When OM ol '1&J thal hi cr11at tAltc pan an llO!Jt1C1. Far Lbe inl wna, N\l-
, t.J\e paAt 09lu •Ion.a Oorp St.roll dia.. ll"M tu1reona qU»Clr.JJ dcnLI '" Llklna • cntlC&J laoll 11 lbe &oYCt'llmeftl. •· .. 
opcr111e l.nd till ii with cement to ll:c.cp 1t staachna. The: whol• ... "Youth ii bacOi'Nftl more p;>Uuc.ally iovolwcd." aarc-
LOwn Launa to a deep concem w1lh Pf'CKl"Ylftl bu.ildtt1p. Emile Wcuc:b. campus chauman ol the Conxrvauvc Pany. 
tnditioaa and ldcaa. " No>w they ay what they ~t (or tbc future and how ID 1e1 
hn ol StcUenbmch'• appt&f ODmC11 rrom 111 ..Ulion. lhtce. There e1 more cnucum of Ole IO"lf1llTW:nl " 
Tiie 14.000 ttudcnu \111.11.llY drat It 1l I.hey wen a1t1nd1n1 Antoo Slccnlr:.amp, • former edUOf ol Dr1 ltl1w1. a year 
cluaa at• s.casuk l"QOR: men 1111horuot JI.HU and nm n1n1 &IO IC46 an a11c:mp1 by Stclknbotch lludc:nu LO vi111 tl'lc hud· 
1hon. women II\ white Of ~tlcl....:olorl\I blo.mc:s anJ tlK kt qauncnof t/'wt outl.1.•c.d Afncan N.111'°"al Con1ru.a 1n Lu.a.a-
Thcy sa:roll hanJ 1n hand with boul.bap o~r their shoulckrt. Ir.a. but IM IO'IJlf11mCnl ref\IWll to '5&ua U\cm pa11i.u-i.a. Ha 
loll on 1he 11eps o( 1«1111'1 halla. hop into IJlcu- cal'\ for a tnp 11y1 he 611..S. mote dwatuho:uoa I.ban c:wr bel'wc. ''The"' 
LOoncollhc47 ru1.a11r11nt1 C.llCOl'\llD Malta. lbe .ucknama bat been. 1h1R MJ Lba lcR.cmc.a.•pa. apocv.UJMDCClhe l.Q• 
(or U ol S lhllknu tha1 bad1CI or1.11n UI lhc lama~ ckpcndcrit can4M1a1aba¥acmcr...S." . 
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Dutch Dilemma 
To tlr~ EditorJ: 
As Dutch nationals living abroad. we 
have watched with shame and horror the 
signs of chaos in Amsterdam (Aug. 101. In 
all fairness, this city is not representative 
of Holland but has functioned as the pon 
of entry for a stream of undesirable cle-
ments. But because of Amsterdam. Hol-
land's image abroad is such that foreign 
investments and tourism have bypassed 
the country. Dutch leaders should initiate 
a n~nonscnsc approach to the problems 
in that area. 
H~nriCl~mnu 
Han1 win Ri~msdijk 
Cascais. Portugal 
I have been to Amsterdam twice. The 
fin.t time I was robbed 111 knifcpoint: the 
second, my car-door lock was destroyed 
and my casscue player stolen. If the 
Dutch insist on solving 1heir social prob-
lems with experiments. I suggest they try 
imponing Bernhard Goetz. 
Frrd W.Ak<r' 
. Nt1nmbug, West G!nnan1 
We in the Nelherlands are aware lhat 
we have erred in handling a number of so-
ciill problems. On lhe other hand. our tol-
ernnt attiludes stem from our convic1ion 
that every citizen is entitled to develop 
into a mature and happy person. Yes. this 
applie5 to homosexuals and lesbian moth-
ers. Your anicle distorts reality. While 
pretending to analyze Dutch society in 
1987, you do no more 1han replace 1he ste• 
reotype of a land of windmills. wooden 
shoes and tulips with another, equally 
innne SlereOlype. 
R.H.J. Eg~t~r Va11 Kuyk 
Rijswijk. th~ N~111ma11d1 
Treacherous Waters 
Once again the Reagan Adminisua· 
tion has put the U.S. in a totally indefensi-
ble position with its operation in the Per· 
sian Gulf !Aug. IOI. The only possible 
outcome of reft::i.gging Ku~iti tanken is 
Letters 
that American live5 will be lost. When 
this inevitable tragedy occun. the Presi-
dent will have two allema1ivcs: either an· 
other humiliating retreat. as in Beirut in 
1983. or involvement in a war 'NC should 
not be in. 
Jack Pearman 
Hammond. Ind. 
best chance for regaining lost ground. On 
the other side. Jayewardene is gambling 
his political career on the agreement. For 
the Tamils. it may be 1he last ray of hope 
for gaining their demands peacefully. Too 




The determining factor for the US. 
presence in the Penian Gulf as not the 
tiny ponion of our crude oil that comes Righting History 
from the region. It is the financial panic I am concerned about two historical 
that would result from closing the area to I misconceptions in your story on South Af-
the industrialized nations and the ensuing rica IMny 41. The ··few brown-skinned 
bidding wan. A firm stand now will pre· nomads" you refer to. whom Jan van Rie-
vent S2- and even SJ-per-gal. prices at the becc:k encountered at the Cape er C:.:= I 
pump$. Yes. the U.S. is vulnerable. Hope in 1652. were a society of tens cf 
Louis A. Ma/nassy thousands of gatherers. hunters and pas. 
Chicago toralists inhabiting large areas of the 
Cape and Namibia. Later. in the 18305. 
lhc people you call "fierce Bantu tribes· 
Fragile Accord men" were not moving southwan:I in 
The treaty that Prime Minis1er Rajiv search of new lands when they clashed 
Gandhi has signed with Sri l.ankan Presi- wilh European settlen. Archaeological 
dent J.R. Jayewardene I Aug. 101 is politi- evidence demonstrates that the first farm· 
cal trickery on Gandhi's pan. Fint he ing communities in the Transvaal date 
openly encouraged revolt by the Tamils. i from 1he lrd century A.O. NaLal and the 
and then he bullied Sri Lanka into sub- I eastern Cape, which were the scenes of 
mission. The terms of settlement betray many settler battles. were inhabited by 
the people of Sri Lanka. who have been black African farmers some 1.000 yean 
pressured by a strong neighbor to hand I before the arrival oflhe lint Europeans. 
over pan or their territory lo foreign con- I John Parking/on 
trol. I wonder how an ex penenced politi· I Deparrmtnt of Archaeology 
cian like 'Jayewardene was hoodwinked I U11ivtrsi1yo/Capr Town 
into signing this pact. I Rondtbosch. Scuth Africa 
T•jpa/ Singh Dhillon 
Smirhfi•ld. N.C. ! RetumofOOT 
The India-Sri Lanka accord is one of I I have enjoyed the Bond series for 
the century·s mos1 imponant agreements. I many years and was very pleased with the 
I do not have words 10 explain the outra· I new film The Uving Daylights I Aug. IOI. 
geous attack on Prime. Minister Gandhi I In an age of Rambos. commandos and 
by a Sri La.nkan sailor. The sailor's ac- I other characters who disappear like 1he 
tions were all the more heinous since the wind. it is a pleasure to see James Bond 
Prime Minister was in Sri Lanka on a ,. endure and grow~pecially with the 
peacekeeping mission. new Bond hero. Timothy Dalton. 
Rajesh Rarhi I Henry J. Schumachu 
Bomba1 I Ramttf, N.J . 
You quote Sri Lankan Prime Minister You say that "in the age of AIDS. even 
Ranasinghe Premadasa as saying ''There I Bond must bend to serial monogamy." 
is terrorism in Sri Lanka only because In- You neglect to odd that in the age of can· 
dia is backing it." However. you fail to ccr, the modern Bond has not given up 
mention that Sri Lanka has a terrible fCCa smoking. Shame on the makers of T7rt 
on:I of human rights violations an its deal· Living Dayligh11. 
ings wilh the Tamils-so bad. in ract. lhat I Akzandrr Walkrr 
some vital Scandinavian aid to Sri Lanka I London 
was withdrawn. Also you do not point out I --------------
that the Sri Lanknn army launched an of- I UTTDSTOTMUIWT'Olh,_DI~• 
fensive 10 crush Tamil separatist activity I ~~f,::'Scna 
by eliminating all Tamil males between I ~z1u 
the ages of 1 l and JJ. The issue of the i i:'i~":.".!:;,:-::_,sthn ..... ....._ 
Tamils in Sri Lanka is complicated. and I ._,,.mt111 ... Cilnf•SC1E1. 
all three parties-India, Sri Lanka and I ....._ ____________ _ 
h T . I .._...c-..n ..... ..-w---·-·t-.... t e am1ls-aretoblame. -~oi-~•·• i.1ou,,,, ....... _, __
SritlharRafaKOpalan ~·=~~~~":..~.!:"i! 
. llouston I =~=.'1:~-=:~-=::= 
' ""'n ~l"Clt--•,..-c_nn __ ,._._ I s.c-.-·- ... -· "'' _.i_.,......._,. ...This tren1y. if successful. can breathe ~.~~·1To::":":":4'.'ii'::~=·':':-:i~ 
new life into the b:mercd image of Gan- I :..":"a!'.:.:'O.:.,"'°:.:=.:~h~= 
dhi. Time is running ou1 for Rajiv. and lhe ! ~ .. ::::"i'!.-:!-=.:!: '::' ~ -c;.!..~ ,;:'::::'. 
pact with Sri Lanka may prove to be his ~ _ui,,. 10020.1Ju 
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THE UNIV.ERSITY . OF ZAMBIA 
LUSAKA CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Denartment of Literature & Langua~es 
P.O. Box 32379, , 
WSAlCA. ZAKaIA • 
Telephones 219624. • 
Telegrams: tJNZA LUSAKA. 
Our. Reference: 
8th Octob·er, 1987 
Dr. John Parkington, 
Department of Archaeology, 
University of Cape Town, 
RONDEBOSCHo 
South Africa 
Dear Dr. John Parkington, 
I read your letter to the editors of Time 
Magazine of August 31st 1987, with tremedous 
interest. You argue in this brief letter 
TELEX: ZA 44370 
that the Bantu had bP.en in South Africa 'Some 
1,000 year before the arrival of the first · 
Europeans' and that there was 'a society of tens 
of thousands of gatherers, hunters and 
pastoralists inhabiting large areas of the 
Cane and namibia'. That ideas lilce this 
ens-tM·in South Afric~n Universities was a 
_pleas~nt surprise. It is a pity that 
circumstances in this region make¢ it 
difficult for scholars to exchp.nge ideas either 
by correspondence or conferences. But I 
would like to assure you that there are people 
out here who would like to extend to you 
hands of 1:ipolitical comradship to explore 
this wonderful planet on which we have a common 
destiny. 
I am a theory af literature scholar arid right 
now l .b.Q.xe a project (an offshoot of a larger 
one) ~ am tryinp;·to trace pre-colonial 
'oral' civilization by studying (a) recorded 
pre-colonial oral literature (here Jin Za.Ilbia 
there is boundless sea of.it) and attemnt to 
decipher 'linr;uistic fossilization' in it of 
this past civilization; and (b) contemporary 
vernaculars of Zambi~ and similarly worked out 
linc:;uistic fossilization concerning the pre-
colonial world. By the concept of 'linguistic 
fossilization' I mean words which are comprehe-
nsible but do not describe aIJ.Y currently existing 
-. 12 ••••.• 
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reality and seem therefore to refer to a past world. 
I hold an assumption that the paradigm of 
'linguistic fossilization' might lead us to find 
in folk tales, fables, stories, poetry and drama 
which were in circulation prior to the advent of· . 
Europeans and were frontically written down in 
the 1940s, what the Greeks found in Homeric 
literature and the Teutonic or Germanic peoples 
found in Icelandic sagas as fairly acceptable 
mirrors of pre-Homeric Greece and of pre~istian 
Teutanic Europe, respectively; for which no written 
records existed until the works of Homer and the 
Saga.ntan-and which archaeology later authenticated, 
considerably. 
Archaeological interest in Homeric and Saga 
literatures has afforded a lot of needed work to 
bright-en the once twilight zone thus depicting the 
dignity of mankind in those regions of the world. 
Perhaps, concerted team-work for this part of 
the world might add further glamour to _human-
kind. Who knows that consequences this might have 
for our times and for future generations in 
scholarship. 
Your remarks, Dr. Parkington therefore inter~~t -
me immensely. I would wish to know more of your'-'~ ~of 11.J."'1 
colleagues. Please be in touch. Perhaps · 
something could come out of our contacts. 
Sending you every good wish. 










Departnent of Archeology 
Uni7ersity Of Cape Town 
Rondebosch, South Africa 
Dear John Parkin~on: 
K. Edwin Knip:rrJer 
Box 3024 U,Cit7 
St, Louis, ?!issouri (USA) 
September 21, 1987 
Re: Possible redistribution of oooulations 
in South Africa 1scientificaiiy• ••• 
More information requested! 
I still ha.ve a fe'IV friends, I t7:.ink1 in South Africa, and 
am m-iting in inquiry concerning your letter as printed in Time Magazine, August 
Jl, 1987, which on the face of it does not seem quite self explanatory or in 
hamony with what I tho~ht I knew about South Africa or its peoples. You-letter 
·as printed does not state whether you are rn-ofessor or teacher or student ••• 3ut 
either way I would aprn-eciate more information concerning your situation there. 
As I stated above I have· a fevr friends ••• "I think", left in 
South !.!:-i:::c., ::.::':.. c.s ::: .-aed to knOl'I' them, and we were never intimate or blood 
relatives, if I agreed with wha.t seems to be the tenor of your letter, then I would 
be sure that I no longer have them even as once a year Christmas card acquaintances 
which most of them now are and really always were. 3Ut t.he cards are gettin5 fewer, 
because, I suppose, they no lon~er feel it worth while ••• They feel that the U,S. has 
turned its back on them or that they have no friends anywhere in the world who really 
understand them ••• And I ad.r.lit that I find it difficult to understand them ••• Yet. 
sor.iehair I feel at least partly responsible for not Understandi~ them ••• At other times 
I feel that ! really do understand them more than the7 know. Though they are :lot 
intimate or blood friends, yet they ere so much like me that to meet them evenonce is 
feel that one knm'IS them so well as to never forget them ••• Silly possibly, but so I 
have so far felt concerning almost everyone I have met 11ho ;:ras from or knew s. Africa. 
I 
Your letter however disturbs me! It ~ives another picture! 
Yet I co not know whether you or- the article you eriticice is the more true to 
history or aithropology, particularly physical anthropology? Further I do not know 
where to go for infoIT.1ation, since neither the article or your letter give much data 
as such to draw conclusions fro11ti 
Sttll more conflicting is the recent opinion I picked up but 
did not record the sources, is the idea that "South Africa as we know her today has 
few i.'lhabitants who can realq be considered 'Natives 1 in 'the scientific sense of the 
word ••• " T he cist of this new opinion, which I am not even sure was given sincerely, 
was that considering the '\Tay .South Africa ;-;as today it 7l'a.S incapable of deciding its 
011n i'iture logically or politicaJ.ly. Therefore some third force (in th~s case I 
belieYe the United Nations was suggested?) should take over the area and redistribute 
the population supposedly 1 scientifically' according to racial index of the peoples 
invol'?'ed and the actual geography and climate concerned... The suggestion mis considered 
noveI but too :i.r.tpractical to take seriousl1, paticulerly considerin~ the merits of the 
oreanizatiori that was su~r,ested to do the operation •••• Considerable 'bull session' 
type communication continued which at least had the effect of more people thinking 
seriously about the future of South Africa than ordir.arily do so, I believe •••• 
As I ;'!I'Ote above, no one took this discussion too seri.~usly 
so far as I know, But I do recall the one claim, that "South Africa has few if axry 
l<atives today" and no one refuted that claim. The 1clail::l. 1 also seems to be in harmony 
with the T ime article and my previous info:mation ••• 3Ut you claim otherwise? You 
say that S.1'. '\'ll1S il".habi ted by African farmers some lCOO years before the arrival of 
the first Europeans"', •• Eut the term "'native''• as used b:r physical anthropologists, 
requires possibly a 100,000 years of living in one olace to q.,ualµ'y for I believe? 
The :lantu tribes are obviouslv not 'nativel but oossibly the Hottentots'yo11 rtlit to 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ON a recent short visit to South 
Africa I learnt two things. Oae is· 
tbat tbe country is not II: a state of 
revolution. 
Tbe other is tbat tbe South Afri· 
can Government. at least as it is 
represented by President Botha. is 
botb unable and unwilling to deliver 
tbe reforms ·which tbe world de· 
mands. · · 
Tbe point about revolution need 
not be laboured. A scccessf~I revo-
Jut!on mo~t unde::'T!lille ibe ru:i~g 
class. My experience in South Africa 
was that most whites are not even in 
1be early stages of panic. 
There are, of coarse, exceptions 
among tbe Englisb·speak.i.Dg busi· 
ness community which is congeni· 
tally predisposed towards guilt and 
despair. But in general whites seem 
to me not to be deeply troubled by 
tbe present unrest. 
Tbe reason most be lbat so few of 
them bave personal experience of 
tbe rioLS. which take place regularly 
in a limited number or black town· 
ships, only occasionally spilling illto 
"while South Africa". 
The victims of 1be riots are nearly 
all blacks, 001 whites. Because of 
strict censorship on South African 
television many whites are DOI fully 
aware of wbal is going on ill 1be 
townships. 
Doring my few days in Soulb 
Africa I travelled widely in tbe 
northern Transvaal, visiting a onm· 
ber of black townships and pmsiDii: 
tbrongb a couple of black home-
lands. Once I saw a sinii:le army van. 
This was a peacefnl Sontb Africa 
STEPHEN GLOVER. of th~ Lond~n Daily Telegraph, recently 
interviewed President Botha. This is his personal view of the 
man who leads South Africa - and puzzles the world ... · 
man· cif tbe soit Whatever bis adVis-
ers tell bim, I do not suppose that Mr 
·Botha cares overmocb. about tbe fall 
of tbe rand. Whal tlie volk are 
thinking on tbe platteland is far 
foreign to our television screens. 
Here, ill tbe conutryside at least, one 
may stUI be called "Master" by ·a 
black without any obvious irony. 
And bere apartheid still reigns 
supreme. 
It Is iD tbis context t:iat one sboald 
consider an interview wbicb I re· 
cectly bad witb President Botha. I 
b.ad been primed, not least by a 
\ number or South Africans in Lou· 
don, to expect a rather angnisbed 
man who was desperately pDlllng 
reforms out of his bat as quic.k.ly as 
possible. 
Protracted 
Instead I ronud someone wbo 
seemed as confident as be was obdu· 
rate. One should not bang every· 
thing on an interview but to jndge by 
this one, reform will be protracted. 
I presented myseU as a journalist 
wbo wrote frequently about South 
Africa. Yet Mr Botha proceeded to 
address me as someone wbo bad 
never been .to tbe country before, 
tbougb it was in fact my silltb visiL 
I suppose that il Sir Sbridrath 
Ramphal, Secretary-General of tbe 
Commonwealth, gets his way and 
bans air flights to Sooth Africa. it 
may be my lasL tbongb one might 
always take a leisurely cruise, or 
even a mp by camel. 
Mr Botha's mfsapprehension 
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more important to bim. · 
·about my lack of intimacy·. wttb · Hard tbougb I pressed bim during 
South African affain was a happy tbe interview, Mr Botb.a wonld not 
one for it led blm (until enlightened commit himself to any specific re-
by me) to assume tbe mode of ad· forms, other than to set a date for 
dress of a. Seer farmer towards a legislation wbose effect will be to 
newly arnved Thomas Cook repre- bring blacks on to tbe President's 
sentattve. Council, an advisory body. 
For example. be referred to ~- , There was a good deal of talk on 
llsb speakers, wbo happen to make bis part about meetings witb on· 
op 40 pe~fenl of tbe .white papal~· named b!acks, a defence of segre-
tlon, as a small m1Donty'. Arn· gated living areas and of tbe "posi· 
kaners were, by con1ras1, "here in tive aspects" of apartheid, and a 
Ibis country long before any black hearty condemnation of one-party 
groups came here". Commonwealth states whose "folly" 
As tbe interview progressed It It was to propose sanctions. 
dawned on me tbat Mr Botha inhab-
ited a different soclal and cDltural 
DDiverse to mine. Not bigber or 
lower, bot dUferenL One of its cbief 
characteristics is isolation. 
When I name-dropped De Tocque-
ville. a gennine spasm of illcompre-
bension journeyed across Mr 
Botba's face. 
Later, during a dtscassion on rell· 
glon. be assured me tbat be regard· 
ed Britain. as opposed to some other 
conumes be could mention. as a 
deeply Christian conoiry. 
Th.is Is the man wbo leads Sontb 
Africa at tbe moment of ber crisis. 
He may well be tbe right man. bot 
be is not a paid-op member of tbe 
post-enligbtenmenL liberal Western 
·world. 
. He Is an Afrikaner, an African. :i 
Powerful 
Mr Botha may not be immortal 
bot be seems immovable, even il 
some of tbe more liberal memben 
of bis own party are said to be grow· 
ing a little impatient wttb tbe slow· 
ness of his reactions. 
His powers are considerable. · 
This is the man of whom tbe 
world makes almost daily demands. 
There is, ill fact, not the slightest 
chance th.at in tbe foreseeable 
future be will release Nelsan Man· 
dela, dlsmantle apartheid or talk ·10 
!be African National Congress. 
Mr Botha knows there is no revo-
lntlon in Soutb Africa - and bis 
loyalty is not to tbe bnman· race in 
general, but to Alrikanerdom. 
APPENDIXD 
Illustrations 
·BUSHMEN: A party of Bushmen from South West Africa stayed in the Festival Fair for 
the duration and proved an immense attraction. Their home was the South West Africa 
Pavilion. 
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Life cast of old Bushman making fire, South African Museum 
-159-
Life cast of sleeping Bushman woman, South African Museum. 
• 160. 
Naron Bushman woman, South West Africa, clapping dance rhythm, South African 
Museum. 
-161- • 
Cape Town, life cast of Bushman woman grinding roots, South African Museum. 
-162-
Life cast of Bushman hunter, South African Museum. 
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NAMIBIA • • • 
BOTSWANA 
G 
A SOUTH AFRICAN MUSEUM, CAPE TOWN 
B ALBANY MUSEUM, GRAHAMSTOWN 
C GREAT ZIMBABWE MUSEUM, MASVINGO 
D MUSEUM OF HUMAN SCIENCES, HARARE 
E MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, BULA WA YO 
F MUSEUM OF MILITARY HISTORY, GWERU 
G NATIONAL MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY, GABORONE 
Map of Southern Africa showing location of museums mentioned in the text. 
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APPENDIXE 
COMMENTS ON THE PERPETUATION OF POPULAR NOTIONS ABOUT THE 
BUSHMENt 
"A2ter die Vensters"2 
MUSENEWS is the popular monthly newsletter published by the South African 
Museum in Cape Town. The publication is a laudable effort by this museum to 
popularise not only current events at the museum through the inclusion of a monthly 
calendar, but also to popularise current work being done at the museum. Every issue 
carries a front page story on some or other topic related to museum activities. 
It is the front-cover story of the March 1989 issue, called CONFESSIONS OF A 
MUSEUM ADDICT, to which· I react with much concern. My current research is 
focussed on the presentation of San communities, past and present, in the public media. 
My concern is with how perceptions of the San are popularised and perpetuated, and it 
is not great revelation to state that the presentation of the San through this century has 
been a negative one, ranging from "uncivilised savages" to rather quaint "children of 
nature" who need to be protected from civilisation. They are presented as such in 
museums, with little idea being communicated of dynamism or change. Stasis is the key 
concept. 
How is the MUSENEWS article contributing to perpetuating the notion of San as 
"children" to be examined, looked at, analysed, spied on? 
CONFESSIONS immediately situates the San in the position of "objects for display" -
curiosities. The illustration, dominating the front page through its use of at least half of 
the available space, is a photograph of a group of San in what appears to be a 
storytelling situation. It is not a photograph of one of the museum displays. The 
opening sentence reads: 
"Any object in a bottle or glass case, an~ing stuffed or cast, anything mounted or 
exhibited has held magical attraction for me as long as I can remember." 
The immediate connection I make is with the illustration - that the people represented 
in the photograph must be these objects in a glass case 
stuffed/cast/mounted/exhibited - which the author of CONFESSIONS experiences (as 
1 This is a slightly edited version of an article I wrote for the May 1989 issue of the MARTEY AAN, the newsletter or the Cape 
Historical Archaeology Association. 
2 This is the Afrikaa111 tra111lation for "behind the windows". 
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I'm sure most museum visitors do) - as "self-contained, defined, ordered, immutable, 
unusual, wonderful". 
CONFESSIONS could be read as a light-hearted, fun story of someone's enjoyment of 
museums. I would argue that CONFESSIONS reflects deep-seated and very 
problematic perceptions of the San held by the author, and in this way serves to 
perpetuate current myths about the San as unusual objects that a glass case can help to 
contain, define, and order ("correctly and scientifically"). The comment made in 
CONFESSIONS about the author's collecting impulses not being pure scienc~, but 
rather a "deeply-held desire to hold and cherish the natural world" also serves to 
substantiate the idea that the San are objects to be put into glass cases ("desire to 
hold"), and represented as curiosities of the natural world ("cherish the natural world"). 
The author spends a few paragraphs waxing lyrical about the evocative nature of "old-
style" museums in which he has seen many wonderful things. He then goes on to say 
how the Khoi and San life-casts exhibited in the SAM always reminded him of a story 
about a "bergie on a Cape Town bus" who was "inflamed by an imagined racial slur and 
unknown quantities of meths", who was claiming ancestral links to objectified life-casts. 
The story can be read, and was no doubt intended, as an amusing little anecdote, but 
what are the implied links in the telling of this story, between a seriously drunk ''bergie", 
imagining racial slurs, and the people presented not only "agter die vensters" but a 
popular current image of the San as presented in the photograph used to illustrate the 
article. 
I would argue that it is through just such "innocent" and "amusing" anecdotes that 
'negative images of the San continue in public myth-making. Not only are they 
presented as objects to be held as cherished behind glass, but their perceived urban 
relatives are meths-drinking bergies who imagine racial slurs. It is not really very 
innocent or amusing. 
The manner in which responsible institutions, such as the South African Museum, 
popularise notions about various Southern African cultures is a serious issue, and one 
that has been taken up by museums. However, it is not only the actual displays and the 
way they are used educationally that needs to be examined. I am arguing that we need 
to be constantly vigilant about the stereotypes that are perpetuated in all forms of 
public media, such as newsletters like MUSENEWS. 
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Any objca in a bottle or glau case, · 
anything stuffed or cast, anything 
mounted or exhibited, ha& held a magi· 
cal auraction for me for as long as l can 
remember. A psychologist or social 
scientist will no doubt have an explana· 
tion for this primal craving to experience 
that which ii aelf-contained, defined, 
ordered, immutable, unusual, wonderful. 
I confeu lO being a museum junkie, 
whatever the reason. 
Al a child l made my own little col· 
lectiona of things • skeletons of birds and 
rata, plaster caata of small animals, 
pieces of mineral and curiously formed 
atone, old books, and bottles of 
chemicals. When l think about it now, it 
wu not a pure scientific impulse that 
drove me to this, but rather a deeply· 
held desire to hold and cherish the 
natural world I love so dearly. 
~ aa an adult I still feel that first 
childlike excitement mounting in me at 
the prospect of entering some dark, 
muaty hall fdled with wonderful and 
unusual things. I know modem thinking 
favours briltbt and lively museums, full 
of li2bt and movement, but to me the 
smell of old mahogany cabinets. lac· 
quered brass, menthol, formaldehyde, 
and wa:x polish on linoleum floors is as 
evocative as the perfume worn by the 
first girl l ever klSSCd. 
[n my wanderings I have seen many 
wonderful things, all those artefacts and 
objects representing the milestones on 
our way through the world. I have seen 
fossil bacteria£ slime countless millions 
of years old; I have seen Old Fourlegs 
and the Taung baby; I have seen James 
Watt's steam engines and the Apollo 
lunar module; the first motorcycle, 
James Whitworth's hand-carved lathe 
lead screw from which our whole tech· 
nological society grew; Marconi's wire· 
less; I have seen Mozart's piano. (I have 
also seen two of Friedrich Schiller's 
skulls • one when he was little and one 
when he was a grown man •••• ) 
Whenever I wander through the 
South African Museum and sec the col-
lection of life casts of Khoi and San 
people I remember a story told to me 
about a bergic on a Cape Town bus. 
This lady, inflamed by an imagined 
racial slur and unknown quantities of 
meths, launched into a tirade about 
'ancestors'. 
'Djille witmense praat mos altyd van 
djillc ancestors. Ma ons bet ok 
ancestors en ck wict wies my ancestors, 
hullc staan almal daar in die Museum, 
nctjic5 op~estop agter die vcnstcrs.' 
'En dJOU ancestors? D$llr5 net ou 
Djan van Riebecck, hy staan daar op die 
foreshore ennie duiwe mis op sy kopl' 
. 
Herman Fouric 
Confessions of a Museum Addict 
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APPENDIXF 
This document is part of a longer-term consultative project of mine around museums 
and presentations of history and culture. As part of my belief in the need to consult 
with community-based organisations about developing programmes for history 
education that involve communities and address their needs, and as part of the need to 
assess the level of consciousness about museums amongst people involved in 
educational struggles in South Africa, I have undertaken to speak to a range of people 
and organisations about the concerns set out in this document. 
This document is in no way intended to be unbiased or objective. It clearly reflects a 
political agenda and is intended to initiate discussions with people on the basis of a this 
agenda, based on my belief in constructing new histories that will in time be reflected in 
the cultural memory of a different South Africa. 
To date I have discussed this document with a number of people, and include some 
general comments that are of interest, and that reflect the current status of museums in 
the consciousness of people organising around education and culture. The comments 
reflect the opinions and beliefs of individuals, and are not the mandated opinions of 
organisations. Discussions to date were held between March - April 1990. 
Document: 
THE ISSUE OF MUSEUMS AS EDUCATIONAL SP ACES 
Both History and Culture are regarded, in a sense, as sites of struggle in South Africa, 
and the calls for People's Education and People's Culture are by no means recent. The 
issues of how knowledge is produced, presented and controlled, and how ideas are 
perpetuated, have been important in discussions, debate and action around educational 
and cultural issues. 
I am a Masters student in the Archaeology Department at UCT. I am nearing the 
completion of a research project on presentations of "the past" in museums. This 
document is towards my research, and is an informal personal attempt to get some idea 
of what people are thinking around the outlined issues. I hope in tlie longer term to 
follow these issues up in a formal, consultative fashion with a range of progressive 
community, educational and cultural organisations. My specific concern has been with 
the presentation of gatherer-hunter (Bushmen/San) and herder (Hottentot/Khoi) 
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history. However, the issue of museums is far broader than the presentation of history 
and the obvious bias in displays. 
Many school students are now being bussed in to the South African Museum in Cape 
Town. Many students are thus being taught what this museum has, in the form of 
displays, to teach its visitors. In my opinion, the whole tradition of museums needs to be 
looked at fairly seriously, because museums as educational institutions are a massive 
resource that we have perhaps not really even begun to tap. Although it could be 
argued that visitor figures at the South African Museum indicate that this resource is 
being quite adequately tapped, I would say that visitor figures are really a cause for 
greater concern, in that large numbers of school students are being exposed to cultural 
and historical ideas that are conservative to say the least. 
The International Council of Museums, in 1979, defined museums as follows: 
"A museum is a permanent, non-profit institution in the service of society and open to 
the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits, for the 
purpose of study, education and enjoyment, material evidence of man and his 
environment." 
South African museums have had to admit that the "society" they serve has been an 
extremely restricted group, and that the service provided has been far too limited. 
Their collections policies have to be altered so that the material evidence of "man" and 
"his" environment can be broadened to include "people in our environment". 
The rhetoric of museum personnel in South Africa reads something like this: 
"We have to bring people into the museums. We need to make ourselves more 
relevant. We want people to understand that what we have in our collections really 
belongs to them. The public are the real owners of all that the museum houses. The 
museum is essentially keeping in trust the heritage that belongs to the public". 
Comments from the "public" demonstrate how far removed museum personnels' 
perceptions are from that of the public: 
"There is something about the South African museums that does not reflect what I am. 
The view it reflects is foreign to me. They portray the white experience. If there is 
anything there, it is because in some way it has been part of white experience. Museums 
are not African, they are not South African. They are not part of me." (Mr Khumalo -
Wits University, African Languages Department). 
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Because of the structure of museums, and the nature of the presentation of information 
in museums - realistic/scientific displays - they form a very powerful medium through 
which to communicate ideas in the most convincing manner. 
The point about museums is that they could be a vibrant and exciting resource for 
informal and non-formal education. At the moment museum education is too oriented 
toward school syllabus subjects. The point that arises from this comment is that perhaps 
museums are NOT the most suitable forum in which "progressive education" could take 
place, and perhaps a struggle to transform the museum into an institution that serves 
the needs of progressive education, in terms of methodology and content, is not at this 
stage an appropriate struggle in which to engage. 
However, as always, it is necessary that we learn from the examples of other recently 
liberated Southern African countries. Museums in Zimbabwe, for example, have 
changed little in form and content, since independence in 1980. Although serious 
funding problems have placed s7vere restrictions on what has been possible in terms of 
transforming museums in Zimbabwe, the inherited western tradition of museums and 
their function, is one that is difficult to shake off, no matter how well-intentioned 
museum personnel may be. 
Perhaps museums are better left to implement their interpretation of the task of 
"curating, preserving and presenting the national heritage11 • Or perhaps the liberating 
forces in South Africa need to look at what is presently a powerful educational tool, but 
one in serious need of transformation. 
What I am interested in is the following: 
- Are museums, as institutions where education takes place, an area of concern amongst 
those involved in the struggle to democratise education? 
- Are museums, as institutions where history education takes place, an area of concern 
amongst those involved in writing and presenting progressive histories? 
- Are museums, as institutions where cultural education takes place (particularly in 
Cape Town, in terms of the separate existence of the National Art Gallery, the Cultural 
History Museum and the "ethnographic/anthropological" galleries in the South African 
Museum), an area of concern amongst those involved in democratising, and changing 
popular concepts of, "culture"? 
- Are museums a low priority, given the pressing and urgent need for attention to formal 
education in South Africa? Or is there space and energy to examine creatively ways in 
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which the educational space of museums can be appropriated to serve the needs of 
progressive education? 
- In terms of our "national heritage" - all music, art, pieces of history, reflections of 
contemporary politics, our natural environment etc. - how do we want this preserved 
and presented? And perhaps museums as they presently exist are not the most suitable 
place to do this? 
I would really appreciate your comments on the above issues, and any other comments 
that you think are important. 
Comments: 
For clarity and for brevity I have summarised my discussion with each person, and 
include only the main points and suggestions. 
Comments from Mike van Graan (Chair, Community Arts Project (CAP), Cape Town): 
Museums at this stage are not an issue of concern, although they clearly should be. A 
general attitude within organisations towards museums is probably similar to attitudes 
to other state institutions. This attitude has until recently been one of distance and 
boycott, where people have not wanted to be involved with state institutions or with 
state money. But a new attitude is developing that is in line with the spirit of 
"negotiations", that has seen a shift to the strategy of struggling for the "hearts and 
minds" of the people. The struggle now is the battle for hegemony, and progressive 
organisations are going to have to develop the resources in order to engage effectively 
in this battle. 
This shift thus also sees a move towards strategies of engaging with institutions rather 
than boycotting them. 
The question that progressives are beginning to ask are around how we intervene in 
dominant institutions in order to transform them, or at least to make them less 
obstructive to our goals. 
In these terms, museums need to be engaged. But culture and museums are not part of 
people's everyday concerns. And generally there has been a strategic attitude that has 
meant that if there are no immediate gains in a particular struggle, then that struggle is 
not useful. The shift towards a strategy of participating in the battle for hegemony 
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through engaging with state institutions is going to be a slow one, and as a first step we 
going to have to have thought through, and planned carefully towards, alternatives 
Comments from Duke Ngcukana (Co-ordinator, Musical Action for People's Power 
(MAPP) - music school): 
"Museums are dead places". And in their current form, serve outsiders and tourists, not 
locals. 
The setting of any kind of presentation is very important - like with theatre, music, 
dance, any sort of display. Even if the setting of museums changed from the present 
institutions, there is still no guarantee that people would come to participate in 
activities or to view displays. Museums should be in community halls, where people can 
offer what they want to. They should come alive, and there are various possibilities for 
this. For example, people in communities could use the expertise of the museums to set 
up their own displays. Real objects are not so important in terms of education, and 
depending on how the role of the museum is conceptualised, photographs are often a 
better means of communication than objects. 
Comments from Vincent Kolbe (Librarian, Observatory Municipal Library, Cape 
Town): 
Museums generally seem to be symbols of Imperialist power, of imperialist mastery 
over the earth. They contain the trophies of the ruling class - stuffed lions, stuffed 
Hottentots. Where civil rights struggles have been fought (such as the USA), themes 
such as "humanity's triumph over slavery and oppression" have been added to the 
content of museums. 
But in decolonised countries, where there is a search for a new ethos, the role of 
museums has to be redefined. 
The use of museums as resource centres for academic purposes is still valid. But the 
museums' resources should be taken to people as much as possible. The diverse 
function of museums should be separated and targeted at specific groups. And 
museums can no longer be purely visual and static, as we now have television. 
·A lot of new research and documentation of neglected history will have to be done in 
order to make museums relevant to the new generation. The task of preserving and 
presenting the national heritage will still be the responsibility of museums, but there will 
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be a need for more museums and more varied museums, for less elaborate and more 
easily accessible museums. 
One of the main problems in South Africa at the moment is that community culture 
used to be nurtured in the face of official disinterest, but this is no longer the case. 
What has happened to museums is probably similar to what has happened to the 
libraries. Libraries used to be "the poor man's university", but this is no longer the case. 
They used to be places of activity, where all sorts of discussion and debate took place 
amongst members of the community. The suppression of ideas in South Africa has had 
a very negative effect on this use of facilities. 
What is needed is the development of a museum consciousness. And the idea of 
"community museums" could be developed in conjunction with community resource 
centres. 
Comments from Ciraj Rassool (lecturer, History Department, University of Western 
Cape): 
Public History is currently the terrain of the ruling class and the state. Alternative 
histories appear to have been developed froni outside state structures and at times, and 
in parts, have been taken into the formal, traditional environment of the classroom 
through struggle and with great difficulty. 
Museums have begun to take note of developments, and have begun to rethink their 
educational activities. 
Museums are part of the broader issue of Public History - on television, in coffee table 
books etc, and the role of Public History in a post-apartheid South Africa is something 
that will need attention. Alternative museums would have two important roles: firstly, 
as sources of the past; and, secondly, as places where the past is presented not as a 
given, but as contested terrain. 
What is the capacity of museums to be used educationally and for specific audiences 
(not just the Joe Soap/Joan Soap-type public)? An important issue in this is how 
displays would be organised differently for different audiences. 
What is needed in developing different museums is the inclusion of this issue in broader 
discussions about presenting the past in a post-apartheid South Africa. 
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Comments: (mine) 
It is probably not the museum concept, per se, that is at issue, but rather the present 
objectives of the museum. The concept of a "community museum" needs serious 
examination through an assessment of the needs of communities, and through an 
examination of what types of community museums have been set up in countries such as 
Cuba and Nicaragua. It would be necessary to look at the objectives and the success of 
such examples elsewhere. Alternatively, perhaps it is the concept of the museum that 
needs to be looked at - perhaps the concept of "museum" does not have much future, 
and people are looking at different ways of presenting their past - through poster and t-
shirt displays that may not be best displayed in museums. Another option is to look at 
how the concept of the Mobile Museum Service can be transformed, that in itself could 
. be a type of "community museum". Again, though, the current collections of museums 
would probably not go particularly far in satisfying community demands for 
information/ objects/ displays on South African history. 
~ 
I 
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